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Abstract
Electronic structure problems in solids usually involve repetitive determination of quantities of in-
terest, evaluation of which requires the solution of an underlying partial differential equation. We
present in this thesis the application of the reduced basis method in accurate and rapid evaluations
of outputs associated with some nonlinear eigenvalue problems related to electronic structure cal-
culations. The reduced basis method provides a systematic procedure by which efficient basis sets
and computational strategies can be constructed. The essential ingredients are (i) rapidly conver-
gent global reduced basis approximation spaces; (ii) an offline-online computational procedure to
decouple the generation and projection stages of the approximation process; and (iii) inexpensive
a posteriori error estimation procedure for outputs of interest.
We first propose two strategies by which we can construct efficient reduced basis approximations
for vectorial eigensolutions - solutions consisting of several eigenvectors. The first strategy exploits
the optimality of the Galerkin procedure to find a solution in the span of all eigenvectors at N
judiciously chosen samples in the parameter space. The second strategy determines a solution in
the span of N vectorial basis functions that are pre-processed to better represent the smoothness
of the solution manifold induced by the parametric dependence of the solutions. We deduce from
numerical results conditions in which these approximations are rapidly convergent.
For linear eigenvalue problems, we construct a posteriori asymptotic error estimators for our
reduced basis approximations - extensions on existing work in algebraic eigenvalue problems. We
further construct efficient error estimation procedures that allow efficient construction of reduced
basis spaces based on the "greedy" sampling procedure. We extend our methods to nonlinear
eigenvalue problems, utilizing the empirical interpolation method. We also provide a more efficient
construction procedure for the empirical interpolation method.
Finally, we apply our methods to two problems in electronic structure calculations - band
structure calculations and electronic ground state calculations. Band structure calculations involve
approximations of linear eigenvalue problems; we demonstrate the applicability of our methods
in the many query limit with several examples related to determination of spectral properties of
crystalline solids. Electronic ground state energy calculations based on Density Functional Theory
involve approximations of nonlinear eigenvalue problems; we demonstrate the potential of our
methods within the context of geometry optimization.
Thesis Supervisor: Anthony T. Patera
Title: Professor of Mechanical Engineering
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation
Quantum simulation provides a mean by which material behavior - ranging from microscopic
properties describing the atom-atom interaction to macroscopic properties characterizing a bulk
material - can be determined from ab-initio theoretical models. Traditionally an interpretative
science, it has developed into an accurate, predictive tool widely used by engineers and scientists
in the design of new materials [30, 88]. This advancement is fueled by recent theoretical advances,
the vast expansion of computing resources, and the widespread availability of quantum simulation
codes. Increasingly more complex systems can now be solved.
In these simulations, we usually need to repetitively determine certain outputs of interest, s,
given an input parameter y E E where D E RP is the parameter space in which our input A
varies. However, these outputs are usually functionals of a field variable u(p) obtained by solving
the underlying p-parameterized partial differential equation (PDE) derived from physical models.
A model behavior is then encapsulated in an input-output relation, the evaluation of which re-
quires solution of the underlying PDE. In electronic structure calculations for example, we may be
interested in determining the ground state energy (the output s(pL)) of a crystal structure given a
lattice constant (the input I). To determine this energy, we must first determine the electron wave-
functions (the field variable u()) based on quantum models derived from (say) Density Functional
Theory.
In practice, the solution u(p) is usually obtained through a discretization procedure such as a
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finite dimensional Galerkin approximation since a closed-form analytical form is usually not avail-
able. Some computational chemistry problems afford very efficient approximations. For molecular
systems in gas or liquid phase, the use of optimized atom-centered basis sets leads to small discrete
algebraic problems which can then be solved efficiently. In solid state simulation, the planewave
method, coupled with the pseudopotential method, is also particularly efficient. However, when we
are dealing with more general problems or when we desire higher accuracy, the use of numerical
methods based on more generic approximation spaces, such as the planewave method, the finite
difference method and the finite element method, may be necessary. This leads to a large dis-
crete algebraic system of which the solution can be computationally intensive, and in some cases,
impractical within the many query context we are interested in.
Our goal is to develop reduced basis methods that permit the efficient evaluation of this PDE-
induced input-output relation encountered in computational chemistry, especially in the many-
query limit. This can be very useful in many applications. For example, molecular dynamics
simulations can attain its full predictive potential through the use of a low-order ab initio model
- the use of an empirical model or an interpolation of empirical data requires extensive prior
knowledge of the problem being solved [77]. In multiscale and multiphysics simulations, or the
computational material design, the rapid evaluation of the input-output relation allows efficient
coupling with other components in the simulation [80, 112]. In design of nanostructures, a low-
order model will allow the rapid evaluation of the dielectric response which is a function of both
frequency and physical space [50, 117]. We shall describe two specific examples to further motivate
our methods and the context in which they are applied.
1.1.1 Band Structure Calculations
The first application involves the study of the Schrddinger operator H = -A + Veff where Vff is a
periodic function such that Veff (x) = Veff (x+ R) for all Bravais lattice vector {Ri E R 3 , 1 < i < 3}.
From the Bloch theorem (see, for example [3, 61] or Section 5.2.1 of this thesis), the eigenstates of
the R, given by {4i, 1 < i < nb}, have the periodicity of the Bravais lattice:
Oi(x; k) = en"ikx(x; k), (1.1)
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where nb is the number of states we are interested in, ui (x + R; k) = ui (x; k), and wave vector
k defines the translational symmetry of the periodic potential and lies in the first Brillouin zone
of the periodic structure. This leads to an equivalent parameterized eigenvalue problem: we find
ui(- ;k), 1 i < nb and Ei(k), 1 < i < nb such that
(A ik+ k2 +Veff )ui(x; k) = E2(k)ui(x; k), 1 < i < nb,
jui(x; k)uj(x; k) = Jij, 1 < i < j ' nb, (1.2)
where Q E R3 is the physical domain of our unit cell. We are thus interested in how energy levels
Ei(k), 1 < i < nb varies with k.
This is considered one of the most important calculations in solid state physics. The number of
k-points at which (1.2) must be evaluated, denoted by nk, depends on the quantity and the physical
system we are interested in. In some cases, nr can be very small. For example, in determining
electron densities in semiconductors, only several k-points are sufficient - to obtain an accuracy
of 1% (relative to some "truth" calculations based on larger nk), [26] uses only 3 k-points for
HgTe and CdTe crystals; and [28] uses only 2 k-points for C, Si and Ge crystals. In this thesis,
we deal with cases where we must solve (1.2) at a large number of k-points. For example, to
accurately determine the density of states and related optical quantities of crystals such as the
Fermi level and the dielectric function, we must evaluate the band energies, Ei(k) at large number
of k-points - nk of O(103) are routinely used. In some extreme cases, such as the determination
of the anomalous Hall conductivity [116], solutions at millions of k-points are required in order to
achieve a reasonable accuracy. Another application which requires solutions at many k-points is
the charge transport problem. Here, we must efficiently calculate scattering rates of thousands of
charge carriers, each in a different k-state. This must be repeated many times for the duration
of the monte carlo simulation. Based on these examples, it is clear that an accurate and efficient
numerical method for band structure calculations is clearly desirable.
1.1.2 Electronic Ground State Energy Calculations
For our second application, we are interested in determining the electronic ground state energy
of a molecular system. This is central to all quantum chemistry calculations, including excited
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states predictions, linear response theory calculations, conformation determinations and ab initio
molecular dynamics simulations. For example, given a set of parameters p of a crystalline solid,
such as the locations of nuclei and geometric properties of the unit cell, we would like to determine
the ground state energy of the crystalline solid, e(p).
To determine 6(p) exactly, we need to solve the full Schrbdinger equation, intractable for almost
all real size cases. Approximation models are thus usually used in computational chemistry, of
which the two main categories are Hartree-Fock (HF) type models [18, 111] and Density Functional
Theory (DFT) type models [18, 32, 90]. They both involve solving a non-quadratic constrained
minimization problem. In practice, we usually solve the associated Euler Lagrange equation, which
is a nonlinear eigenvalue problem. An iterative procedure must then be used to obtain a solution
- Self Consistent Field (SCF) schemes, outlined in Section 1.2, are most widely used today.
However, even with the above approximation, the computational cost of determining E(P) is still
significant. In geometry optimization or ab initio molecular dynamics calculations, the nonlinear
eigenvalue problem must be solved many times. In addition, within each iteration in a SCF scheme,
we must solve a linear eigenvalue problem. Clearly, an efficient numerical method for nonlinear
eigenvalue problem can greatly facilitate any quantum calculation.
We note that the methodologies, which we will describe in Section 1.3.1, are built upon solutions
at several judiciously selected p-points. Thus, they are general, and thus not restricted to either
HF models or DFT models. They can very well be applicable to the full Schr6dinger equation,
provided we are able to obtain solutions to the full Schrddinger equation first.
1.2 Some Existing Methods
Here, we give a brief description of methods commonly used to solve eigenvalue problems encoun-
tered in computational chemistry problems. All methods involve first choosing an appropriate finite
dimensional approximation space, followed by a solution method that solves the resulting algebraic
eigenvalue problem. There exists many software packages that solve computational chemistry prob-
lems, each with a different solution strategy. Two examples of codes relevant to electronic structure
calculations of extended systems are ABINIT [43] and PWSCF [6]. In subsequent chapters, we will
occasionally invoke ABINIT when we discuss how the methodological details used in ABINIT affect
methods we propose in this thesis.
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1.2.1 Approximation Spaces
Since a close-form analytical solution is usually not available, an approximate solution to the
eigenvalue problem must then be determined. This is usually achieved through an introduction of
a finite dimensional approximation space YN = span {j, 1 < i < A/}, where K is the dimension
of YV. We then approximate the exact solution by a linear combination of the basis functions Oj:
K
CA~. (1.3)
i=1
The set {50, 1 < i < K} is known as the basis set. We can define an appropriate basis set in a
variety of ways, depending on problems at hand. Within the computational chemistry community
however, the quest for a small basis set is extreme, driven by the need to minimize computational
cost in the early days of computational chemistry when computing resources are scarce. Repro-
ducibility of experimental results using the smallest number of basis functions trumps the need for
proper numerical analysis. Within the class of local basis sets, this usually leads to a plethora of
efficient, problem-dependent basis sets that frequently do not admit rigorous convergence analy-
sis [31]. However, as computing resources become more widely available, more general basis sets
with better convergence properties are increasingly used. We now describe the two main categories
of basis sets - local basis sets and general basis sets - in greater details.
Local basis sets
Local basis sets are basis functions that are well localized to nucleus sites of a molecular system.
They afford an efficient representation of solutions to an isolated molecular system since the wave-
functions of an isolated system are usually localized to regions close to nuclei and vanishingly small
in regions far from nuclei. An early example is the Slater-type orbital (STO), given in cartesian
coordinates by [35]
X1 ymzn exp(-l,m,nr), (1.4)
where 1 E N, m E N, and m E N are quantum numbers; C,m,n is a "tunable" parameter that
depends on 1, m and n; and r = /x 2 + y2 + z 2 . The STOs are solutions to hydrogenoic-like
problem. However, due to the dependence of the exponential term on r, the evaluation of integrals
involving STOs is tedious.
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This leads to the introduction of the Gaussian-type orbital (GTO) of the form [35]
I1ymzn exp(-(,m,nr2). (1.5)
Here, the r 2 dependence in the exponential term allows integrals involving GTO to be evaluated
much more efficiently. In particular, for Hartree Fock models, computational complexity of the
bielectronic integral in the exchange term can be reduced1 from 0(K 4 ) to Q(N 2-7) [18].
However, as these basis functions are mathematical construct, the number of GTOs required
to achieve a certain accuracy is normally larger than an approximation based on STOs. There are
several ways we can improve the efficiency of an approximation based on GTOs. First, we can find
an optimal set of 0,m,n that minimizes the number of GTOs required to satisfy some criteria, e.g.,
the lowest energy [95]. Second, we can contract the GTOs into a smaller set of orbitals that better
represent wavefunction solutions from atomic calculations - the combined set of GTOs is now the
new basis set, thus reducing the dimension of the resulting algebraic system of equations. Third,
since we usually perform the above optimization procedures in an atomic setting, GTOs must be
further facilitated with polarization functions to describe the distortion of the atomic orbitals in
a molecular environment. In practice, common users do not usually perform these optimization
steps; instead they choose one of many pre-optimized basis sets available in the literature and use
them in their simulations [121].
It is clear that the efficiency of GTO comes at a tremendous price. First, the optimization
procedure is usually nonlinear - if the number of optimization parameters considered is large,
finding an optimal solution becomes increasingly more difficult. Second, when existing optimized
basis sets are used, their flexibility can be limiting, since they do not provide uniform description
of atoms and molecules and their properties - a particular optimized basis set was optimized in a
specific environment with respect to a specific property. Third, as optimized basis sets are usually
obtained in an ad-hoc manner with reliance on physical intuition, performing convergence analysis
on these basis sets is not straightforward. As such, there is no simple way to evaluate a priori
the performance of a particular basis set for a particular problem; selection of the right basis set
frequently relies on prior knowledge and making an educated guess [118, 119]. Due to these reasons,
'An O(Af) can also be achieved with linear scaling algorithms based on Greengard and Rokhlin Fast Multipole
Method [18].
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the basis set used is also frequently considered as an integral part of the model [31].
While the use of more generic GTOs alleviates some of the issues identified in previous para-
graph, it is accompanied by an increase in the computational cost. In addition, local basis sets are
in general not suited for molecular dynamics simulations where nuclei move. This is because with
local basis sets, basis functions must be recomputed with each change in locations of nuclei. In
addition, the computation of ionic forces will require determining derivatives of basis functions, and
integrals involving these derivatives - a process that can be very computationally expensive [48].
General basis sets
Optimized local basis sets can indeed be very efficient when applied to isolated molecular systems
of which the nuclei configuration is fixed. However, this is only achieved if the correct basis set
is used, perhaps chosen based on our experience with similar systems. Otherwise, for less defined
problems, and for systems where the nuclei move, general basis sets may be more appropriate.
The most common basis set under this category is the Fourier basis set. They are particularly
efficient for domains with periodic boundary conditions. For isolated systems, finite difference
methods [33] and finite element methods [91] are increasingly used. With finite difference methods,
the physical domain is divided into a grid, and solutions are found on this grid. On the other hand,
finite element basis functions consist of piecewise polynomials over the physical domain. Unlike
finite difference method, finite element method is variational.
General basis sets usually allow systematic convergence analysis, and provide an uniform de-
scription of the atoms and molecules and their properties. In addition, as these general basis sets
are independent of locations of nuclei (assuming we are not employing adaptive meshing during
implementation of finite difference methods and finite element methods), evaluation of ionic forces
acting on the nuclei is straightforward with Hellmann-Feynman theorem [37]. Finite difference
methods and finite element methods are also capable of handling complex geometries, making
them well-suited to study of nanostructures [34].
However, as these generic basis functions do not usually bear any resemblance to the actual
solutions, large number of basis functions is required to achieve a comparable level of accuracy when
compared to local basis sets. In particular, to approximate wavefunctions near nucleus regions, very
fine resolution is required. The resulting discrete problem is usually too large for use in the many-
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query context. In addition, with HF models, the evaluation of the bielectronic integral with finite
elements method planewave method will scales as O(K 4), where K is the number of basis functions.
Since DFT models do not involve a bielectronic integral, general basis sets can be efficiently used
to solve DFT models - the computational cost will not suffer from a O(K 4 ) dependence.
1.2.2 Solution Methods
The introduction of a finite basis set, as described in Section 1.2.1, usually leads to an algebraic
eigenvalue problem. When this eigenvalue problem is linear, it can be solved efficiently based on
several existing algorithms - since resulting matrices will typically be Hermitian and sparse, the
Lanczos method, the implicitly restarted Lanczos method and the Jacobi-Davidson method are
most common used [4]. In particular, the implicitly restarted Lanczos method is implemented in
the widely used software package ARPACK [69].
However, with ab initio quantum models such as those based on Hartree Fock Theory and
Density Functional Theory, we usually obtain nonlinear algebraic eigenvalue problems. The preva-
lent technique to handle this type of problems is the Self-Consistent Field (SCF) scheme. Several
strategies exist in the implementation of the SCF scheme [18] and can be divided into three groups:
(i) fixed point algorithms [100, 106, 107]; (ii) direct minimization methods [93]; and (iii) relaxed
constrained algorithms [17, 19]. In this thesis, we will primarily use the Roothaan algorithm [106],
one of the earliest fixed point algorithm used in the SCF scheme. We will also be using Newton
iterative scheme to solve nonlinear eigenvalue problems encountered in this thesis. Further details
are given in Section 4.2.2.
1.3 Computational Challenges/Thesis Objectives
The previous sections provide a background on which we shall state the challenges we hope to
address in this thesis. The problems we would like to solve have the following characteristics. First,
the governing equations encountered in problems we consider are eigenvalue equations (linear and
nonlinear) whose solutions depend on parameters characterizing these problems. Second, we are
interested in finding approximation to not just a single eigenstate, but multiple eigenstates. The
solutions are thus vectorial in nature. Third, a typical calculation will require repetitive evaluation
of an input-output relation s(p), for many different sets of M. The numerical methods used for such
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evaluations must then be efficient and accurate in the many-query limit.
Existing numerical methods in computational chemistry achieve high efficiency through problem-
specific basis sets. However, they have poor transferability from one problem to another. Construc-
tion of these efficient basis sets is also time-consuming, ad-hoc, and dependent on existing physical
insights on the problem. The alternative, use of general basis sets, is expensive and prohibitive in
the many-query context.
The primary objective of this thesis is to develop computational methods that permit accu-
rate, and rapid evaluation of input-output relationships induced by eigenvalue equations in the
limit of many queries. We seek to develop general techniques that systematically create efficient,
problem-specific basis sets that have controllable convergence property. In particular, we desire
techniques that provide (i) accurate approximation of relevant outputs of interest; (ii) inexpensive
error estimator for the approximation; and (iii) a computational framework which allows rapid
online calculation of the output approximation and associated error estimator.
Our second objective is the application of the computational methods developed to problems
where significant gain in efficiency over existing methods can be achieved. In particular, we seek
to use these techniques to solve representative problems in solid state calculations which involve
repetitive evaluations of input-output relations and underlying eigenvalue problems. To achieve
these goals, we pursue the reduced basis method.
1.3.1 Earlier Work on Reduced Basis Method
The reduced basis method recognizes that the field solution u(p) resides on a very low-dimensional
manifold induced by the parameteric dependence. Furthermore, the field variable u(p) will often be
quite regular in pL - the parametrically induced manifold is smooth - even when the field variable
enjoys only limited regularity with respect to the spatial coordinate. The smoothness property can
be deduced from the equation for the sensitivity derivatives; the stability and continuity properties
of the partial differential operator are crucial. Clearly the latter are delicate matters in the context of
eigenvalue problems. We will elaborate further issues related to sensitivity analysis in Section 2.3.2
and 2.3.7. The reduced basis method thus exploits dimension reduction afforded by the low-
dimensional and smooth parametrically induced solution manifold. More precisely, rather than
general basis sets consisting of, say, Fourier basis functions or finite element basis functions, the
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basis set consists of solutions of the partial differential equation at N selected parameter points
pi, 1 < i < N. Then, the set of all solutions u(p) as /t varies can be approximated very well by its
projection on a finite and low dimensional vector space spanned by the u(pi): for sufficiently well
chosen pi, there exist coefficients ci(p), 1 < i < N such that the finite sum EN ciU(pt) is very
close to u(g) for any p.
Reduced basis methods were first introduced in the late 1970s to fulfill the need for more efficient
parameter continuation methods in the context of nonlinear structural analysis [2, 85]. They are
subsequently abstracted, analyzed, and extended to a much larger class of parameterized partial
differential equations [9, 36, 67, 84, 86, 98, 104, 1051, and a variety of reduced basis approximation
spaces [97, 53]. Reduced basis methods are also used in solving Navier-Stokes equations and fluid
dynamics problems [47, 52, 53, 54, 55, 94].
In these early methods, the approximation spaces are local in parameter space. This was due to
context in which reduced basis methods were developed, and the absence of a posteriori error esti-
mators and effective sampling procedures. In the more recent past the reduced basis approach and
in particular associated a posteriori error estimation procedures have been successfully developed
for (i) linear elliptic and parabolic PDEs that are affine in the parameter [45, 71, 75, 99] ; (ii) el-
liptic PDEs that are at most quadratically nonlinear in the first argument [82, 114, 115]; and (iii)
general nonaffine PDEs [8, 44]. In these cases a very efficient offline-online computational strategy
can be developed. The operation count for the online stage - in which, given a new parameter
value, we calculate the reduced basis output and associated error bound - is independent of K,
the dimension of the underlying "truth" approximation.
Application of reduced-basis method to linear eigenvalue equations have also been examined
previously. In [71], reduced basis approximation and rigorous a posteriori error bounds are de-
veloped for the approximation of the first eigenvalue. This thesis extends the theory to include
evaluations of multiple eigensolutions and nonlinear eigenvalue problems. In particular, the em-
phasis is on applications of the method to computational chemistry problems where the underlying
PDEs do not have the same nice structure that allows us to apply the methodology developed in
earlier works: (i) the equations can contain both non-affine terms and also very nasty nonlinear
terms, for example associated with an exchange-correlation term; (ii) the solution sought is not
scalar - for each M, we look for a set of eigensolutions; and (iii) the parameterizations of the
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PDEs can be complex, for example due to a set of moving nuclei and periodic boundary conditions.
In fact, the above three issues are the main difficulties faced by any numerical approximation of
the PDEs obtained in computational chemistry and are the deciding factors when determining the
appropriate numerical approach to employ.
1.4 Scope
1.4.1 Thesis contribution
In this thesis, we have developed reduced basis techniques for eigenvalue problems, in particular
those encountered in computational chemistry. Contributions are made in several areas.
Approximation spaces
Constructing an efficient reduced basis space for a vectorial solution consisting of multiple eigenvec-
tors is nontrivial. The bases in the eigensubspaces that we are approximating can have complicated,
nonsmooth variations with the parameter of interest due to behavior of the problem examined and
the eigensolver used to solve the problem. This may mask the actual smoothness in the variation
of eigensubspaces with respect to the parameter.
We present two approaches by which we can construct a suitable reduced basis approxima-
tion space for vectorial eigensolutions. The first approach, denoted as the augmented reduced basis
space, circumvents the difficulties outlined in the previous paragraph by taking the span of all eigen-
vectors at all sample points. Galerkin procedure then finds the best approximation in this enlarged
reduced basis space, thus the term "augmented". Numerical results show that this approximation
space is rapidly convergent for all problems examined.
In the second approach, denoted as the vectorial reduced basis space, we pre-process the ba-
sis such that resulting bases are more representative of the actual parametric smoothness of the
eigensubspaces. Complexity of the pre-processing procedure required is dependent on the problem
examined. Except for the full band structure calculation problem where variation of eigenvectors
with the parameter considered is exceedingly rich, current implementations of the pre-processing
procedures are adequate and lead to rapidly convergent vectorial reduced basis spaces. Further-
more, we can exploit the inherent orthogonality property of the vectorial reduced basis space to
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omit orthogonality constraints from our reduced basis formulation, and yet obtain a solution that
approximately satisfies these omitted orthogonality constraints. Nevertheless, the omission of the
orthogonality constraints implies that the problem we solve in the reduced basis approximation
differ from the original problem - this implies that any solution we obtain only approximately
satisfies the original problem. This is further elaborated in Section 2.3.5.
A posteriori error estimation
For linear eigenvalue problem, we facilitate our reduced basis approximation with a posteriori
asymptotic error bounds. In addition, the error estimation procedure admits an efficient offline-
online computational decomposition, leading to rapid estimations of errors in both the augmented
reduced basis approximation and the vectorial reduced basis approximation. This procedure is fur-
ther incorporated into an adaptive sampling procedure [71, 82, 99] to allow the efficient construction
of rapidly convergent reduced basis spaces.
Nonlinear eigenvalue problem
We extend the reduced basis method to eigenvalue problem with highly nonlinear terms. We
employ the empirical interpolation method introduced in [8, 44] to approximate these nonlinear
terms. We also introduce an alternative construction procedure for the empirical interpolation
method. We then construct an offline-online computational procedure which remains efficient even
in the presence of these nonlinear terms.
Computational chemistry
We examine applications of reduced basis methods in computational chemistry problems, first re-
ported in [21]. In particular, we demonstrate the applicability of reduced basis methods in band
structure calculations based on empirical pseudopotential models, and ground state energy cal-
culations of crystalline solids based on Density Functional Theory. The parameterization of the
problems solved are admittedly simple - it is either apparent by inspection or obtained through a
simple linear geometric mapping. More complex parameterization, in particularly the parameteri-
zation of moving nuclei, is not considered in this thesis.
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1.4.2 Thesis outline
In Chapter 2, we summarize the reduced basis method formulation and associated a posteriori error
estimation for linear eigenvalue problem. In particular, we introduce specific ideas on construction
of efficient approximation spaces for vectorial solutions and describe the resulting approximation,
the computational procedure, and the efficient evaluation of a posteriori error estimators. We use
an quantum harmonic oscillator problem as a numerical example.
In preparation for the treatment of nonlinear eigenvalue problems, we describe briefly the empir-
ical interpolation procedure for parametric field in Chapter 3. This is followed by the approximation
of a generic nonlinear eigenvalue problem to demonstrate how nonlinear and nonaffine terms typi-
cally encountered in quantum models can be handled within the reduced basis framework.
We then apply the methods developed in previous chapters to problems in solid state physics. In
Chapter 5, the reduced basis approximation of a Hamiltonian equation with a periodic background
potential allows us to efficiently determine spectral properties of crystalline solids. In Chapter 6
and 7, we look at the reduced basis approximation of Kohn Sham equations, the workhorse of
Density Functional Theory. We first study the reduced basis approximation of one dimensional
Kohn Sham equations in Chapter 6 to fully identify all the ingredients required for the full treatment
of three dimensional Kohn Sham equations, described in Chapter 7.
Finally, in Chapter 8, we summarize our work and conclude with some suggestions for future
work.
1.5 Units
We will work in atomic units (a.u.) - dimensionless units - throughout this thesis. Frequently
however, we may encounter other types of units in the literature. We summarize the conversion
between different units in Table 1.1 - the designations and the symbols are the commonly used
names and symbols for the atomic units. In addition, all equations in this thesis are written in the
dimensionless form. For example, a Schrddinger operator written as
- A + Veff (1.6)
2me
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Table 1.1: Conversion between
used units in literature.
in the S.I. units is given as
atomic units of several quantities of interest and other commonly
1
--A + Veff2
in the atomic units.
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(1.7)
Quantity Atomic unit Designation Symbol Other units
length 1 Bohr radius ao 0.529177249 angstrom
5.291772108 E -11 m
mass 1 electron mass me 9.1093897 E -31 kg
energy 1 Hartree Eh 27.2113961 eV
4.35974417 E -18 J
charge 1 electron charge e 1.60217653E-19 C
angular momentum 1 Dirac constant h 1.05457168 E-34 J
Chapter 2
Linear Eigenvalue Problem
2.1 Introduction
The goal of this chapter is twofold. First, we give the rational behind the reduced basis method
and describe the ingredients required to adequately treat an linear eigenvalue problem by the
reduced basis method - the construction of the approximation space based on solutions of an
linear eigenvalue problem at judiciously chosen parameter points; the exploitation of the affine
parameter dependence property of functionals in the efficient offline-online computational strategy;
and the construction of an optimal parameter sample set through the "greedy" sampling procedure
based on a posteriori error estimators. Second, we extend the methodology developed in [71] to
problems involving many eigenvalues and eigenvectors. We introduce and compare two approaches
to constructing efficient reduced basis approximation spaces for vectorial solutions - solutions
consisting of several eigenvectors.
To better explain some of the concepts in the reduced basis method, we introduce a simple
numerical example - we will look at the reduced basis approximation of a harmonic oscillator
equation. In spite of its simplicity, the harmonic oscillator equation governs a large number of
systems in physics. In particular, harmonic oscillator equation is commonly encountered in the
study of physical systems in their neighborhood of stable equilibrium positions - such as, vibrations
of atoms of a molecule or a crystalline lattice.
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2.2 Abstract Formulation
2.2.1 Problem Statement
Given two Hilbert spaces X and Y where X = L2(Q) and HO'(Q) C Y c H'(Q), we consider the
following linear eigenvalue problem: given any [t E D, we are interested in finding A(M) where
(f(I) (ui(A), .. .,Wn(), A(t) (A(M), ... , An%(p))) E ynb x R"b satisfies
a(uj(pt), v;p) = Ai(p)m(u(p),v), VvEY, 1<i nb,
m(ui([t),uj(p)) = ij, 1<i j nb. (2.1)
Here, nb is the number of eigensolutions we are interested in; A, (p) A2 (p) < ... <An, (A) where
A, (p) is the smallest eigenvalue; D c R+ is our parameter domain; and Q a bounded domain in R.
In addition, we require a(w, v; p) and m(w, v) to be continuous
a(w,v;Ap) -yajwjlWyjjvIjy, Vw,v c Y, (2.2)
m(w,v) < YmI WIIX|VIIx, Vwv CX; (2.3)
coercive
0 < a a =inf a (w, w- p), (2.4)wCY flWI12
0 < a, = inf m(w;w) (2.5)WC III1
and symmetric, a(w, v; p) = a(v, w; /), Vv, w c Y, and m(w, v) = m(v, w), Vv, w c X. Since
a( - , -At) and m( - , -) are symmetric, we expect the eigenvalues to be real. Furthermore, since
a( - , p) and m( - , -) are real, the eigenvectors are real as well.
Since we work with self-adjoint operators in this chapter (as well as in subsequent chapters), we
do not distinguish between the algebraic multiplicity and the geometry multiplicity. We thus define
multiplicity of an eigenvalue Ai((p) by dim ({vI a(v, v; p) = Ai(p)m(v, v)}). Then, the eigensubspace
associated with Ai(p) is given by span{vl a(v, v; At) = Aj(A)m(v, v)}. If multiplicity of Ai(p) is 1,
then the corresponding eigenvector ui(ft) is unique up to multiplication by a scalar.
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2.2.2 Affine Parameter Dependence
We will further assume the functional a(., ; p) exhibits the affine parameter dependence property,
i.e. a(w, v; t) can be expressed as
Q
a(w, v; p) =L q(I) aq(w, v), Vw E Y, Vv E Y, (2.6)
q=1
for some finite Q where Eq : D -+ R, 1 < q Q, are smooth parameter-dependent functions, and
the aq(w, v) : Y x Y -+ R, 1 < q Q, are parameter-independent continuous bilinear forms. We
note that Eq(IL), 1 < q _< Q will usually simple algebraic expressions that can be readily evaluated
in 0(1) operations. We will exploit this property in formulating an efficient computational strategy
in Section 2.3.4.
For the current problem, the functional m( . , -) does not depend on 1L. Certainly, we can
generalize the problem such that m is now a function of jL as well; then we will also require m to
exhibit the affine parameter dependence property.
2.2.3 "Truth" Approximation
A closed form solution to a partial differential equation is, in general, not available. More often
than not, discretization methods, such as the finite element method and the planewave method,
are employed to obtain a numerical approximation to the exact solution. For this purpose, we
introduce a conforming approximation space Y C Y of dimension dim(YV)= K and associate
with this space a complete set of basis functions #5- E Yr, 1 < k < N. The inner product and the
norm associated with Yr are inherited from Y:
(WV)yK (w,v)y, Vw,v E YN, (2.7)
||w||yg jjw||y, Vw E YM. (2.8)
Certainly our stability and continuity conditions hold since Yr C Y:
a(w,v; p) '||w||yx||v|yr, Vw,v c Y r, (2.9)
m(w, v) '|jwI yx||vI yv, Vw, v c Yr; (2.10)
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and
0 < A4 = inf a(w, w; P) (2.11)
0 < o#3inf ' .) (2.12)WyrIIW112g
We shall also require that YV satisfies the approximation condition
max inf ||u(jp) - wily -* 0 as K -- oo. (2.13)
WCYD y
The point of departure for methods presented in this thesis is the "truth" approximation -
choosing K large enough that the numerical approximation is sufficiently accurate that the re-
sulting approximate solution is "indistinguishable" from the exact solution. We build our reduced
basis approximation on, and measure the error in the reduced basis approximation relative to this
"truth" approximation. Note that since reduced basis approximation is built upon this "truth"
approximation, it cannot perform better than this "truth" approximation. Thus, large K should
be used to obtain an accurate reduced basis approximation. Thankfully however, we see that once
the reduced basis approximation has been built, the computational costs will be independent of K.
We shall now elaborate briefly on the use of finite element approximation as the "truth" ap-
proximation. Other methods are, of course, possible: in Chapter 5, we will look at the planewave
method.
Finite element approximation
We define our finite element space Y = = Yh C Y of dimension K as
Yh {v E Y I VITh E 1P(Th), VTh E Th}, (2.14)
P1(Th) span{1,x}, (2.15)
where Th is a nonuniform "triangulation" of the domain Q comprised of linear elements Th, with
more elements near the origin. The inner product and norm associated with Y are simply in-
herited from Y. Our finite element approximation to (2.1) is then given by: find (Q()
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(Uh,1(1 ), - ,Uh,n(A)), Ah(p) (Ah,1(A), ... , Ah,n (p))) E Yh"b x Rfl such that
a(uh,i(p),v;u) = Ah,i(p) m(uh,i(pV),v), Vv E Y, 1 < i nb,
m(uhi(p),iuhj(p)) = ij, 1 i j < n. (2.16)
The resulting eigenvalue problem can easily be solved by diagonalizing a K x K algebraic systems
where K is chosen such that it is sufficiently large to achieve a desired accuracy for all /s E D.
Finally to simplify notation, we will drop the subscript h from all subsequent formulation, with the
understanding that the "truth" approximation in fact refers to the finite element approximation.
Thus, Y, n^ and i shall now be understood as Yh, 6h and Ah.
2.2.4 Numerical Example: Simple Harmonic Oscillator
We consider the following linear eigenvalue problem defined on ] - L, L[c R: given L = 10 and
i E D = [1, 10], we evaluate (i( 1 i), A(pi)) E Yb x Rnb from (2.1) for Y = Ho(Q)
a(w, v; p) = al(w, v) + /2 a2(w, v), (2.17)
and
1 dwd X2WV
ai(w, v) = , a2(w, v) = -jx2wv, and m(w, v) = w v. (2.18)
2 dx dz 2n
The Hl (0) c H1 (Q) is the usual Hilbert space of derivative square-integrable functions that vanish
on the domain boundary; and x E Q. We solve the resulting problem with the finite element method
on a nonuniform mesh T of size K = 4200: 4000 uniform elements in the -6.5 to 6.5 interval, 100
uniform elements in the -10 to -6.5 interval, and 100 uniform elements in the 6.5 to 10 interval.
The above description of the problem leads to a simple harmonic oscillator problem, of which
the strong form is given by
1 d2U,(X;i) 1
2 dx 2  + 2 x2 u (x; /) = Ai(p)ui(x; /), 1 < i < nb,
ui(x; i)uj(x; p)dx = ij, 1 < i < j 5 nb, (2.19)
with the boundary conditions ui(-L) = ui(L) = 0, 1 < i < nb. Thus, I is the angular frequency
of the system. In the limit of L -- oo, the solutions f( - ; A) and A( - ; /p) approach the analytical
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solutions given by
A(p)= (i + )p, 1<i< nb, (2.20)
u (x; A) = 1/4 %- I2/2 Hi(/x), 1 < i < nb. (2.21)
where Hi(-) are the usual Hermite polynomials. We note that a2(u, v) is continuous as L -- oo:
since the behavior of u for large x is given by e-Ax2/2 [10], then for v = 1
x2e-x 2/2dx = -L -pL 2/2 + v/7 r2erf (x§7L) (2.22)
which gives V i as L -+ oo; thus a2(u, v) is bounded in the limit L -+ oo. We have chosen L
sufficiently large that our truth approximation is close to the above analytical solutions given by
(2.20) and (2.21) for nb < 10 and VL E D.
Lastly, we define a parameter sample set ET E D which will be used in defining the error
measure, and constructing our reduced basis spaces. We choose a ET consisting of 100 points
uniformly distributed in D. We show in Figure 2-1 solutions ui(pI) for selected p E ET and in
Figure 2-2 the variation of Ai((p) with M, for i = 1, 3, 5 and 7. Although we see a linear variation
in Ai (p), 1 < i < nb with IL, eigenvectors ui(I), 1 < i < nb have richer behavior, and as such an
accurate approximation is not trivial.
2.3 Reduced Basis Approximation
2.3.1 Critical Observation: Dimension Reduction
In the "truth" approximation as described in Section 2.2.3, we have represented ui(p), 1 < i < nb
by a linear combination of e/ E Y 1 <k < K - ui(pL) is an arbitrary member of Y. However, the
solution 'i(L) can in fact be localized to a much lower-dimensional manifold M {G(IL), L E D}
residing in yfl. In the case of a single parameter, M can be visualized as a one-dimensional filament
that winds through Ynb as sketched in Figure 2-3. Presuming that M is sufficiently smooth, we can
then represent hi(p) by elements in span { M }. The reduced basis approach explicitly recognizes
this computational opportunity.
To consolidate the above argument, we introduce the notion of Kolmogorov N-width dN [56,
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Figure 2-1: Solutions ui(p), u3 (A), u5(A) and U7(p) at it = 1.0, 2.2, 3.4 and 4.6.
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Figure 2-2: Variations of A1(p), A3(1 ), A5 (p) and A7 () with p.
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63, 96]:
dN(A, Y) = inf sup inf lix - ylly, (2.23)
YNCY xEA EYN
where A is a subset of Y and YN an arbitrary N-dimensional subspace of Y. The Kolmogorov
N-width, dN, measures the extent to which A may be approximated by a finite dimensional space
of dimension N in Y. We will have a rapidly convergent approximation if dN approaches zero
rapidly as N increases. For our case where A = M, we can attribute this to the smoothness of the
solutions with respect to p, as demonstrated for a single-parameter elliptic problem in [74]. In [72],
it is further shown that dN is almost realized if YN is spanned by elements in M. The construction
of YN C M that minimizes dN is, however, combinatorically difficult. The reduced basis method
then provides an efficient procedure by which we can construct a good surrogate to YN.
A naive implementation of the Lagrangian approach of reduced basis method, i.e. representing
6i by a linear combination of 6(pi) 1 < n < N, is, however, doomed to fail in most cases. Suppose
we are interested in a case where nr = 2; Al(p) is of multiplicity 1 for all it E D; A2(y) is of
multiplicity 1 for all p E D \ [o; and A2 (/1o) is of multiplicity 2. This suggests that mode shapes
of u2 ([) can be different for p < po and p > Mo. Assuming this is the case, 6i(p) = (ui(p), u2 ())
then lies on 2 separate manifolds M, and M 2 . Based on the smoothness argument, sufficient basis
functions from each manifold must be included before a good reduced basis approximation can be
obtained - it is equivalent to having two separate reduced basis approximations. As we consider
higher nb and richer parameter domain, this discontinuity can multiply, leading to potentially large
N. Such scenario is not uncommon in computational chemistry as will be shown in Chapter 5. This
'Here, a mode shape refers to a particular "shape". For the current example, mode shapes can be distinguished
by the number of nodes, i.e., the number of times an eigenvector crosses the x axis.
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thus requires new approaches to defining appropriate approximation spaces. However, we note that
the purported discontinuities are often not a property of the problem but artifacts of eigenvalue
solvers. We demonstrate in Section 2.3.2 that the solution manifold M is smooth. We may recover
a smooth solution manifold with some post-processing steps.
In this chapter, we will focus on the case where Aj(p), 1 < i < nb has multiplicity 1 for all
pi E D. We address the more difficult scenario described above in Chapter 5.
2.3.2 Parametric Derivatives
Here, we examine further the smoothness property of the solution manifold M - for this purpose,
we examine the parametric (or sensitivity) derivatives of i(p). We proceed formally, examining
first the parametric smoothness of an arbitrary ith component of fi(p), which we denote as uj(p).
We will also assume that A2(p) has multiplicity 1.
To begin, we define (au/ip) : D -+ R as the derivative of ui(x; p) with respect to the parameter
p and (aAj/ap) : V - R as the derivative of A((p) with respect to the parameter p. We shall
assume the functions E(), 1 < q 5 Q in (2.6) are all C'(D) (continuously differentiable over D).
By differentiating (2.1) with respect to p, we obtain
)Q =ae
a (pU U), V; E =' (L) aq (Ui(IL), V)
q=1
+ Ai(pL)m (p),V) + /--(p)m(ui(A),v), Vv E Y. (2.24)
Let v = ui(p) E Y; then
(p)m(uj(p), u(p)) = a (a p)u' (); ) - Ai(Y)m (0p), U )
+ E q(IL)aq(ui(I), ui(p))
q=1
(--= ()aq(U(/,I), Ui(IL)); (2.25)
q=1
since m(uj(p),uj(g)) = 1; and a((auj/ p)(), ui(pA);jp) - Aj(p)m((aUs/9p)(p),Uj(p)) = 0 from
(2.1), and based on the symmetric property of a( . , - ; 1L) and m( - , - ).
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Therefore, for any given p E V and thus ui(p) E Y and Ai(,O) E R, (Oui/Oip)(pz) satisfies
a ( p!(/_t), v; / - Ai(p)m ((A) I) - q (pL)aq(ui(it) , v)
att q=1 4t
+ (A)aq(ui (11), v) m(ui(A), v),(2.26)
q=1 /1
for all v E Y. It directly follows from our coercivity and continuity assumptions on a and m, and
differentiability assumptions on the Eq(p), 1 q Q that (2.26) admits a unique and stable solu-
tion. We can then easily bound Iau2/tiI Iy. If we assume the parameter functions Eq (/), 1 < q Q
are in fact C (D), we can proceed formally and continue this differentiation process indefinitely.
Then, the parametric derivatives and well defined and bounded in Y.
We now examine the case where the multiplicity of the eigenvalues can be greater than 1.
Referring to Figure 2-4,we note that Aj(pio) and A+ 1 (po) are equivalent - we yield two values
of (aAj/Oi8)(pto) since we can use either uj(IIo) or ui+1(/to) in (2.25). For a small AIL, we see
that Ai+ 1 (/io + ApI) is a smooth variation of Ai(pzo - Ali); then by evaluating (2.25) based on
u±i+(pto + Ap), we can also show that ui+1(/-to + AIL) is a smooth variation of ui(/to - Ap). This
illustrates again some of the points made in Section 2.3.1: here, the discontinuity in ui(pL) is simply
due to how ui(p), 1 < i < n, are ordered - a factor that depends on the eigensolver. For the
example in Figure 2-4, if we denote Ai(pt) by the blue line and Ai+1(/t) by the red line (instead of
ordering them by their magnitudes, as indicated in Figure 2-4 by the red and blue dots), then both
Ai(pL) and ui(pc) will be smooth functions of /t.
We note that the magnitude of the parametric derivatives in the Y norm will typically increase
with increasing order [92] - the rate at which the magnitude of these derivatives grow is important
in the development of a priori convergence theory. For vectorial solutions, the relative rate at which
the parametric derivatives of ui(p/), 1 < i < nb - components of u6 - grow are also important. We
will examine this issue again in Section 2.3.7.
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Figure 2-4: Discontinuity in Ai(p).
2.3.3 Error Measures
Projection errors
Given an approximation space WN of dimension N, we would like to measure how well WN ap-
proximate M. The error measure we will use is the projection error ENonjb, ien
,Proj max f proi (.27
where a is a test sample set;
proj Z= E)b _ J=|Up,i()11~2 Y / (2.28)
and nip(p-) (Up, 1(p), .. ,Up,n, (Y)) is the best possible solution obtained through a projection of
ft(p) onto WN - fip(p) depends on how WN is defined. We will introduce the definition of Gyp(p)
when we introduce the approximation spaces that we will look at.
Reduced basis approximation errors
We denote the reduced basis approximation to (nA) ( (A~), ... ,Unb (W,) (A 1(p), . ,Anb (A,)
by (6N (A) =(UN,1 (A), -- UN,nb (A)) IN =(AN, 1(A)--- AN,nb .) We then define the reduced
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basis approximation errors in ft and i as
U = max EUfl(p), (2.29)
eNrnb = max EN,nb ()2-0)
where ET is the training sample set, and2
N (= IfUN,if/) 
- (2.3(1) y 1/2N,nb(/.L = <fb IU(t)2 (1/223
EN ,nb max .23)i<i<nb ip
2.3.4 Augmented Reduced Basis Space
The approximation space
We first introduce nested sample sets SNA = (pi, ... , /N.,), 1 < N 5 N,,max. The superscript A
stands for "Augmented", N, is the number of sample points in Sj, and N8,ma is the maximum
number of sample points we will use3 . We then define the associated nested reduced-basis spaces
as
= span {ui(9),l1 i nb, 1 < j 5N}, 1 < Ns , N,max, (2.33)
= span {(n 1 < n< N Nsnb}, 1 < N 5 Ns,max. (2.34)
Since WNA is the span of all nb eigenvectors at all N, sample points in SA, the dimension of
WN, N, is given by N. x nb. Further, we orthogonalize ui(pj), 1 < i < nb, 1 < j N. to
obtain a better-conditioned set of basis functions, C., 1 < n < N through the following Gram-
Schmidt orthogonalization procedure in the (-, -)y inner product. Figure 2-5 summarizes the
orthogonalization procedure for WN.
Finally, an approximation of uj(p) in WA is given by uN,i( = N1 'i n ()(n- As an initial
2 As mentioned in Section 2.2.1, the eigenvectors are unique up to a multiplication by scalaxs since the eigenvalues
axe distinct. Since ui(#i) are normalized to one, this amounts to a multiplication by ±1. We must thus remove this
sign variation before computing EuNnb (). More precisely, we have
( min(I|uN,i (,) - I IUN,i (l) + ui(/L)yI))1/2
ENnb 42 1/2
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(i = ui(pi), 1 < i < nb;
for j = 2: N
f or i = 1: nb
nb(j-1)+i-1
z = ui(pg) - E (Ui pj), (M) Y (M;
m=1
Cnb(j-l)+i = Z/11z1y;
end
end.
Figure 2-5: Orthogonalization procedure for the augmented reduced basis space, WA
nb
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Ns
9
9
8
6
5
5
4
4
4
N
18
27
24
30
30
35
32
36
40
Table 2.1: N, required for Ep,* < 1E-5 and the corresponding N for WNA and 2 nb 10.
indication of the efficiency of approximating based on WN, we compute the projection error given
by (2.27) where the best projected solution 6i,(p) (up,1 (A), ... , ,,(A)) is defined as
up,i() = arg min 11w - ui(j)JJy, < i < nb.
wEW
(2.35)
As shown in Figure 2-6, the e 4,*b is rapidly convergent with N for 2 < nb 17. In addition, as
nb increases, the N, required to reduce e?" to below 10-5 decreases as shown in Table 2.1; thus
N does not increase linearly with nb. We explain this behavior in a later section when we discuss
further the convergence results for our reduced basis approximation based on W.
3 The choice for N,,max depends on the maximum accuracy we would like to approximate Gi and i - this will be
made clear in Section 2.3.6
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Figure 2-6: Convergence of the projection error of ft onto the augmented reduced basis space
(WA)nb, Eo"rn (given by (2.27)), with N for 2 < nb 10.
The approximation
Reduced basis approximations to 6i(p) and A(p) are obtained by a Galerkin projection onto the
augmented reduced basis space: given a IL E D, find (IN(A) (UN,1([Z), - - -, UN,nr/p)), AN(t)
(AN,1 - , AN,nb (p) E (Wj)nb x Rnb such that
a(UN,i(A),v;/ ) = AN,i(Ii) m(UN,i(p),v), Vv E WN, 1 < i<nb,
m(UN,i (P), UN,j(A)) = ij, l< i < j j nb (2.36)
Affine parameter dependence
To develop an efficient computational procedure, we will exploit the affine parameter dependence
property of a( - , . ; p) described in Section 2.2.2. For our numerical example, Q = 2, E1 (p) =
1, E2(t) = p 2 , ai(w,v) is given by (2.20) and a2(w,v) is given by (2.21). As mentioned in
Section 2.2.2, the parameter functions Eq(P), 1 < q Q can be readily evaluated in 0(1) operations.
On the other hand, evaluations of aq(w, v), 1 < q Q incur 0(K) operations but these functionals
are parameter-independent.
To examine how the affine parameter dependence property can lead to an efficient computational
strategy, we examine the reduced basis algebraic system for (2.36).
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Discrete equations
We expand our reduced-basis approximation as
N
UN,n (A) = uN,n j(()(j- (2.37)
j=1
Inserting this representation into (2.36) yields
Q N
Eq (p)Aq UN,n j(P)) = AN,n(P)MNuN,n j(p), 1 < i < N, 1 < n < nb;
q=1 j=1
N N
UN,n i (P)MUN,n'j(P) = n,n', 1 n,n nb- (2.38)
i=1 j=1
For our numerical example, Q = 2; 8 1(p) = 1, 8 2(A) = p2; and AN,l I ENxNI AN, 2 E RNxN
and MN E RNxN are given by A j = ai((j, (i), 1 < ij < N, AN,2 = a2((J, i),1 < i,j N, and
MN = m((j, (i), 1 i, j < N. To solve (2.38), we can use any eigenvalue solver.
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Offline-online computational framework
We observe that we can now develop an efficient offline-online computational strategy for the rapid
evaluation of AN,n(t) for each p in D - a strategy where the operation count in the online stage
is independent of K and only dependent on N, which we expect to be much smaller than K.
In the offline stage - performed once - we generate nested reduced-basis spaces WA= {,
. (N}, 1 < N < Nmax at the costs of %N' - the * denotes the actual computational complexity
of the "truth" approximation, which due to sparsity should be less than 3. We then form and store
AN, AN,2 , and MN at the costs of (Q + 1)N 2 K 2 . The storage of each matrix requires a space of
N x N.
In the online stage - performed many times for each new p - we solve (2.38) for uN,i(it), 1 <
i < nb. The reconstruction of the reduced basis system is QN 2 and solving the resulting discrete
equations is of O(N 3 ). The total operation count of the online stage is then O(QN 2 + N 3 ); we thus
achieve an computational complexity that is independent of K and dependent only on N. The
ability to calculate aq ((j, (i) offline liberates the online computation from the 0(K) complexity.
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Figure 2-7: Convergence of the reduced basis error of fIN(p), N,l (given by (2.29)), and the
reduced basis error of iN(A), EN,nb (given by (2.30)), with N for 2 < nb 10 and ^ N(IL) E
(WA)nb.
Convergence
We shall use error measures defined by (2.29) and (2.30). As shown in Figure 2-7, the reduced
basis approximation is rapidly convergent - both Eub and EA, decrease rapidly with N. In
addition, compared to the projection results in Figure 2-6, our reduced basis approximation has
similar performance; our reduced basis approximation is close to optimal.
In Table 2.2, for a tolerance criteria of EAN,n < 1 E - 10, we see N, decreases with nb. However,
for a coarser tolerance criteria of eAN, < 1 E -2, N, remains approximately constant for all nb.
This suggests two things. First, N, must be above some critical value of N, in order to obtain
a reasonable approximation - here N, must be greater than 3 in order to get an accuracy of
eNn < 1EB-2 for all nb examined. Second, for N, greater than this critical value, incremental
improvement in the solutions can be obtained either through inclusion of solutions at more p
points or higher eigenmodes or both. Functions approximation based on the eigenmodes is a
common technique in spectral methods, for example expansion in Fourier modes or eigenfunctions
of a suitable Sturm Liouville problem [23]. The second observation, coupled with the observation
that i* argmaxl<i< N, A() is always 1 for all L E ET thus explain the decrease of N, as
the tolerance criteria is tightened.
We note that even if the eigenvalues are not distinct, for example in the case illustrated in
Figure 2-4, the augmented reduced basis approximation will not break down. In fact, for the
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Ns
no ANnh< 1E-2 EA, < 1E-4 EA, < 1E-10
2 3 5 9
3 3 5 9
4 3 4 8
5 3 4 6
6 3 4 5
7 3 4 5
8 3 3 4
9 3 3 4
10 3 3 4
Table 2.2: Ns required to reduce the reduced basis error of iN, eN,nb(given by (2.30)), to below
1E-2, 1E-4 and 1E-10 for 2 < nb 5 10 and (nN(II),AN(/)) E (WN)"l x Rnb.
particular case illustrated in Figure 2-4, should the eigenvectors at Ao ± Ali be included in WN,
the discontinuity does not affect the approximation at all - the Galerkin procedure will find the
right linear combination of the basis functions in WN. For example, to approximate ui(p) for
po < p < po + AA, the Galerkin procedure will choose a linear combination involving ui (/po + Ap)
and ui+i(pA - AA), instead of a linear combination involving uj(po + AA) and ui(po - Ap).
2.3.5 Vectorial Reduced Basis Space
Here, we look at the strict interpretation of Lagrangian reduced basis approximation: expressing
^(A) as a linear combination of selected solutions on the solution manifold M. We shall demon-
strate that this is possible only when the components of basis solutions are first preprocessed to
recover a smooth solution manifold. In addition, under certain circumstances, the resulting approx-
imation space can be very economical as it exploits (through the reduced basis space) the inherent
orthogonality properties between the solutions ui(p), 1 < i < nb for a given p, and their common
smoothness.
The approximation space
We first introduce nested sample sets S = (p, ... , pN), 1 N < Nma, where N is the number
of sample points in SN, and Nm. is the maximum number of sample points we will use. We then
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define associated nested reduced-basis spaces as
WV = span {ni(p), 1 < n < N}, 1 < N < Nma, (2.39)
= span {C, 1 < n < N}, 1 < N Nmax; (2.40)
where A(n) (ul (An),...,un(An)) are solutions of (2.1) at p = na; and C ((1,...,Cnb) ae
basis functions obtained after ^6(A), 1 < n < N are preprocessed. We note that dimensions of the
sample set SK and the approximation space WK are the same - both are of dimension N. This
is because each basis of WK consists of nb components, and as such is vectorial in nature. The
superscript V in WK then stands for "Vectorial". We now describe the two preprocessing steps
required to obtain a well-conditioned approximation space.
Pre-processing
The first preprocessing step is the alignment procedure. For this particular problem, due to the
one-dimensional nature of the problem and multiplicity of 1 for all Aj(A), 1 < i < nb, Vp E D,
the procedure is simple: we only need to remove the sign variation in the eigenfunctions. Given
a pre-sorted space UN ={_C, 1 < n < N} where Cn, 1 < n < N are the sorted basis functions of
fn, 1 < n < N, we wish to add fi(pN+1) to UN to form UN+1. We first select a ' E UN such
that pn E SNV is closest to AN+1. For i = 1,... , nb, we determine Y norms I| - IIy of differences
between (si and Ui(PN+1), and between (*, and -ui(AN+1); the smaller of two then determines
whether U±1i = j(AN+1) or -Ui(LN+1). The result is C8 that varies smoothly with it, as shown
in Figure 2-9. Figure 2-8 summarizes the above procedure for N < Nma.
The second preprocessing step is the pseudo-orthogonalization of the basis functions C', 1 <
n < N in the inner product ( v, )y given by
nb
( )= V (wi, wi)y, (2.41)
i=i
where w (Wi,..., wnb) and the norm 11 1iv is defined as
I = Z WllI2. (2.42)
nb
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U1 = {, =-
f or N = 2: Nmax
n* = arg min |n - AN;1<n<N-1
for i = 1:nb
e+= I-,i+ui(AN)
e- = ||-,i -U(pN)
if e- > e+
(A,= -Ui(pN
else
i;
1y;
(A, = ui(PN);
end
end
UN = UN-1 U O\;
end.
Figure 2-8: The alignment procedure for problems with eigenvectors with non-degenerate eigenval-
ues.
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Figure 2-9: Solutions , , s and 7 at y = 1.0, 2.2, 3.4 and 4.6.
Again, the subscript V serves as a reminder that we are dealing with vectorial solutions. The
orthogonalization procedure then proceeds as follow: given a reduced basis space W = span
{C, 1 < j < N}, we would like to add a new basis CA 1 to WK. We first compute b = +
1a* , where a* E RN is given by arg minaERN E7'1 jj(j,1, - a c(,i 1y. Determining
a* is equivalent to solving the following algebraic equations:
nb N-I nb
((m,i, (n,i)yce* ((m,j, ,j)Y, 1 m < N - 1.
i=1 n=1 j=1
(2.43)
The new, pseudo-orthogonalized basis function is then given by CN+ 1 = 2 jj 1 /2 and
wN+ 1 = W+ span {CN+1}. The normalization is consistent with the norm defined in (2.42).
Figure 2-10 summarizes the above orthogonalization procedure. We note that components of any
two basis functions are not orthogonal, i.e. m((n,i, (m,j) # 0 for i = j if n , m. However, the
(n, 1 < n < N are orthogonal in the || - liv. Thus, the term "pseudo-orthogonalization" is used
to distinguish the current procedure from the orthogonalization procedure given by Figure 2-5 for
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Figure 2-10: The pseudo-orthogonalization procedure for WV.
augmented reduced basis space, WN.
These two preprocessing steps will lead to smaller N and better stability in the solution method.
We now determine the efficiency of WN by examining the projection error eProj given by (2.27).
The best projection of fi(p) onto WK is given by fip(IL) = EN ,(p)3 J where
nb N 2
(I)= arg minm L E13C(6 - uN(11) (2.44)
3ERN i=1 j=1
where #*(p) E RN. To determine 3*(p) for a given O(p), we solve the following algebraic equation:
nb N nbZ Z(Cm,i,(n,i)Y/n( I')= (Cm,j,uj(pu))y, 1 <m < N. (2.45)
i=1 n=1 j=1
We observe that the projection error 6 is rapidly convergent as shown in Figure 2-11. When
we compare this result to Figure 2-6, it suggests that the vectorial reduced basis space can be more
efficient than the augmented reduced basis space. For example, for nb = 10 and an accuracy of
eNro <1 E -5, the required dimension of the vectorial reduced basis space is 13 while the required
dimension of the augmented reduced basis space is 40, as shown in Table 2.1. Thus, the required
dimension of the augmented reduced basis space is more than double that required by the vectorial
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100
Figure 2-11: Convergence of the projection
for 2 < nb 10.
error of fi onto WK, EP roj (given by (2.27)), with N
reduced basis space. This difference in the dimension is particularly significant in the large nb limit,
and can play a role in deciding the appropriate reduced basis space to use.
The approximation
Reduced basis approximations to fi(p) and A([) are obtained by first solving the following equa-
tions: given a p, find (nIN(A) (UN,1(,(), .I- , uN,() ' (N N,1 ', - ' N,fb p))) E W x RN
such that
nb nbZa(uN,i(.u),vi;b) = ZAN,j /-)m(uN,j ),Vj), i=(V1,- -,Vnb) E WN,
i=1 j=1
m(uN,i (,),uN,i (,)) = 1, 1 i < nb. (2.46)
We then compute AN(A), the reduced basis approximation to A(p), from the Rayleigh Quotient
given by
N N Q
AN,n(L) =Z UN,i() ( ESq(/At) uN,j(P), 1 <i n <i b.
i=1 j=1 (q=1
Note that in (2.46), we have only imposed the constraints fO u2Ni) = 1 1 < i < rb. We
remind that in the original problem (2.1), the constraints are fj u/i(II)uj(p) = 6ij, 1 < i < j nb.
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(2.47)
-* nb = 2
*. nb = 3
-- nb = 4
-- b = 5
nb = 6
nb = 7
-- nb = 8
-- nb = 9
A nb = 10
2 4 6 8 10 12 14
N
10
1-2
10
-4
10
10 0
*
Thus, ALN is the set of Lagrange multipliers for the reduced set of constraints while AN is the set
of Lagrange multipliers corresponding to the full set of constraints associated with (2.1). As such,
AN # L , and must be computed from (2.47).
Hypothesis 2.1. For sufficiently large N < g, ^N(GL) (UN,1(/),--- , UN, (I)) that satisfies
(2.46) also approximately satisfies the orthogonality constraints, i.e.
m(UN,i (,), UN,j(I) ) ~ 0, 1 i<j<fnb- (2.48)
Hypothesis 2.1 thus assumes that the orthogonality of the components in G^N will be approxi-
mately satisfied by construction (implicit to our space WK) in (2.46). At present, we cannot prove
that solutions IN(p) that satisfy (2.46) will always be good approximations of i(p). However,
we can demonstrate that if the approximation error in ciN(ps) is small, Hypothesis 2.1 holds -
we shall show that fn UN,i(it) UN,j(p) is always bounded by the approximation error in uN(I) for
1 < i < i nb.
Proposition 2.1. Let (w, V)L2 = m(w, v) = fn wv and 11 - I L2 = (-., -. )L2; then for i # j
(UN,i(,u),UN,j(u))L2 < I lUn GA) - UN,n GIIL2. (2.49)
n=1
Proof. From the definition of ( )L2,we have
(UN,i(IL),uN,U( 1 )L2 = (UN,i( ) - Ui (), UN,j(M'))L2 + (u(t),UN,j(LL) -Uj(ML2
+ (Ui(A), Uj W))L2
< IIUNi() - Ui()IIL2 + IIUN,j(I) - Uj(u)IL2, (2.50)
since |lUi(A)llL2 = I|UN,j')11L2 = 1 and (Ui(A), u W))L2 = 0, for all 1 < i < j < nb. Then, (2.49)
follows. 0
From above, we can conclude that as nN -- ft, fn UN,i UN,j -+ 0, for 1 < i < j < nb. How-
ever, note that for N sufficiently large, we can represent any member of our (finite-dimensional)
truth approximation space, presuming the linear independence of the snapshots. But, clearly
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(2.46) is not equivalent to (2.1) due to the absence of orthogonality constraints. In the limit
that N = AZ, we see that (2.46) will give (u1(/t), A1 (I)) for all nb solutions we seek [65]. Thus,
to be consistent and perhaps more accurate, we should systematically add in orthogonality con-
straints as N increases so that (2.46) approaches (2.1) - we introduce the following problem: find
(uN(A) (UN,1(), ... , UN,nb (t))L (N, 1 () ... , AN,nb())) E W x R such that
nb nbZa(uN,i(I),Vi;A) = Z Ni'L)m(UN,i'(),vi'), V' = (v1, ... ,vnb) E W ,
i'=1
M(UN'iL), UN,i(A)) = 1, 1 <i nb
M(UN,i(A),UNj(A)) = 0, (i, j) E 1o, (2.51)
where Io consists of no pairs of indices (i, j) that denote the orthogonality constraints m(uN,i (A),
UNj(/I)) = 0 we choose to enforce. We have not determined how Io should best be selected. For our
current example, the order by which the orthogonality constraints are included is determined by
the difference between the two indices i and j - constraints with the smallest Ii - jI are included
first.
Since (2.46) and (2.51) are both constrained optimization problem, there must be sufficient
degree of freedom to obtain a good solution - N must thus be greater than the number of con-
straints we impose. The minimum number of constraints we impose is nb, corresponding to the
nb normality constraints. Thus, N > nb to get any meaningful results. For (2.51), the number
of orthogonality constraints we can add is constrained by N and total number of orthogonality
constraints in (2.1). The maximum number of orthogonality constraints must then be less than
min(N - nb, j nfb(nb - 1)).
We shall further compare (2.46) and (2.51) in a later section numerically.
Discrete equation
We expand our reduced-basis approximation as
N
UN (i) = EUN j (A j- (2.52)
j=1
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Inserting this representation into (2.46) yields
Q N nb
E q(A)AZ'4 UN j ( ) N,n(L)M/'' UNj(I), 1 <i < N,
\q=1j=1 n=1
N N
ZZUNi(pA)M'"'nUN j-(P) = 1, 1 <n Tnb, (2.53)
=1 =
where Q and Eq(,I) are similar to that defined in Section 2.3.4: Q = 2, E1(p) = 1, and 8 2(ti) = p2
But, AN,1 E RNxN AN,2 E RNxN, and MN,n,n' E RNxN 11 < n < i' < nb are given by
A Mb <! < N N,2 Nnn'
'= Z iai((njn,), 1 < ij , A, = a2((nJ, (n,i), 1 i,j N, and M nn'
m ((nj , Cij), 1 < i, j N, respectively. The discrete equations for (2.51) can be obtained analo-
gously.
It is clear that the above discrete equations admit the offline-online computational decomposi-
tion detailed in Section 2.3.4. We can first precompute AN,1 AN, 2 and MN,n,n' 1 <n < n' <fnb
in the offline stage at a cost dependent on K. Then, during the online stage, we reconstruct our
reduced basis matrices at a cost of O(QN 2 ) and solve the resulting discrete system at a cost of
O(N 3 ), independent of K.
To solve (2.53) however, diagonalization cannot be used. The system of discrete equations does
not correspond to a typical algebraic eigenvalue problem: we are looking for a vector {uN i(p)i)N
E RN but nb AN n(j); and we only have normality constraints. Instead we use the Newton iterative
scheme to solve (2.53): in each Newton iteration and given a current iterate iN j (IL), 1 < j N,
and AL(p), 1 n nb, we must find an increment JUN j(A), 1 < j N, and JA ) 1 < n < nb
such that
N Q nb
A =1 N,nM,'," UN j(A)
j=1 q=1 n=1
nb N
- Z A,/,O) E MN NkGp) =
n'=1 k=1
Q N
- 55G q ( p) AN N j (A)
q=1 j=1
nb N
+ A1p) E M. '.' Nj(li), 1 < i < N; (2.54)
n=1 j=1
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and
N N N N
2 = -ZZi(7)M ''n N i()M ''"iNj(p) + 1 1 < n <i nb. (2.55)
i=1 j=1 i=1 j=1
Convergence
We shall use the error measures defined by (2.29) and (2.30). In addition, we introduce the error
measure, Eortho given by
o* = max E (/t), (2.56)
where
Eortho(p) max UN,i(A) UN,j(It). (2.57)N~nb 1<i<j!5nb ina
The otho measures how well orthogonality constraints are satisfied. As shown in Figure 2-12, the
approximation is rapidly convergent. We only require N = 14 to reach an error of etu < 1 E -5 and
eN < 1 E- 10 for nb = 10. In addition, from Figure 2-13, we see that orthogonality constraints are
also increasingly satisfied as N increases, without the imposition of these orthogonality constraints.
This implies that the minimization procedure and our approximation space WK have some intrinsic
level of orthogonality "built-in". In addition, from (2.49), we obtain
nb
ENrh < max Z Ui(A) - UN,i(Y) L2. (2.58)
This implies that as N (A) E)- 0 and since eu decreases with increasing N, so
does ortho
We now examine (2.51), where we add no orthogonality constraints to our problem. We first
note that no must be less than N-nb. We also observe that the addition of orthogonality constraints
significantly affects the convergence of the Newton's method; we usually cannot get a converged
solution unless our initial solution is sufficiently close to a solution of (2.51) and N is sufficiently
large. We thus proceed as follows: we first solve (2.46); the solution to (2.46) is then used as initial
solution to solve (2.51). Table 2.3 compares the results for (2.46) and (2.51), where min(.rnb(nb -
1), N - nb - 1) orthogonality constraints are added; the orthogonality constraints we enforced are
chosen in an ad-hoc manner currently. We note that for this comparison, the approximation based
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without orthogonality constraints with n orthogonality constraints
N u A ortho u A orthorb N,nb N,nh N,nb 6 N,nb Nnb Nnb
2 10 1.3413E-5 8.1434 E -10 6.8842 E -13 6.3422 E -6 3.1233 E -10 3.7683 E -14
3 11 3.2212 E -6 1.1695E-9 1.3791E-11 4.7347 E -6 5.3670 E -10 6.1706 E -12
4 11 1.6699E-5 1.5185E-9 1.3757E-10 5.7550 E - 6 7.4413 E -10 1.9507E-11
5 11 2.7995E-5 1.8848E-9 6.4663E-10 5.5269E-6 7.5138E-10 2.2638E-10
6 12 1.8356E-5 1.3228E-9 1.4639 E -9 3.5315 E - 6 5.8200 E - 10 4.4746 E -10
7 13 8.1863E-6 1.3172E-9 6.1119E-9 1.0366E-5 6.8658E-10 6.0989E-10
8 13 2.7685 E -6 1.5352E-9 4.5632 E -9 2.8111 E -6 5.5693 E -10 4.8658 E -10
9 14 2.1823 E -5 1.2614E-9 2.0083 E -9 3.2631 E -6 6.6143 E -10 5.4145 E -10
10 14 1.5930 E -5 1.5533E-9 4.2163 E -9 2.0259E-6 6.0658 E -10 4.9733 E -10
Table 2.3: Comparing the additional iteration with orthogonality constraints. The number of
orthogonality constraints, n, is given by min(a (nb - 1), N - nb - 1); the condition N - nb - 1 is
set to allow at least one degree of freedom in the optimization procedure.
on (2.46) are already very good. The addition of orthogonality constraints led to further uniform
decrease in EA, and Er for all nb, although the change in Eu, is less uniform. For the case
nb = 2 and 3 where all orthogonality constraints are added, Eo are very small. This shows thatN,flbarveysalThssostt
the systematic inclusion of orthogonality constraints can improve our approximations. A better
solution method in the online stage may perhaps alleviate the limitations described above.
2.3.6 Construction of Samples
So far, we have not mentioned how the nested reduced basis sample sets SA or are chosen. A
sample set must be well-chosen in order to obtain a rapidly convergent reduced basis approximation,
and a well-conditioned reduced basis discrete system. In particular, we seek a sampling procedure
that ensures "maximally independent" snapshots. We shall use the "greedy" adaptive sampling
procedure outlined in [82, 99, 115].
We now describe the construction of S (and thus WK) based on the "greedy" sampling proce-
dure - S (and WA) can be constructed in a similar manner. We first assume that we are given
a sample SI$ and hence reduced-basis space WV and the associated reduced-basis approximation
(procedure to determine) 16N(p) and AN(P), Vp E D. Then, for a suitably fine grid ET over the
parameter space D, we determine p* +1 = arg maxPEET 6*(M), where 6*(M) is an error measure of
the approximation based on WNV. Then we append p* +1 to SN to form SN+ 1 and hence WVappoxmai  N+1~
The procedure is repeated until ma. = ' E iN+0 is below Etol, a tolerance we desire. This tolerance
Etol determines the size of Nma. Figure 2-14 summarizes the "greedy" sampling procedure.
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Given SV, Wi;
Repeat N = 2,...
= arg max E- 1(01);
emax = E*N-pN);
sN - SN- 1 U/IN;
wK = wK 1 + span {uN(/IN)};
unt il emax tl-
Figure 2-14: The "greedy" sampling procedure to construct an optimal QK.
We may define E~,(&) in several ways. For example, we may use error measures listed in
Section 2.3.3 - the projection error e *,rb (I) given by (2.28), the reduced basis approximation error
in , E6,nb(p) given by (2.31), or the reduced basis approximation error in A, cNnb(/) given by
(2.32). However, evaluations of Eg,3 (ip) and Eu, (j) are in fact expensive since the computational
cost is of order O(K). In addition, "truth" solutions must be evaluated for all IL E ET. However,
if a posteriori error estimator is available, a more efficient procedure is possible [82, 99]. This will
be elaborated in Section 2.4.
2.3.7 Comparison of the Reduced Basis Spaces
We shall make a comparison between the augmented reduced basis approximation and the vec-
torial reduced basis approximation from three aspects: (i) the dimension of the spaces; (ii) the
computational complexity of the online stage; and (iii) the computational complexity of the offline
stage.
From Table 2.4, it is clear that the dimension of reduced basis spaces, N, increases with nb -
but both scales less than linearly with nb. However, the nonlinear effect is more significant in WK
compared to Wj for this numerical example. We consider the N required for eA < 2E-9. For
WA N scales as Nanb where N, decreases with nb when higher accuracy is sought, as shown in
Table 2.2. This is due to spectral effects resulting from inclusion of higher eigenvectors, as explained
in Section 2.3.4. On the other hand, the dimension of WK increases only very weakly with nb -
when nb increases from 2 to 10, N required only increases by 4. This is because WNV more closely
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N
nb WN WK
2 18 10
3 27 11
4 24 11
5 30 11
6 30 12
7 35 13
8 32 14
9 36 13
10 40 14
Table 2.4: Comparison between the augmented reduced basis approximation and the vectorial
reduced basis approximation based on N required to reduce EN to below 2E-9 for 2 nb 10.
approximate the solution manifold M = {n(p),[p E D}, resulting in a more efficient representation.
During the online stage, the vectorial reduced basis approximation requires the use of Newton
iterative scheme. The current implementation of the scheme is not as efficient as the eigenvalue
solver used in the augmented reduced basis approximation. As such, although the required dimen-
sion of WV for a particular accuracy is smaller, the total computational cost can be higher, and as
such less efficiency. There are certainly room for improvement in the design of the online solution
method.
For the offline stage, construction of the space WK is again less efficient than WA. First, we
need to perform N-solve in the former but only Ne-solve in the later, where N, < N in general. In
addition, in more general case, the preprocessing steps required for WV can be time-consuming.
Let us touch on the issue related to smoothness of the solution manifold M and the parametric
derivatives of 6 again. With the augmented reduced basis approximation, the approximations of
ui, 1 < i < nb are independent of one another once WA is defined. As such, the approximation of
a particular ui is not affected by the rate at which magnitudes of the parameteric derivatives (in
the Y norm) of uj, j $ i grow. On the other hand, for the vectorial reduced basis approximation,
the approximations of ui, 1 < i < nb are coupled - therefore good approximation can only be
obtained if magnitudes of the parametric derivatives of ui, 1 < i < nb grow at a similar rate. A
vectorial reduced basis approximation is rapidly convergent if all components of i(p) have similar
smoothness property. We will not examine this issue in this thesis - for WK, obtaining a set of
basis functions that is CO(D) is an overriding issue at present.
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2.4 A Posteriori Error Estimation
A posteriori error estimation procedures are well-developed for algebraic eigenvalue problems [4, 51,
89] and approximation of eigenvalue problems based on, say, finite element method [1, 83]. Simple
error estimates for a computed eigenvalue can be determined from the residual vector. However,
these error estimates usually do not provide rigorous bounds. Within the reduced basis context,
asymptotic error bounds are first formulated for reduced basis approximation of symmetric positive
definite eigenvalue problem in [71]. In addition, [71] provides a very efficient procedure by which
these bounds can be computed through the offline-online computational framework.
In previous work on reduced basis approximation of partial differential equations [45, 75, 99,
82, 114, 115], significant emphasis is placed on obtaining inexpensive and sharp error bounds for
our output of interest. Absent such rigorous error bounds, we cannot provide a certificate for our
reduced basis approximation and must rely on prior calculations to justify the accuracy of a reduced
basis approximation.
There are no existing rigorous error bounds for reduced basis approximation of eigenvalue
problems. However, non-rigorous error bounds can still be very useful. In particular, they play an
important role in the "greedy" adaptive sampling procedure outlined in Section 2.3.6. They provide
an efficient alternative to computing the actual errors e' and e', which requires determinationN,flb vn
the eigensolutions at all sample points in the training sample set ET. For this particular purpose,
an asymptotic error bound may be sufficient since its main purpose is to serve as a guide in the
construction of the reduced basis sample set, and not as an certification of the result. The goal of
this section is to construct asymptotic a posteriori error bounds for reduced basis approximation of
nb eigensolutions to linear eigenvalue problems, specialized to the current numerical example. The
development parallels that for algebraic eigenvalue problems.
2.4.1 Derivation
For i = 1,... , nb, we define the residual as
Ri(v; p) = a(uN,i (I), v; A) - ANi (Y)m uN,i(A), v), (2.59)
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for Vv E Y. We further define a reconstructed error 6i in Y, such that
e(w, v) = a1(w, v) + a2 (w, v);
IIRi( - ;iP)II = sup -Ri(v;jt) = , s))l/2;
vEY &(v, V) 1/2
and t=(-, )1/2.
Hypothesis 2.2. Assuming our reduced-basis approximation is convergent in the sense that
AN,i(Ii) 
-- Ai(p l<i<nb, as N - oo.
Then, for sufficiently large N,
i = arg min
1<j:
Proposition 2.2. Assume our reduced-basis approximation is convergent in the sense that
AN,i(P) 
-* Ai as N -- oc.
Then, for sufficiently large N,
A - Ni(ta)
AlN~i) 0-uQ~j<IR( itI __
In addition,
and
- (AN 1/2
IJUN~i(/- d- 'iP I jj-1t <i< nb.
IAN,i ([I) - Ai ([p)I < IlRi(d , L 1 <i< nb.
where di = mi AN, Cu)-AN,i(A)
ii AN~J40)
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where
&(8j, v) = Ri(v; p), Vv E Y, (2.60)
(2.61)
(2.62)
(2.63)
ANi (p)1 - (2.64)
1<i<nb, (2.65)
1 < i < nb. (2.66)
(2.67)
(2.68)
Proof. For i = 1,. .., nb, we define j E Y as
a( j, v; p) = Ri(v; p),
Rj( - ; p)l =Y sup Ri(v; p)2vcoy a(VI V; /p)1/2
and I| - III = a( -, - ; [)1/2. We note that
a(v, v; y) = ai(v, v) + p3 a2(V, v)
K ai(v, v) + a2 (V, v);
since y > 1. In addition, al(v, v) and a2(v, v) are both symmetric positive definite. Therefore
0 < &(v, v) < a(v, v; y),
and
(2.73)
Let UN,i( = _i auj(p) and ji
A(
a ( j 3ui (ft), v; yu
0, Aj/ (A) M u ( ), v; )
j'=1
= 1 ,3juj(p). From (2.69),
- AN,i(I)m
=
=a E cejuj(IL), v; p
(j=1
K
= a (Aj(M) - AN,i(IP))m(uj(i), v;/i)j=1
3(Aj(/) - AN,i(A)#jA =(M)
= a(si, i )
= 3 A ()m(uj(y), uj(p))
j=1
E (Aj(/pt -ANi([1)) 2 A
j ~ A ( ) 
.)
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VV E Y; (2.69)
(2.70)
(2.71)
(2.72)
a u ( p ) , v
j=(
Then,
(2.74)
(2.75)
= a (ei, si; y)'/2;
IIIRj( .;p)lll :! IIRj(
|||R i( -; A)1112
Dividing by AN,i(pu), we have
IRI( -; t') 1112
AN,i (4)
> min (Aj(A) - AN~i(A) 2
I- n A (A)
=- min Aj(p- ANi(A 2
1<j<A Aj (p1)
Based on Hypothesis 2.2, we have i = arg mi ( and
Ai(p) - AN,i)(P
Ai(M)
< Ri( ' ; p
AN,i(p))1/2
< IRj ( - ; IL)| 1
- AN,i (p)) 1/2'7
from (2.73). This proves (2.66).
To prove (2.67), we first note that
UN,i (A) - ui((A) = Z juj(A) + (ai - (P),
j#i
which leads to
11 UN,i(P) - ui(P) I12 = a (Zajuj(p)+(ai-1)i(p), auj(p)+
\ j# j#i
(cxi - 1)ui); a)
= a a uj (M), E ajuj(y); p) + a((ai - 1)ui(p), (ai - 1)ui~p); )
\ j:A jii
+ a (ajuj(p), (ci - i)ui(j); p) + a((c - 1)ui(ji), [
\jisi isi
=)+ (a -jii
acjuj(i); A)
(2.79)
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1 A (Aj() - ANi(A))
(2.76)
(2.77)
(2.78)
E 3 j p
i:r a Aj,(p)
In addition, from (2.78),
= m(UN,i Qt) - Ui(1 ), UN,i(II) - Ui(1 u))
= m (Zau (p) + (ai - 1)ui(i),E au (p)
\jii jii
= 2(1 - ai);
and from Poincar6-Friedrichs inequality [87], we have
+ (ai - 1) u(#)
(2.80)
> CjjuNv,i() ,- iL 11L2
(2.81)= 2C(1 - a ),
where C is a constant. From (2.75), we also have
2 (Ai/); ANi A, (())
> E a - ()) Aj()jisi
Let di A . Then
iIUNi/ i u(IL) 1112 \i Xd IUN,i (A) _ Ui(,)I1114 < 11jj - )11
I4UN,iC) i 2 2  
-i2
By solving for 1 IuN,i(j) - Ui(tt) [2 and expanding the square root term, we obtain
j2
< _ jj i2
(2.82)
(2.83)
(2.84)
based on (2.73), after ignoring the higher-order term involving - |||. Finally, in the asymptotic
limit of (2.65), we can approximate di by
(2.85)ANJ (A) - AN,i ( A)
j54i N~J (A)
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IIUN,i Cu) - 2i u)IILa
I|II|IUN,i (A) - U,()i 1 2
11Ri - ; )||2
I|I||UN,i (A) -- Ui IL112
This proves (2.67).
To prove (2.68), we note that
= a(uN,i (A), uN,i (A); [t) - a(ui (), ui (p); /)
= a Aj(p) - Ai(p)
j=1
= a Aj(p) - (1 - a?)Ai(p).
3~
(2.86)
Substituting (2.79) into (2.86), we get
AN,i(A) - Ai( 1 ) = IIIUN,i(I-i) _ (A)I1I2 _ (a, _ 1)2 A _() - (1 -
< IJluN,if(/t) - (/_t)11 2; (2.87)
since 1 - a? = Zc; 2 > 0 and Ai > 0. From (2.84), this proves (2.68). El
2.4.2 Offline-online Computational Framework
Augmented reduced basis approximation
We can also construct very efficient offline-online computational strategies for the evaluation of our
error estimators. From (2.60) and our reduced basis approximation, we have
Q
et(6i, V)= LEq()aq(uN,i(), v) - AN,i (P))m(uN,i(P), v), V E Y, 1 < i < nb-
q=1
It then follows from linear superposition that
Q N N
8i(P) = S E Eq(P) UN,i n(P){ -- AN,i (P) E UN,i n(P)
q=1 n=1 n=1
(2.88)
(2.89)
where
4((X, v)
e(d , v)
= aq((n,v), VEY, 1<n<N, 1<q Q,
= m((n, v), v E Y, 1 < n < N.
(2.90)
(2.91)
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AN,i (A) - Ai p)
Then, IRj( . ; #)JI is given by
IIRj( - ; L)11 2
N N Q Q
UN,in(A)UN,i n' (Pi)q(P ,)q'(p)A ,1
n=1 n'=1 q=1 q'=1
N N
+ S S AN,j()UN,in(I )uN,in'np)'
n=1 n'=1
N N Q
+ 5 UN,i n (P) AN,i (P) Eqq (p)An,n
n=1 n'=1 q=1
(2.92)
where Z' E RN x RN 0 < q q' Q are given by =(X,), 0 qq' < Q, 1 < nn' < N.
We now see that the dual norm of the residual is the sum of products of parameter-dependent
functions and parameter-independent functionals. The offline-online decomposition is now clear.
In the offline stage, we compute (X, 0 < q < Q, 1 < n < N, based on (2.88) at the cost of
O((Q + 1)NK*), where the * denotes computational complexity of the linear solver used to obtain
(. We then evaluate A and M at the cost of O((Q + 1)N 2K 2). We store the matrices A and M
at a total cost of (Q + 1)N 2.
In the online stage, we simply evaluate the sum (2.89) for a given UN,i(y) and AN,i (y), 1 < i < nb-.
The operation count is only O(nbQ2N 2). The online complexity is thus independent of K. Unless
Q is large, the online cost to compute the error estimator is then a fraction of the cost required to
obtain UN,i(/) and AN,i ()-
Vectorial reduced basis approximation
Our point of departure is again (2.88). However, 6j(y) is defined as
Q N N
q= (#)uNn( n - AN,i (P) 5UN n( ()on,
q=1 n=1 n=1
(2.93)
= aq((inv),
= m((i n, V),
v E Y,
V E Y,
1 i <nfb,
<i < nb,
1<n<N, 1<q Q,
1 <n<N.
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where
et(CL Iv)
e(con, v)
(2.94)
(2.95)
Then, IIRi( . ; p)I is given by
IIRi( . ; #)|12 = ()
N N Q Q
uN,i n(/i)uN,i n'( /)eq(/I)eq'(ii)A~n,';
n=1 n'=1 q=1 q'=1
N N
+ A )uN,i n (A)UN,i n' (A) O'
n=1 n'=1
N N Q
+ UN,i n (p) AN,i (I) Eq (I ,';
n=1 n'=1 q=1
(2-96)
where Z',' E RN x RN, / q,q Q, 1 < i < nb are given by A q-d((, I ,) O < q,'Q,
1 n, n' < N. Again, we see that the dual norm of the residual is the sum of products of parameter-
dependent functions and parameter-independent functionals. The offline-online decomposition then
follows closely that of augmented reduced basis approximation.
In the offline stage, we compute (CN, 1 < q Q, 1 i <i nb, 1 < n < N and (C9)n 1 <i < nb,
1 <n i N at the cost of O((Q + 1)nbNK*). We then evaluate Zq'i and Mi at the cost of
O((Q + 1)nrbN 2A 2). We then store the matrices Zq', and M'.
In the online stage, we simply evaluate the sum (2.93) for a given nN and AN. The operation
count is only O(nbQ2N 2). The online complexity is thus independent of K. Again, unless Q is
large, the online cost to compute the error estimator is then a fraction of the costs required to
obtain UN and AN-
2.4.3 Numerical Results
We define our error estimator A' (p) and A, (I) a
Aub,
AN,nb,2 ()
b 1/2
= max
1iifb (AN,i (I)) 1 / 2 '
- ma |Rb ( -; A)112;.1<i<nb diAN,i fL)
3( 1U;NJ(P Y /
(2.97)
(2.98)
(2.99)
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and the following effectivity measures:
N () ,b (2.100)
N,lb ()
NN ,, nbN,nb 1 
(2.101)
77N nb,2J - E A(21)
~N nb (At)
We note that 7N nbl(p) will diverge as N increases since IAN,i(A) - Ai(A)I is of O(IJuN,i(t) -
ui(t)112) ~ O(Ri-; )| 2)) and AN,nb,1(t) is of O(IRi(-; At)I. It is also obvious from the fact that
since both AN,nb,1() and AANb,2(t) are bounds and AANb,2() is approximately (Anb,1()) 2 ,
bI (p) will diverge. We further note that ,(A) and ,nb,2(p) deviate from the actual
effectivities by a factor of (E 12uN,i( y E,1 U i(p)112 )1/ 2 and AN,i/Ai respectively. Since
(E=l IJuN,i(At)112/ y 1 /iA) 11 2 )1/2 and AN,i/Ai can be greater than 1, rNnb(At) and ?i,nb,2(A
may thus be less than 1 when bounds (2.67) and (2.68) are sharp, especially in the large N limit.
We first look at results for the augmented reduced basis approximation. Figure (2-15) - (2-17)
shows how Nu' A and /\' vary with N for different nb, where 'Nfb' N,nb, and 2 7 ,fb,2
are averages of 71u (A, Nn,1(/t) and ?7,nb,2(A) over the sample set ET given in Section 2.2.4.
From these figures, we can conclude that N,nb,2(p) is a more effective bound for Ai compared to
AN,nb,1 (t). In addition, the effectivities are in general very good - it is of 0(10) for U and
0(102) for ii,nb,2. Lastly, we note that the error estimators presented here are asymptotic bounds
for the actual errors; they are thus not rigorous, especially for small N.
For the vectorial reduced basis approximation, we obtain results that parallel that obtained
for the augmented reduced basis approximation as shown in Figure (2-18) - (2-20). The error
bound Anb,2(p) is again a better bound than AANnb(p). In addition, we notice that nb for
the vectorial case is better than that obtained in the augmented case.
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Chapter 3
Empirical Interpolation Method
3.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we outline the empirical interpolation method detailed in [8, 44] and generalized
in [73]. This procedure proves to be particularly useful in the efficient reduced basis approximation
of nonlinear elliptic and parabolic equations [8, 44]. We shall demonstrate the same for a nonlinear
eigenvalue problem in Chapter 4.
We will examine the approximation of parametric function using the empirical interpolation
procedure. However, the procedure is applicable to a wide variety of problems. In [73], we show
that this procedure compares favorably to some standard results in classical algebraic polynomial
approximations of some typical geometries. In addition, the method is very versatile: it can be
used for nonstandard geometries and non-polynomial spaces and the accuracy of the approximation
can be easily controlled by using a posteriori error estimator. It also has applications in the
approximation of solutions of partial differential equations beyond the reduced basis context, for
example in modal analysis and dynamic simulations.
3.2 Problem Formulation
3.2.1 Problem Statement
We consider the approximation of the parameter dependent function g(x; A) E C0(D; X) of sufficient
regularity where X = L'(Q) n CO(Q); Q E Rd is our spatial domain of dimension d; L (Q) =
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{vI ess sup.,, Iv(x) I oo}; and C 0 (D; X) ={v( - ; 1) E X, Vp E D}; and D E RP is our parameter
domain of dimension p. We also associate X with a inner product (w, v)x and norm l1 -lix = (, -)/2
In particular, given only partial knowledge on g( - ; /-) over Q, we would like to approximate
g( ) by a collateral reduced basis expansion gM( - ; p) in the approximation space
W = span {g(x; pt), 1 < m < M} (3.1)
induced by a parameter sample
S~g = {pm E V,71 < m < M}, (3.2)
where M is the dimension of SL.
3.2.2 Critical Observation
The rational for the above proposal is similar to that of reduced basis approximation. We define
the Kolmogorov M-width of U = {g( - ; /t), M E D} as [56, 63, 96]
dM(, X) = inf sup inf I|x - yi|x (3.3)
whee X isa Mdimnsinalsubpac ofXM XEU YEXm
where XM is a M-dimensional subspace of X. In Section 2.3.1, we have noted that the approxi-
mation will be rapidly convergent if dM approaches zero rapidly as M increases. We again expect
this to hold in our case based on the regularity of the solutions g( - ; /_t) with respect to p. In [72],
it is further shown that dM is almost realized if XM is spanned by elements in U. Exponential
convergence is also achieved when analyticity exists in the parameter dependency.
However, there are two difficulties related to determination of XM and ultimately our approx-
imation based on (3.3). First, determination of XM based on (3.3) is combinatorically difficult.
Second, assuming that X is provided with a scalar product, the best fit of an element g E U in some
finite dimensional space XM that leads to a solution closest to dM is then given by the orthogonal
projection onto XM. This is the basis for the optimality of reduced basis approximation. However,
in many cases, this is a costly process and the knowledge of g( - ; p) over the entire domain Q is
required. Thus, when the elements in U are continuous, the interpolation is a tool that provide a
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cheap surrogate to the evaluation of the orthogonal projection.
Within the context of the reduced basis approximation, an interpolation scheme is needed
when dealing with nonaffine and nonlinear PDEs which do not admit an efficient, i.e., online K
independent, computational decomposition. This will be further discussed in Chapter 4.
3.2.3 Empirical Interpolation Method
The empirical interpolation procedure seeks to construct
Sg = {p E V,1 < m < M}, (3.4)
and the associated approximation space
= span {g(X; ),1 m < M}
= span {qm, < m < M}, (3.5)
that will act as a good surrogate to XM, based on the "greedy" sampling procedure outlined
in [82, 99, 115]. In addition, the procedure construct a set of interpolation points,
TM9  {tm,1 m M}, (3.6)
that allows us to construct an approximation to g(- ; it) based on the interpolant of g over Th:
M
gm( ;1L = EaM j(z)qj( ') ,(3.7)
j=1
where aM(IL) E RM is given by
M
J qj(ti)aMj(1z) = g(ti; p), i = 1, ... , M . (3.8)
j=1
If we define BM E RM x RM as
BA = qj(ti), (3.9)
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we can more directly define an interpolation operator IM in W 9 :
M
(IMg)( IL; g (ti; /)h (), (3.10)
i=1
where
M
hy(-) = qgj(. )(B m )'. (3.11)
We then have gm( ' ; (Mg); ). We note that since by construction (IMg)(tj; I) = g(tj; t),
1 <j < M, we obtain
hy(tj) = Jig, 1 < i,j M, (3.12)
from (3.10).
The interpolation error, E9 (/), is defined as
EM(p= 1(9' ;IA) -9M(' ;L)ILoO(n) - (3.13)
In practice, we usually know only solutions g(-; A) and gm(.; IL) at finite points in Q, for example the
vertices of a mesh resulting from a triangulation T. By assuming that the functions are piecewise
linear over elements T E T, we approximate e9(pt) by the maximum of lg(.; /t) -gim('; p) I evaluated
at these finite points.
The construction procedure for the empirical interpolation method starts with a large sample
set U [t{g( ; p), p E ET C D} C U. We assume U is representative of the entire set U in the sense
that supXEU infyespan {u}| x - ylIx is much smaller than the approximation we envision through
the interpolation process. We now construct, for Mmax < dim (span {U}), nested sample sets SM9,
1 < M < Mmax, nested approximation spaces Wmg, 1 K M < Mmax, and nested interpolation
points Tm, 1 K M K Mmax. We choose our first sample point pt to be arg maxIear I1g(-; )IILoo(G)-
In addition, we set tj = arg maxxEQ Ig(x; pI)1, qi = g(x; pI)/g(ti; p9), and B11 = 1. Then for
M = 2,... , Mmax, we determine
p"m = arg max AM_(p 0) . (3.14)MEET
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In addition, we define
rM(X) = g(x;pM4, gM-1(x; M) , (3.15)
tM = argmaxjrM(x)I. (3.16)
XE(Q
We then set
qM(x) = rM(x)/rM(tM), (3-17)
BY = qj(tj), 1 i, j< M. (3.18)
Finally,
SM9 = SM91 u pA9, (3.19)
Wg = Wg_ 1 +span{qM}, (3-20)
TM9 = T9_1 U tM. (3.21)
We repeat this procedure until maxes= y (,a) is below etas, a tolerance criteria we define. Then,
Mmnax is the dimension S9, for which this tolerance criteria is satisfied.
The construction procedure described above differ slightly from that proposed earlier in [8, 44].
In the current construction, we use directly the interpolation error e9 (IL) as the error measure.
In [8, 44] however, the best fit error as defined by infzEwm I|g(-; I) - zILOO (Q) is used - this involves
a standard linear program, which can be very expensive. It remains for us to demonstrate that the
current construction of T, and W9 is well-posed.
Lemma 3.1. Suppose that Mma is chosen such that Mmax < dim (span{U}), then the space Wh
is of dimension M.
Proof. It directly follows from our hypothesis on Mma < dim (span {U}) that eg(p4ge) =
maxAED eM(D s > 0 for any M < Mm,. We now prove lemma 3.1 by induction. Clearly, dim(Wf) =
1. Assume dim(Wmg-,) = M - 1; then if dim(W9) $ M, we have g(. ;pg) E W7._ 1 and thus
E9 -1(p"L)= 0; however, the latter contradicts egM-(1t > 0.
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Lemma 3.2. The construction of the interpolation points T79 is well-defined, and the functions
{qi,..., qM} form a basis for Wg.
Proof. We proceed by induction. Clearly, we have W9 = span {qi}. Assuming Wff_ 1 = span
{qi, , -I-qM_1}, the procedure is well-defined if (i) IrM(tM))I > 0 and (ii) BM-1 is invertible -
we may form W 9 = span {qi, ... , qM. To prove (i), we observe that IrM(tM) E > 0
To prove (ii), we just note by the construction procedure that Bj- 1 = ry(ti)/r (tj) = 0 for i < j
since g(ti; q) = (Iyig)(ti; q) for i < j; that Bf-' = rj(ti)/rj(tj) = 1 for i = j; and that
B 3 = rj(ti)/r(tj)| 1 for i > j since ti = arg ess sup.,, Iri(x)I, 1 < i < M. Hence, BM-1 is
lower triangular with unity diagonal. 0
Lemma 3.3. For any M-tuple (aij)i=1,...,M of real numbers, there exists a unique element w E Wh
such that V i,1 < i < M,w(ti) = ai.
Proof. Let w = rj Isqj(x) E Wg, where , E RM is the solution of E_, B~ffj = ai, 1 < i < M.
Clearly, we have w(ti) = E ', j (ti) = ai. Furthermore, it follows from the invertibility of BM
that , is unique. l
Theorem 3.1. Assume that there exists a Banach space Y such that U C Y C L*(Z), and that
there exists a sequence of finite dimensional spaces
Wf c W2 c ... c W9 c -- C span{U}, and, dim W, = M, (3.22)
such that there exists c > 0 and a > log(4) with
inf |ig(- ; p)- vy ceQM, Vg(- ; ) E U. (3.23)
vEW;
Then,
S ce-(aM-log(4)) (3.24)
The proof of Theorem 3.1 can be found in [73]. Theorem 3.1 states that, under the reasonable
condition that the reduced space allows an exponential convergence (actually even faster conver-
gence is observed most of the times, as explained in [16]), the empirical interpolation procedure :
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(i) proposes a discrete .space (spanned by the chosen g( - ; p,4)) where the best fit is good, and (ii)
provides a set of interpolation points that leads to a convergent interpolant.
3.2.4 Error Analysis
A priori stability: Lebesgue constant
To begin, we define a Lebesgue constant AM as [101]
M
AM = sup Ihy(x)1. (3.25)
XEfi
We observe that AM depends on W9 and TM but not on 1L or our choice of basis for W9. We can
further prove that [44]
Lemma 3.4. For any g E U, the interpolation error satisfies
Ilg(' ; p) - (IMg)(-)I|Loo(Q) (1+ AM) in I9( ; p) -v( 'ILoc(f)- (3.26)
Furthermore, AM 2 M - 1.
Lemma 3.4 is very pessimistic and of little practical value; it nevertheless provides some no-
tion of stability. In most cases, infvew, 11g( - ; A) - v( ) ILoo(p) decreases sufficiently rapidly that
2M infvEWo 1I9( A;) - V( 'iLoo(O) -> 0 as M -> oc.
A posteriori error estimation
Given an approximation gM(x; 1L) for M < Mmax -1, we define 6M(IL) = Ig(tM+1; I)-gM(tM+1; ,) 1.
We can then prove the following [44]:
Proposition 3.1. If g( - ;IL) E W7+ 1, then (i) g(x;1p) - gM(x;/I) = +M(1p)qm+1(x), and
(ii) AMWp = |19('-;Ap) - 9M (' y1L-o(Q) -
Proof. By our assumption g(-; IL) E WM9+1, there exists n(IL) E Rm+1 such that g(.; L) -gm('; /-)=
=1 j (I) j(-). We now consider x = tj, 1 < i < M + 1, and arrive at
M+1Z j (/t) qj(ti) = g(ti; pi) - gM(ti; it), 1 < i < M + 1 . (3.27)
j=1
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It thus follows that nj (pt) = 0, 1 < j 5 M, since g(ti; t) - gM(ti; I) = 0, 1 < i < M and the
matrix qj(t,)(- Bc) is lower triangular, and that nM+1(p) = g(tM+1; p) - gM(tM+1; t) since
qM+1(tM+1) = 1; this concludes the proof of (i). The proof of (ii) then directly follows from
|jqM+1|LOO(Q) 1- 0
In general, g(x; p) 0 W9+1 and hence
egM(it) ! 9'G (3.28)
gsM(p) is then a lower bound to egM(p). However, if eA(Ip) -+ 0 very fast, we expect the effectivity,
(A) =(3.29)
Egm( p)
to be close to unity. In addition, to determine our error estimator sg (p), we only need to determine
tM+1. This is very inexpensive - we only need to do an additional iteration of the empirical
interpolation procedure.
3.3 Numerical Example
Here, we look at an example unrelated to the reduced basis approximation - application of empir-
ical interpolation method within the reduced basis framework will be explored in Chapter 4. We
shall look at approximation of a parameter-dependent function g(x; it) given by
g(x; /) = jt(x'; )f(x, x')dx, (3.30)
where 9 C R 2, e E LO(Q), and f E Lm(Q). For a discretization of 0 into K points, a full evaluation
the convoluted function (3.32) for every new it will required O(A 2) operations. However, if for a
given ET, we construct an approximation space W79 and the associated interpolation points T9 ,
we will only required O(MAF) operations - we only evaluate the integral at M magic points.
As an example, we consider a domain Q = [-0.5,0.5] x [-0.5,0.5] C R2 , A E [1, 10], x = (x, y),
f(x; p) = sin(27rpitxI), and f(x, y) = L exp(-50x - y12 ). We construct our approximation based
on the sample set U9(a {g( - ; ), EEET C V = [1, 10]}, where ET consists of 100 i-points
distributed uniformly in D. This may have applications in areas such as animation where It represent
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Table 3.1: Comparison between the error estimate and the actual error, for g( -
f ,x') dx', where £(x; p) = sin(27rpzx), f(x, y) = 2 exp(-50x - y12),
[-0.5,0.5] C R2, and p E [1, 10]. The i-q is the mean of 77- (p) for p E D.
;-) =f5 f0X; )
_ [0.5, 0.5] x
temporal variables, or the regeneration of 3D tomographic data sets where A represent spatial
variables.
Table 3.1 shows that the error maxAE-," E-(p) decreases monotonically and the Lebesgue con-
stants are generally small for all M. Thus, the approximation leads to fast evaluation of g with
minimal loss of accuracy. The error estimator, s (IL), provides a good estimate to actual inter-
polation error, e6 (p) - the average effectivities, i9, are close to 1, especially for larger M. In
addition maxEET 7AS(p) is always close to 1 while minsr qg (it) approaches 1 as M increases.
We note that max e gT ?9(p) is always equal to maxpo. 6"(A). This is due to our construction
procedure that uses E9(IL) as the error measure: from (3.14) and (3.16), we have
max Em (p)
ACE T
= max I|( ;At) -M( - ;)IIL (Q)
= g(.- ; AtMj) - gm(' ; AM+) IIL-(Q)
= IrM+1( ' )IIL (Q)
= IrM+1(tM+1)l
= g(tM+1; AM+1) -gM (tM+1; AM+)I
= max Ig(tM+1; p) - gM (tM+1; p)
JLE ET
= max s"().
pE=T
(3.31)
The above is not necessarily true for the construction procedure given in [8, 44].
We now relax slightly the parametric smoothness requirement of the empirical interpolation
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M maxE"', [(p) AM x ?M ( 7M maxpEET u) minET M
2 8.5969 E -1 1.5054 8.5969 E -1 0.01 1.00 2.45E-4
4 2.7407 E -1 1.9762 2.7407 E -1 0.20 1.00 2.13 E -2
6 9.7983 E -2 3.1647 9.7983 E -2 0.42 1.00 5.09E-2
8 6.0001 E -2 3.8942 6.0001 E -2 0.36 1.00 9.29E-3
10 3.8791 E -3 3.2768 3.8791 E -3 0.73 1.00 1.80 E -1
12 6.4367 E -4 4.5580 6.4367 E -4 0.53 1.00 2.78E-2
14 6.3474 E -5 5.9444 6.3474 E -5 0.97 1.00 3.30E-1
16 8.1714 E -7 4.5135 8.1714 E -7 1.00 1.00 1.00
method on admissible functions. We consider functions §( - ; p) that are piecewise continuous
in D. We first note that if Wt contains sufficient solutions from all smooth segments of the
solution manifold that are disjointed, the best fit error infVEW~g X-; A) - V()IILO(Q) will be small.
In other words, the best fit error does not require j( - ; p) to be continuous in D although this
smoothness property will allow more rapid convergence of the best fit error with M. Since the
inequality (3.26) always bounds the interpolation error IIj( - ; A) - ) ILo(n) by the best fit
error, the approximation based on the empirical interpolation method will be close to the best fit
approximation, provided that the Lebesgue constant AM remains small. In addition, we note that
AM only depends on Tfg and has no explicit dependence on the smoothness requirement. Thus, we
expect the empirical interpolation approximation will be reasonably good even in the case where
the functions §( - ; p) are only piecewise continuous in D.
We demonstrate this observation based on the following numerical example: we define (x; A)
as
(X; /)= je(x'; p)f(x, x')dx, (3.32)
where x E Q = [-0.5,0.5] x [-0.5,0.5] C R2; I E [1, 10];
~ sin(27rMtxI), A < 3, (333)
cos(27rplxl), p > 3 ;
and f(x, y) = L exp(-50jx - y12). Figure 3-1 shows the piecewise continuous property of ( ;)
with respect to 1L. From Table 3.2, we observe that AM is 0(10) for M < 16, the approximation er-
ror maxpoEE e9(p) decreases with M, and the average effectivity if approaches 1 as M increases.
Nevertheless, compare to the results in Table 3.1, we observe a slower convergence in the approxi-
mation - with M = 16, the approximation error in g is of 0(10-5) but the approximation error in
g is of O(10-). Thus, the smoothness property affects the convergence rate of the approximation.
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Figure 3-1: Discontinuity in §(t; p) at IL
continuous between 1 < I 3 and 3 < I
= 3 for
< 10.
some selected values of t - ( - ; p) is piecewise
M maxhEST p AM maX p 6=e$M(/) % maX /LT'i ) min ET ?1M (A)
2 4.3379 E -1 1.4484 4.3379 E -1 0.05 1.00 1.8201E-3
4 3.1848 E -1 2.0227 3.1848 E -1 0.07 1.00 2.8063 E -3
6 1.0347E-1 2.4519 1.0347 E -1 0.49 1.00 1.9018E-2
8 2.6034 E -2 3.3224 2.6034 E -2 0.41 1.00 3.5207 E -2
10 6.0917 E -3 4.0432 6.0917 E -3 0.81 1.00 1.4041 E - 1
12 1.0721 E -3 5.1275 1.0721 E -3 0.41 1.00 9.6578 E -3
14 2.7326 E-4 5.7885 2.7326 E -4 0.91 1.00 1.6602E-1
16 1.2224E-5 6.0140 1.2224E-5 0.95 1.00 2.7575 E - 1
Table 3.2: Comparison between the error estimate and the actual error, for g( ; p) =fn £(x'; p)
f ,( . x') dx', where i(x; p) = sin(27rpIxI) for p < 3 and cos(27raI xI) otherwise; f(x, y) =
5 exp(-50lx - y12 ); Q = [-0.5,0.5] x [-0.5,0.5] C R2 ; and /p E [1,10]. The 0 is the mean7r r
of 71, 4 (IL) for p EVD.
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Chapter 4
Nonlinear Model Problem
4.1 Introduction
We shall now consider the extension of the reduced basis method to a nonlinear eigenvalue problem.
The reduced basis method developed in Chapter 2 and the associated a posteiori error estimation
procedure rely on the affine parameter dependence property of the problem to arrive at an efficient
offline-online computational procedure. When this property is absent, the computational strategy
breaks down, leading to an online computational cost that depends on K.
Recently, [8, 44] incorporated the empirical interpolation procedure described in Chapter 3
within the reduced basis framework to successfully treat any elliptic problems with nonaffine pa-
rameter dependence and recover the efficiency of the offline-online computational strategy. We shall
here apply the technique to a nonlinear eigenvalue problem. We consider only the determination of
the smallest eigenvalue and the associated eigenvector. It serves as an introduction to the next two
chapters, where we will consider the reduced basis approximation of Kohn Sham equations with
vectorial eigensolutions. Additionally, the numerical example examined involves a nonlinearity term
similar to that encountered in Thomas Fermi model [12, 70], a prototypical model typically used
for mathematical purposes as its mathematical features are similar to that of Density Functional
Theory models. The methodology developed can also applied to models based on the Orbital Free
Density Functional Theory [24, 39].
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4.2 Abstract Formulation
4.2.1 Problem Statement
Given two Hilbert spaces X and Y where X = L2 (Q) and Hol(Q) c Y c H'(Q), we consider the
following nonlinear eigenvalue problem: given any p E D, we are interested in finding A(p) where
(u(p), A(p)) E Y x R satisfies
ai(u(p), v) + _2 j g(u(p); ;p)v = A(p)m(u(p), v), Vv E Y,
m(u(p), u()) = 1; (4.1)
where' c R+ is our parameter domain; Q is a bounded domain in R; and ai(w, v) and m(w, v)
continuous
ai(w,v) < -ya|W|YIvjY, Vw,v C Y, (4.2)
m(w,v) YmIWIWIXIIVIIX, Vw,v C X; (4.3)
coercive
0 < aa inf al(w, w) (44)WCY |IW||y
0 < am E inf 'w (4.5)
WCX ||W||2
and symmetric, ai(w,v) = ai(v,w), Vv,w c Y, and m(w,v) = m(v,w), Vv,w c X. Here, g
is a general Cnonaffine nonlinear function of the field solution u(x; p), spatial coordinate x, and
parameter M. We require g : R x Q x D -+ R to be continuous in its arguments, monotonically
increasing in the first argument, and g(z; x; p) > 0, Vz E R, Vx E Q, Vp E D.
As the focus of this chapter is on the nonlinear term g, we assume that a, and m are parameter-
independent; parameter dependence can however be readily admitted. In anticipation of messier
equations to be encountered in Chapter 6 and 7, we rewrite (4.1) in a more convenient form: find
'The A2 in (4.1) is used to obtain a sufficiently interesting problem for application of reduced basis approximation.
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u(p) = (u(p), A(A)) E Y = (Y x R) such that
A(u(p), v; p) = 0, Vv E Y,
A(w = (w, -), v = (v, p); i) = ai(w, v) + i2an(w, v; I) - Um(w, v) + p(m(w, w) - 1),
(4.6)
(4.7)
and an'(w, v; p) = fa g(w; -; p) v. Given z= (z, 0) E Y, we shall also define the derivative bilinear
form dA(., -;ji;z): Y x Y - R as
dA(w =- (w, o-), v =- (v, o); A; z =- (z, t ))
ai(w, v) + /2 j g'(z; x; 1)w v - om(w, v) - -m(z, v) - iom(w, v) + W(2m(w, z)), (4.8)
such that
A(z + w, v; it) = A(z, v; IL) + dA(w, v; /t; z) + g"(z; X; p)w2v - am(w, v) + pm(w, w), (4.9)
where
, ; B-ag(s; ( ; -),, 2 g(s; (W; X; I)9' (W; X; P) = 9 ( X , (W; X; /-) = S2 (" )- (4.10)
4.2.2 "Truth" Approximation
We proceed by first developing a "truth" approximation based on the finite element approximation.
We define a finite element space Yh C Y of dimension K as
Yh {v E Y Iv IT, E P1(Th), VTh E Th},
P1(Th) span{1,x},
(4.11)
(4.12)
where T is a uniform "triangulation" of the domain 0 comprised of linear elements Th. The
inner product and norm associated with Y are simply inherited from Y. The finite element
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where
approximation to (4.6) is then given by: find uh(A) = (uh(J), Ah(p)) E Y - Y x R such that
Ah(uh(pt),vh; A) = 0, Vv E Yh, (4.13)
where we have replace the nonlinear term a" (w, v; [A) by a quadrature sum given by anl,quad(w, v; /t)
= Equad g(w; - ; p) v( - ). We similarly replace the nonlinear terms in the derivative form of Ah,
dAh by quadrature sums.
To solve (4.13), we will examine two solution methods - the Newton iterative scheme, and the
fixed point method. The fixed point method is part of the Self Consistent Field (SCF) schemes
frequently used to solve computational chemistry problems [18], as mentioned in Section 1.2.2. We
describe these two methods next, and provide a comparison between them in Section 4.2.3.
Newton iterative scheme
Ignoring the higher order terms after the dA( i , ; p; z) term in (4.9), we begin with an initial
guess uO and construct the sequence uk E Yh by
dAh(uk+1 _ uk, v; p; uk) = -Ah(Uh, v; p), Vv E Yh; (4.14)
at each step k, we solve a linear differential problem associated with the linear operator dA. We
repeat this procedure until convergence criteria given by
IIA(ukmax(At), vh) 112 < Etol, VVh E Yh, (4.15)
is satisfied. Here, Etol is a preselected tolerance level, and kmax is the maximum iterations required
to satisfy the convergence criteria (4.15).
Fixed point method
We will use the Roothaan algorithm [106] which has been critically analyzed in [20]. We first rewrite
g(w; x; At) as p(w; x; p)w. Then, starting from an initial guess uO(M), we construct the sequence
uk(/t) (u((p), Ak (p)) E Yh where
uk(It) = aul§~l(/t) + (1 - a)u (p), (4.16)
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a is an adjustable parameter to improve convergence, and u (p) satisfies
al(uj(m), v) + p 1(1))uv = Ahf)m(utL~), v), Vv E Yh,
m(u(I),uj(p)) = 1. (4.17)
Therefore, at each step k, we must solve a linear algebraic eigenvalue problem of dimension K. The
procedure is repeated until convergence criteria (4.15) is satisfied.
As was done in Chapter 2, the reduced basis approximation will be built upon this "truth"
approximation and we will drop the subscript h from all subsequent formulation, with the under-
standing that the "truth" approximation in fact refers to the finite element approximation. Thus,
Y, A, 6A, u and A shall now be understood as Yh, Ah, 6Ah, Uh and Ah.
4.2.3 Numerical Example
We consider the following nonlinear eigenvalue problem defined on 0 =]0, 1 [C R: given M E E )
[1, 10], we evaluate u E Y from (4.6) where Y = H0(9),
a1(w,v) = 1 J dx, m(w,v) w v dx, (4.18)
and the nonlinear function
g(w; x; I) = p(w)w, p(w) = |WI7/3. (4.19)
The Hl (1) c H1 (Q) is the usual Hilbert space of derivative square-integrable functions that vanish
on the domain boundary. The derivative of g(w; x; 1L) with respect to w is positive and given by
g'(w; x; I) = 1jw 4/3sgn(w)w +|w17/3
10= W7/3. (4.20)
We solve the resulting problem using the finite element method with K = 400, employing
both the Newton iterative scheme and the fixed point method. Table 4.1 shows that the Newton
iterative scheme is clearly more efficient than the fixed point method for this particular example.
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Newton scheme fixed point method
[ kma time, s a kmax time,s
1 4 0.4 0 9 0.8
10 6 0.4 0.95 388 32.9
Table 4.1: Comparison of the computational cost of the
scheme in "truth" approximation.
fixed point method and the Newton iterative
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Figure 4-1: Variation of u(p) and A(p) with p for p E 'D = [1, 10].
For [L = 1, Newton iterative scheme converges in half the time required by fixed point method.
This is expected since the Newton iterative scheme converges quadratically while the fixed point
method only converges linearly. In addition, as p increases, a, the mixing parameter in (4.16), must
be sufficiently large for the fixed point method to converge, severely affecting the convergence rate
of the fixed point method. For y = 10, we have used a = 0.95, and as a result, the computational
cost of the Newton iterative scheme outperforms the fixed point method by a factor of 80.
For this example, it is clear that the method of choice for our "truth" approximation is the New-
ton iterative scheme. Nevertheless, for more complicated problems, for example those encountered
in Chapter 6 and 7 where we must solve for several eigensolutions, the advantage of the Newton
iterative scheme over the fixed point method is not as straightforward. In particular, the addition of
the orthonormality constraints may lead to an ill-conditioned Jacobian matrix; continuation scheme
coupled with preconditioner for the Jacobian matrix may be required to achieve convergence.
The resulting solutions u(p) and A(p) for some selected [ are shown in Figure 4-1. We notice
nontrivial variation of u(p) with p.
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4.3 Reduced Basis Approximation
4.3.1 Classical Approach
The space and the approximation
We first introduce nested sample sets Sg =
nested reduced-basis spaces as
(pi, ... , iAN), 1 < N < Nmax and define the associated
W = span {u(pj), 1 < j N}, 1 < N < Nmax,
= span {(, < j:l N}, 1 < N < Nmax; (4.21)
where u(pi) are solutions of (4.6) at A = pj; and (j, 1 < j < N are basis functions obtained after
u(pj), 1 < j N are orthogonalized.
The approximations to u(p) and A(p) are then
given a A, find UN (uN(A), AN(p)) E YNN= W x
A(uN, VN; A) = 0,
obtained by
R such that
VVN E YN,
a standard Galerkin projection:
(4.22)
where A is as defined in (4.7).
Discrete Equations
We now demonstrate how the nonlinearity in ani(-, ; p) affects the efficiency of the offline-online
computational strategy. We expand our reduced-basis approximation as
N
UN(I) = UNij(A)(-
j=1
(4.23)
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Inserting this representation into (4.22) and choose as test functions v = (i, 1 < i < N yields
UN j (z) a1 ((j , (i) + 29 UN j'(ft)(j' i
j=1 j=
N
AN(A) YUN j(p)m(j, i), 1 < i < N, (4.24)
j=1
N N
EuN j()uNi (/)M((j,(i) = 1 (4.25)
j=1 i=1
If we now apply a Newton iterative scheme to solve (4.24)-(4.25), then in each Newton iteration
and given a current iterate UN j (p), 1 < j N, and AN (p) we must find an increment JUN j (4), 1 <
j < N, and 6AN(p) such that
N N
E6UN j f) a1((j ,(i)- 9 EfN j'(1)(j' (j (i
j=1 (j =1
N
- AN(/)M((j, (i) - JAN(tt)ZENj(L)m((j,(i) =
j=1
NN
-- uNj t)a1((j,(i) 
-2 9 UNj(j)(j' (i
j=1 Q j1=1
N
+- (p1)ZENj(/-t)m((j,(i), 1 <i <N (4.26)
j=1
and
N N N N
2 1> 6 UNj(tU)UN i(/t)m((j, (i) = - I EiNj(II)UNi(II)M((j, (i) + 1- (4.27)
j=1 i=1 j=1 i=1
If g and g' are quadratic polynomial nonlinearities in u, an expansion into their power series will
recover the affine parameter dependence, allowing an efficient offline-online computational decom-
position. Unfortunately, for higher polynomial nonlinearity, such expansion leads to complex offline
construction of the required matrices and potentially large online computational cost, while for non-
polynomial nonlinearities, it does not exist. As such, the evaluations of fQ g ( /=1 Nj'()(j' ) (i
and fo g' (z= 1 fNj'(A)(j') (j (i, in general, incur a cost of O(M).
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4.3.2 Empirical Interpolation Method
To obtain online computational cost that is independent of K, we replace g(w; ; p) by gw( - ; p),
an approximation based on the empirical interpolation method described in Chapter 3. We first
introduce nested sample sets
Sg={p1 E D, 1 < m < M}, 1 < M Mmax, (4.28)
the associated approximation spaces,
WM = span {g(; 4g), 1 m < M} 1 < M < Mma
= span {qm, 1 < m < M}, 1 < M Mmax, (4.29)
and the interpolation points,
T7 = {t, 1 < m < M}, 1 < M < Mma, (4.30)
where Mmax is determined by the maximum accuracy to which we would like to approximate
g( /.z-;). The construction procedure is detailed in Section 3.2.3. The approximation of g(w; -;),
g( ;I), is then given by
M
gm,( -;1 ) = Eamj(p)qj( -) ,(4.31) (431
j=1
where aM(y) E RM is given by
M
Z q (t )aMj p() = g(w(tq); t?; I), i = 1, ... , M . (4.32)
j=1
Although this "composed" interpolant is defined for general w E Y, we expect good approximation
only for w (very) close to the manifold M {u(pL), p E D} on which W9 is constructed.
Our reduced basis approximation is thus: given p E D, find uN,M(/) = (UN,M(P), AN,M(tz)) E
YN such that
AM(UN,M(Q), VN,M; j) =0, VVN,M E YN, (4.33)
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where
AM(w = (w, o), v = (v, o); p) = a,(w, v) + [t2 a"nM(w, v; p) - um(w, v) + o(m(w, w) - 1), (4.34)
and
n"l, v;p 'm( ) (4.35)
The subscript N, M emphasizes the fact that the solution UN,M (A) is affected by two discretization
procedures - this will be further elaborated in Section 4.3.4.
4.3.3 Offline-online Computational Framework
We now demonstrate how the incorporation of the empirical interpolation procedure into the re-
duced basis framework leads to an efficient offline-online computational strategy. We give the
implementation details of the Newton iterative scheme and the fixed point method within this
offline-online computational framework.
Newton iterative scheme
As was done in the classical reduced basis approximation, we first expand our reduced basis ap-
proximation as
N
UN,M (A) ZUN,M j (t)(j (4-36)
j=1
In addition, we expand our empirical interpolation approximation for g(uN,M (A); X; At) as
M
g%M (x; p)-E m )m (x) (4.37)
m=1
where gM(p) E RM is given by
M
> Bmm,kQM,k(At) = 9(UN,M(tM;m t);tgM;), 1 -m< M
k=1
= g UN,mn(P)(ng(tgm m;tL , 1 m KM; (4.38)
n=1
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and BM E RM x RM is given by BM k = qm(t9), 1 < m, k < M. We note that {qa, 1 <m M} is
pre-constructed offline based on the empirical interpolation method, but oM(it) is computed online
given any y E V.
Inserting the above representations (4.36) and (4.37) into (4.34), we obtain the following discrete
equations
N
A,.UN,M j(O) +
M
2' M QM m(L)
m=1
N
= AN,M(P) E Mi -UN,M j(),
j=1
1 < i < N (4.39)
= 1; (4.40)
N N
UN,M i(A)MijUN,M j(L)
where AN E RNxN, MN E RNxN, CNM E RNxM are given by A -= al((j,(0), 1 < i,j N,
MN = m((j, (i), 1 < ij < N, and CN,M = f qii, 1< i <N 1< m M, respectively.
We then substitute pM(p) from (4.38) into (4.39) to obtain the following
N M
A uN,Mj (it) +/2 MD ,M
j=1 m=1
N
gMUN,Mn(tn t
n=1
N
AN,M(L) E M NUN,M j~,
j=1
1 < i < N , (4.41)
where DN,M = CN,M(BM)1 E RNXM.
We now solve (4.41) for uN,MJ(/), 1 < j N by Newton iterative scheme: given a current
iterate UN,M j(IL), 1 < j < N, and AN,M(A) we must find an increment cuN,M J(/),1 < j N, and
SAN,M(p) such that
N N
(A, + I2 EN + AN,M(G)M ) 5UN,Mj(AL) - JAN,M(I) MikN,M k(I) =
j=1 k=1
N
E(n (tgm) UN,M n G*) t n m
n=1
N M
- ZANN,M j (L) _ t12 Z DNMg
j=1 m=1
N
+ AN,M(A) E M3N,MJ(I),
j=1
1<i<N; (4.42)
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and
N N N N
2 EL UN,M i(A)M~j 6uN,M j(A) - - E LN,M i(A)M5fN,M j(A) + 1. (4.43)
i=1 j=1 i=1 j=1
Here EN E RNxN must be calculated at every Newton iteration as
M / N
E D M g m (tg) N,M,(1 (j(t), 1 i,j < N, (4.44)
m=1 kn=1
where g'(w; t; ,a) is the first derivative of g with respect to w. We can now develop an efficient
offline-online procedure for the rapid evaluation of AN,M(f) for each A in D.
In the offline stage - performed once - we generate nested reduced-basis spaces W =
{ (1, -,N} 1 < N < Nmax, nested approximation spaces W = { M K Mmax,
and nested sets of interpolation points T = {t9, ... , t9}, 1 M < Mmax; we then form and store
AN, MN, BM, and DN,M.
In the online stage - performed many times for each new g - we solve (4.44) for UN,M j(p), 1 K
j < N. The operation count of the online stage is essentially the predominant Newton update
component: at each Newton iteration, we first assemble the right-hand side and compute EN at
cost O(MN 2 ). Note that we perform the sum in the parenthesis of (4.44) before performing the
outer sum -- nthe evaluation of 1 (m(tg)N,Mn([) is of O(MN) while the evaluation of the
outer summation is only of O(M). We then form and invert the left-hand side (Jacobian) at cost
O(N 3 ). The online complexity depends only on N, M and number of Newton iterations; we thus
recover online A" independence.
Fixed point method
Similarly, we first expand our reduced basis approximation as
N
UN,M(tt) = EuN,Mj(g)(j- (4.45)
j=1
Instead of constructing an empirical interpolation approximation for g(uN,M(A); ' ; p), we con-
struct an empirical interpolation approximation for p(uN,M(p); - ;A) = IuN,M(p)I 7 /3. We first
construct nested sample sets SP A{P, ... , ppm, 1 K M K Mma, nested approximation spaces
WP = span {q ,..., qM}, 1 < M < Mmax, and nested interpolation points T { .
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1 K M < Mmax. We then expand our empirical interpolation approximation for p(uN,M (P); X; [)
as M
p M (x; p) OM,m (p) qm (x), (4.46)
m=1
where OM(i) E RM is given by
M
Bi'POMk(P) = p(uN,M(tm;I)tm;A), 1< m<KM
k=1
= p , 1 < m < M (4.47)
n=1
d Es b = qm(t ), I < m, k < M. We note again that{q,1 m<
M} is pre-constructed offline based on the empirical interpolation method, but /M(b) is computed
online given any p E D. Inserting the above representations (4.45) and (4.46) into (4.34), we obtain
the following discrete equations
N (M
EANUN,M j (A) + Y2 1 CN,p,mM m(MA) UN,M j(I) =
j=1 M=1
N
AN,M()5Mi'juN,Mj(p), 1 i <N; (4.48)
j=1
N N
S 5uN,Mi(P)MjUN,Mj(I1) = 1 (4.49)
i=1 j=1
where AN E RNxN, MN E RNxN, 0 N,p,m E RNxN, 1 m K M are given by Aij = ai((j, i),
1 < i,j N, MN = m((j,(j), 1 < ij N, and C!'' = f2q~m(j(, 1 i,j < N, 1,: m < M
respectively.
The offline-online computational decomposition is then clear. In the offline stage - performed
once - we generate nested reduced-basis spaces W = {(1,... , (N}, 1 K N K Nma, nested
approximation spaces Wp = {q, ... , qP}, 1 K M K Mmax, and nested sets of interpolation points
T {t, . . . tPM}, 1 M < Mmax; we then form and store AN, MN, BM'P, and CN,p,m 1 K m K
Mmax.
In the online stage - performed many times for each new p - we solve (4.48) - (4.49) for
UN,M j (p), 1 < j < N. We begin with an initial guess uN,M(p), and construct a sequence of
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gkv k- () + (1 )U,M(, (4.50)
where UN,M (A) satisfies
N M
AN fN,Mj(L + 2 (Z CN,p,m m) UfNMJ
j=1 Zm=1 /
N
N,M M)Z jUN,Mj(p), 1 <i <N; (4.51)
j=1
N N
ZUfN,Mi()MjufN,Mj(A) = 1; (4.52)
i=1 j=1
and Ol. m(M) is given by
M N
B M 'P (I) = Uk1 (A)(n(tpm); tpm; A , 1 m < M. (4.53)
t=1 n=1
The operation count of the online stage is essentially the cost of solving linear eigenvalue prob-
lems: at each fixed point iteration, we first determine 3k(pI) at a cost of O(M 2) and assemble
Z M DN,M,P,mM-m(P) at a cost of O(MN 2 ); we then solve the resulting linear algebraic eigen-
value problem at a cost of O(N 3 ). The online complexity depends only on N, M and number of
fixed point iterations; we thus recover online K independence.
Comparison between Newton iterative scheme and fixed point method
We first note that the computational cost of a single Newton iteration and a single fixed point
iteration is similar. However, from Table 4.2, it is clear that the number iterations required to
achieve convergence is much higher for the fixed point method than for the Newton iterative scheme,
resulting in a much higher computational cost. The result is similar to that observed in Section 4.2.3.
In particular, for higher 1L, the mixing parameter a in (4.50) has to be large in order to achieve
any convergence. For 1L = 10, the Newton iterative scheme is 70 times faster than the fixed point
method.
The choice for our online solution method for this example is clear - the Newton iterative
scheme is more efficient that fixed point method. However, for the same reasons given in Sec-
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Newton scheme fixed point method
p kmx time,s a km, time, s
2 4 0.001 0.75 58 0.01
8 5 0.001 0.95 273 0.07
Table 4.2: Comparison of computational cost of the fixed point method and the Newton iterative
scheme in reduced basis approximation. Here N = 6 and M = 12.
tion 4.2.3, this may not be true for more difficult problems, such as those encountered in Section 6
and 7.
4.3.4 Convergence
We first define an error measure eN,M as
A NM(I,-Ap
1N,M = max , (4.54)N, IEET A(p)
where ET C V is a test sample set of size 100 with the sample points uniformly distributed in D.
We now evaluate e,M for different N and M. From Figure 4-2, we observe that the reduced basis
approximation converges very rapidly with N and M. In addition, the quality of our reduced basis
approximation depends on N and M in a strongly coupled manner: for a fixed value of M, the
error decreases monotonically with N for N < NM, where NM is such that there is no appreciable
change in eAM for N > NM. However, when M is increased, the achievable eAM decreases further
as NM increases; this strongly suggests that the reduced-basis error may obviously be degraded by
a poor initial choice of M; we can always choose M large enough that the incurred error does not
affect our desired accuracy. The choice for the sample set is discussed next.
4.3.5 Construction of Samples
We must now construct two sample sets St and Sk and the associated approximation spaces, Wh
and Wk. We first construct S9, W9 and T. (defined in Section 4.3.2) based on the algorithm
given in Section 3.2.3. It is however an expensive process. Before we can apply the adaptive
sampling procedure, we must first compute and store the solution u(pi) for all /- E ET. For our
example, this is equivalent to performing 100 O(Af) solves and saving 100 solutions each of length
K. This inefficiency can be attributed to the lack of an a posteriori error estimator that does not
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Figure 4-2: Variations of the reduced basis
M = 4,6,8, 10 and 12.
error in AN,M, EN,M (given by (4.54)), with N for
require knowing the approximation of g( - ; - ; M) beforehand.
Once we have constructed the approximation for g(.; -; p), we can proceed with the construction
S, and WK based on the procedure outlined in Chapter 2. Note that the accuracy that can be
achieved is limited by the accuracy of g u',(- ; p); W9 must initially be constructed such that the
accuracy in g N m ( ; ) is equivalent the desired accuracy of AN,M (p). In addition, since we have
solutions at all p E ET, we can use the exact error in AN,M(P) given by AN,MG1)-A(A)I as our errorJA(p)i
measure when applying the adaptive sampling algorithm. We also do not have an a posteriori error
estimator for nonlinear eigenvalue problem at this point.
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Chapter 5
Band Structure Calculations
5.1 Introduction
We now consider the application of the reduced basis method to the calculation of the band structure
of a periodic solid, a problem commonly encountered in solid state physics. This problem can arise
from a semi-empirical model of crystalline solids [29], within the inner loop of the self-consistent
field algorithm when solving ab initio models [18, 37], or as a post-processing step following a
calculation based on ab initio models [109, 116].
The method used here is similar to that developed in Chapter 2, although with an increase in
complexity due to less well-behaved solutions and a richer parameter domain. We shall describe
how we handle the resulting difficulties. We shall demonstrate how the significant improvement in
the computational efficiency can lead to rapid determination of three quantities relevant to study
of crystalline solids, namely the integrated density of states, the joint density of states and the
dielectric function. In what follows, we utilize the empirical pseudopotential model [29] in our
calculations. However, we can easily extend the methodology to any other model.
5.2 Abstract Formulation
5.2.1 Preliminaries
We give some basic materials needed to understand the problem we intend to solve. The materials
are adapted from [3, 60].
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Crystal Lattices
A three dimensional Bravais lattice consists of all points with position vectors R defined by
3
R = Etiai, tj E Z. (5.1)
i=1
where ai, a2 and a3 are three independent vectors in R 3 and are known as the primitive vectors
- al, a 2 and a 3 span the Bravais lattice. A primitive unit cell Q is a volume of space that
when translated through all the vectors in a Bravais lattice, fills the whole space without either
overlapping itself or leaving voids. There is no unique way of defining Q but an obvious choice is
given by that enclosed by the primitive vectors: any points x E Q can be represented by
3
x = xiaj, (5.2)
i=1
where 0 < xi < 1, i = 1, 2 and 3.
A crystal is described by its underlying Bravais lattice and the locations of atoms within the
primitive cell Q given by the basis vectors Ti, ... , r,, where n, is number of atoms in Q. In
Figure 5-1 we show a unit cell of diamond structure - a face center cubic Bravais lattice with two
basis vectors: given a lattice length a, the primitive lattice vectors and the the basis vectors are
defined as follows:
a2 = - (0, 1, 1), a2 = -(1, 0, 1), a3 = -(,, 1, 0); (5.3)2 2 2
3 3
T1 = aj, T2 8a. (5.4)
The reciprocal space is the dual of the discrete linear space spanned by the Bravais lattices R.
It is spanned by the reciprocal lattice vectors given by
3
G = Zmibi, mi E Z, (5.5)
where bi, b 2 and b 3 are independent vectors in R 3 defined by
ai - bj = 27rbj, 1 < i, j 3. (5.6)
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Figure 5-1: The unit cell of diamond structure, The primitive lattice vectors are given by al =
a(0, 1, 1),a 2 = a(1, 0, 1) and a3 = a(1, 1, 0). In addition, the basis vectors of the nuclei are given by
= - =1 ai/8, and T2 = - 1 ai/8.
For the fcc Bravais lattice defined by the primitive lattice vectors in (5.3), the reciprocal lattice
vectors are given by
b2 = - , ) b2= -(1, -1, 1), b3 = -- (11, -1). (5.7)
a a a
The first Brillouin zone (BZ) is the primitive cell with the full symmetry of the reciprocal lattice
vectors. The first Brillouin zone about a lattice point is the region of space that is closer to that
point than to any other lattice point. The first Brillouin zone of fcc Bravais lattice is shown in
Figure 5-2.
Bloch's theorem
Theorem 5.1. The eigenstates oi(x), x E R3 of the one-electron Schr~dinger equation given by
1
-IAVi(x) + V ff(x)oi(x) = EiV'i(x), i = 1, 2,..., (5.8)
2
j9 i(x)oj(x) = 6 ij, i=1,2,..., j=1,2,..., (5.9)
where Veff(x + R) = Veff(x) for all R in a Bravais lattice, can be chosen to have the following form:
,o(x;k) = eikxui(x;k), ui(x+R;k) = ui(x;k), (5.10)
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where the Bloch wavevectors, k E R3 , belongs to the first Brillouin zone BZ due to the periodicity
of the Bravais lattice [3].
The form (5.10) leads to a parameterized from of (5.11):
-- A - ikV + --- + Veff(x) ui(x;k) = Ei(k)ui(x;k), i=1,2,..., (5.11)
_2 2
jui(x;k)uj(x;k) = 3 ij, i=1,2, ... , j = 1, 2,..., (5.12)
with the periodic conditions ui(x + R; k) = ui(x; k); and x E R3 . In addition, due to symmetry of
the crystal, the wavevector k can be further confined to a subset of the first Brillouin zone, called
the irreducible Brillouin zone. The irreducible Brillouin zone of fcc structure is shown in Figure 5-
2 it is a polyhedron with vertices at L = 2(1/2,1/2,1/2), F = 2(0, 0,0, X = Y(1 0,0),
W = 2(3/4, 3/4, 0), K = 27(1, 0,1/2), and U = 2(1, 1/4, 1/4). These points are known as the
high-symmetry points because they exhibit many symmetric properties of the crystal'. The edges
of the polyhedron are similarly known as the high-symmetry lines. The band energies Ei(k) and
wavefunctions ui(k) at the high-symmetry points and along the high-symmetry lines are important
because they provide a qualitative picture of how the band energies and the wavefunctions vary
in the whole Brillouin zone - a plot of band energies along the high-symmetry lines, like the one
shown in Figure 5-5, is typical in the literature.
5.2.2 Problem Statement
Consider a crystal structure defined by the Bravais lattice vectors {ai E R3 1 < i < 3} and the
basis vectors - = (ri, ... , r,). For any given k = (ki, k2, k3) E D, we would like to find the band
energies, Ei(k), 1 < i < nb, given by
Ei(k) = Ai(k) + 1Ik2; (5.13)
'Since we have not exploited the symmetric properties of the crystal in our approximation except in defining the
parameter domain in which k lies, we shall not give a discussion on symmetry groups and symmetry operations;
interested readers should refer to [3, 61, 60].
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L(>/ L K
Figure 5-2: First Brillouin zone and the irreducible Brillouin zone (shaded) of face center cubic
structure. The irreducible Brillouin zone is a polyhedron with high symmetry points at the vertices:
L 21-(1/2,1/2,1/2), F - ( 0, 0, 0), X = (1, 0, 0), W = 2-r(3/4, 3/4, 0), K = 2 (1 0, 1/2), and
U = $(1, 1/4,1/4). Taken from [59].
where D C R3 is a bounded domain given by the irreducible Brillouin zone of the Bravais lattice;
and (fi(k), (k)) E (Y~b x Rnb) satisfies2
A - ikV + Veff (x; r) ui(k) = Ai(k)ui(k), 1 < i < nb,
/ji(k)uj(k) = 6ij, 1 < i < j i nb. (5.14)
Here, ni(k) a(ui(k), ... , un(k)); A(k) = (A1 (k), ... , Anb (k)); Y - HPer( ) is the space of {a, 1 <
i < 3}-periodic complex functions in H 1 (R3 ); Q is the primitive unit cell as defined in Section 5.2.1;
x is a point in Q and defined by (5.2); Veff( - ; r) E Y is a real periodic function dependent on r;
and nb is the number of band energies we are interested in. Components in i(k) are arranged such
that Al(k) A2(k) < ... 5 Anb (k). We prove Ai(k), 1 < i < nb are real in Section 5.2.3. We also
note that (5.14) is a linear eigenvalue problem, and as such the procedure outlined in Chapter 2 is
directly extensible to the current problem.
2 The solution u and i is of course dependent on ir as well, in addition to k. However, in this Chapter, r is
considered constant, and the only parameter we axe interested in is k. As such, to simplify notation, we only show
the dependence of fi and A on k.
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5.2.3 Parameterized Weak Form
The parameterized weak form of (5.14) is given by: for a given k E D, find (nt(k), a(k)) E (Yl x Rfb)
that satisfies
= Ai(k)m(ui(k),v),
= 
6 ij, 1<i j rnb,
VWVV* + twv* -i E
j=1
for any w E Y, v E Y and t E Y. Here * denotes complex conjugation. We note that the functional
form a is affine with respect to the parameter k - we can express a(-, -; ; k) as
3
a(w, v; t; k) = ai(w, v; t) + kj a2,J(w, v),
j=1
where the k-independent forms ai(w, v; t), and a2,J (w, v), 1 < j < 3 are given by
al(w, v; t)
a2,J(w, v)
- IfVwV* +
-i j
t wV*
Ow
v*.V.W
O9xi
It is also clear that a(w, v; t; k) and m(w, v) are continuous
Ia(w, v; t; k)j K YaJlJW IYIVIIY,
Im(w,v)I 'YmIIWIIYIIVIIY,
Vw,v C Y,
Vwv C Y;
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a (i (k), v; Vff; k)
m (ui (k), uj (k))
where
VvEY, 1<inb, (5.15)
(5.16)
1a(w, v; t; k)
m(w, v) 1 V*,WV
v*, (5.17)
(5.18)
(5.19)
(5.20)
(5.21)
(5.22)
(5.23)
and coercive
=<&inf La(w, w; t; k) (5.2)0 -< aa W in II2 ,(.4
wcY
0 < a,,, inf .MW W (5.25)
wCY IIWI12,
Clearly m(w, v) is hermitian: m(w, v) = m*(v, w), Vv, w c Y. We now show that a(w, v; t; k) is
also hermitian: clearly ai(w, v) = a*(v, w), Vv, w c Y; for i = 1,..., 3
a2,j(w, v) = -1 V
=
= a2 ,j(V, w), (5.26)
Vv, w c Y; thus a(v, w; t; k) = a*(v, w; t; k), Vv, w C Y. The problem (5.16) is then well posed. In
addition the hermitian of a( -, - ; - ; k) proves that A(k), 1 < j nb are real for all k E E.
5.2.4 Numerical Example
We consider the band structure calculation of a diamond structure of silicon based on the empirical
pseudopotential model in [29]. The diamond structure is used as an example in Section 5.2.1; we
repeat the key information here. The Bravais lattice vectors are defined by
a, = a(0,1, 1), a2 = (1,O,1), a3 = (1,1,O), (5.27)
where a is the lattice length, and the unit cell is as shown in Figure 5-1. The basis vectors defining
the locations of the two nuclei are given by r = (-ro, ro). The model in [29] is only valid for
3
a = 10.32, and ro = a, (5.28)
i=1
where ai, 1 < i < 3 are given by (5.27). Our parameter, k, lies in the domain D given by
the irreducible Brillouin zone of the fcc structure defined by the polyhedron with vertices at L
- 2(1/2, 1/2,1/2), 1 = )(o, o, o), X = (1, 0, 0), W = 2(3/4,3/4,O), K = 2(1, 0, 1/2), and U
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2' (1, 1/4, 1/4), as shown in Figure 5-2.
The effective potential Vff ( as defined in [29]) is given by
Veff (x; r(O)) = ZS(G; ro)V(G)eiGx, (5.29)
G
where G is defined in (5.5); S(G; To) = cos Gro; and V(G) is given by
-0.21, IG12 = 3 (2,,)2
0.04 IG2 =8 (27)2
V(G) = .04 ( (5.30)
0.08, IG12  11 (2,T 2
0, otherwise.
As shown in Figure 5-3, Vff(.; r) is smooth and is represented with just 44 Fourier modes.
Note that the eigenvalue problem given by (5.16) and (5.16) is not derived from ab initio theory
that is based on the minimization of the total energy of the system. Rather, the pseudopoten-
tial function Veff given by (5.29) is constructed such that it reproduces the experimental results
- reflectivity and photoemission measurements. It is thus only suitable for calculating the band
structure of the crystalline silicon and interpreting results from optical experiments [29]. In addi-
tion, since the experimental results on which the Veff are built on are for the parameters given in
(5.28), the model is only valid for those values. As such, any attempt to use the model in dynamical
simulation, for example, forces on nuclei, will be non-physical.
The following derivation of the internuclear force is thus purely a numerical experiment that
allows us to make comparison between different approximation spaces. For any given To = (T, T-),
we can then define the force F(T; k) by
F(T; k) = 09-Z a(ui(k), ui(k); Ve( -;r (T)); k)
i=1
= V* U*(k)ui(k) (5.31)
b=1
based on Hellmann-Feynman theorem [371. Here, rno, the number of valence electrons, is 4. We
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Figure 5-3: Veff(x; -r) along a1 -a2 plane for -0.452a 3, -0.024a 3, 0.024a 3 and 0.452a 3.
define a bilinear form a3(w, v; t) as
a3(w, v; t) = v' t w v*; (5.32)
and thus (5.31) can be expressed as
F(r; k) = (a ui(k), ui(k); (5.33)
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5.2.5 "Truth" Approximation
We now consider the approximation of (5.16) by the planewave method. We define our Fourier
approximation space Yr C Y of dimension Af as
YM = span G = eiGx, x E Q, IG12 < Ecut (5.34)
where G is defined by (5.5); and Ecut is a user-defined cutoff kinetic energy of the planewaves - K
is then the number of reciprocal lattice vectors that satisfy the inequality 11G 12 < Eut. The inner
product and norm associated with Yr are simply inherited from Y. Our planewave approximation
to (5.16) is then given by: for a given k E D, find (nNA(k), Ak(k)) E ((YK)nb x Rnb) that satisfies
a(u (k), v; eff; k) = A (k)m(u (k), v), Vv E YM, 1 < i < nb,
m(ur(k), ur(k)) = g, 1 < i < j 5 nb. (5.35)
We expand the planewave approximation as
ui(k) = u%(k)PG, 1 < n < nb, VG E (5.36)
G
and insert this representation into (5.35) to obtain
a(PG/',pG;Veff;k)u%(k) = A(k)Ur (k)JG,G', VWG' E Y , 1 < n < nb;
G
Un G U Gu(k) = bn,n', 1 < n, n' < nb; (5.37)
G
since m(WG', PG) = JG,G'. The above then gives a K x K algebraic system which can then be
diagonalized to obtain the desired solutions. We now determine convergence of the solutions with
respect to number of planewaves, K; this provides a benchmark for subsequent comparison with
reduced basis approximation. We first define our error measures are
eKr,nb = max 'E-r,nb(k), (5.38)kE= T
EF = max EN(k); (5.39)
kE(-
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where
IEJfnb (k) = max IA(k) - Ai(k)1(iaf(k))= mkx , (5.40)I<i<nb Ai(k)
Ejr(k) = |Fg(r;k) - F(r;k)j, (5.41)
and ET C V. We shall choose ET = 0 {ko 2 (0.6223, 0.2953, 0)}, where ko is a Baldereschi
mean value point given in [5]. From Figure 5-4, we see that CA.fnb for nb = 20 converges to machine
precision at K = 1807. From Table 5.1, we see that for a typical desired accuracy [78] given by
eA,fl <0.01 and e < 5E-4, K required is 137.
We now define our "truth" approximation - we take solutions evaluated with sufficiently large
K, denoted here by Kt, as the "truth" solutions. From the previous paragraph, since Av converges
to machine precision at K = 1807, we shall take Kr = 1807. In addition, for any K < Kt, we
consider that a planewave approximation; we will compare the accuracy and efficiency of solutions
based on K < Kr with the reduced basis approximation. To simplify the notation, we drop the sub-
script Kt from all subsequent formulations, with the understanding that the "truth"approximation
in fact refers to the planewave approximation with K = Ar. Thus, Y, fi, and A shall now be
understood as YNr, n*t, and *t.
Figure 5-5 shows the variations of the band energies Ei(k) 1 < i < 10 with k. It is clear that the
degeneracy property of E (k) varies with both i and k in a complicated manner, in contrast to the
well-separated bands encountered in Chapter 2. In Figure 5-6, we show a sample of the solutions
given by Re(uj(k)), 1 < i < 4 at several k-points along the midplane of the simulation cell. The
relations between ui(k) with k are nontrivial. In particular, we observe that the behavior of ui(k)
becomes richer as i increases. It is also clear that the raw outputs from an eigenvalue solver do not
exhibit the smoothness property required for an efficient vectorial reduced basis approximation.
5.2.6 Existing Approaches to Many k-points Calculations
Most approaches focus less on reducing the computational cost of a single k-point calculation, and
more on minimizing the number of k-points used to evaluate a quantity of interest - typically an
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Figure 5-4: Convergence of the planewave
K for nb = 20.
Table 5.1: Convergence of E
and n, = 4.
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approximation error in A, eF,,,b (given by (5.38)), with
(given by (5.38)) and EA (given by (5.39)) with X for ET = B0
114
X A
27 1.03 2.54E-3
59 1.45 E-1 7.72E-5
65 6.87E-2 1.19E-5
113 2.32E-2 4.92E-4
137 4.76E-3 2.64 E -7
169 1.95E-3 1.20E-5
181 1.48E-3 4.49E-6
229 8.43E-4 2.98E-6
259 4.69E-4 9.36E-7
283 1.87E-4 2.50E-6
331 6.13E-5 9.36E-7
10 2 10 3
L r X K r
2r , ,) (0, 0, 0) 2 r(1,0,0)L (, ,0) (0,0,0)
a ~ JUU (12112112 a- 44
k
Figure 5-5: Variations of the band energies, Ei, 1 < i < 10 along symmetry lines in D, the
irreducible Brillouin zone. Here L, IF, X, and K are special symmetry points of the fcc crystal
structure defined in Figure 5-2; k varies linearly between the points in the above plot.
average of k-dependent function, f(k) (or more precisely f(G^(k)) over the parameter space D [37]:
f J f(k)dk. (5.42)
Several schemes have been proposed, in particular the special point technique [5, 27, 81], and
the tetrahedron method [14]. The special point technique approximates I by E21 wif(ki) where
{ki } k is the set of judiciously selected k-points; nk is the total number of special points used;
and wi is the weight associated with a particular ki. The tetrahedron method first divides the
Brillouin zone into a set of tetrahedra, and (5.42) is evaluated by approximating the function f(k)
as piecewise linear within each tetrahedron.
The nk required to approximate f to a desired accuracy is of course dependent on the smoothness
of the function f(k). In [49], the authors showed that the special point technique leads to faster
convergence than the tetrahedron method when f(k) E C' (R3) has sufficient smoothness. In
practice, nk can be very small: in [28], two k-points are sufficient to give good predictions of lattice
dynamics properties of C, Si, and Ge. In [76], it is suggested that 10 k-points are sufficient for
almost all modern calculations involving total energy calculations of insulators where (5.42) enters
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Figure 5-6: Solutions Re(ui(k,)), 1 < i < 4 on the (ai, a 2 ) plane cutting the origin for k, =
2 (0, 0, 0), k2 = 27r(0.50, 0.07, 0.21), k3 = 2 (0.50,0.43,0.29) and k4 = 2(0.93,0,0.07). The color
maps correspond to the magnitude and the 4 layers correspond to different k-points, with the top
being ki and bottom k4 .
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as an evaluation of the electron density - p = M'- fV Z 1vj(u(k)) 2dk.
However, when f(k) is not smooth, tetrahedron method is more appropriate as it allows re-
finement in regions where smoothness is lacking. For example, to accurately evaluate the electron
density in metals, finer tetrahedron mesh can be constructed near the Fermi surface where there
is a sharp variation in the electron density. In addition, evaluation of the density of states, and
other related optical properties also involve integration of functions with limited smoothness. As
an example on how large nk needs to be, [41] found that 4000 k-points is needed to sufficiently
resolve the van Hove singularities [113] in the density of states.
Thus, there exists an opportunity to improve the average cost of a single k-point, especially when
nA required is large. The use of the Wannier representation of the wavefunctions is recently proposed
in [79, 110]. The efficient Wannier representation, coupled with the Slater-Koster interpolation
scheme [109] leads to rapid evaluation of band energies for any given k E D. This approach is
used in [116] to evaluate the anomalous Hall conductivity, which requires evaluations of functions
at millions of k-points.
Here, we would like to propose another approach - the reduced basis method.
5.3 Reduced Basis Method
5.3.1 Augmented Reduced Basis Space
The approximation space
We first introduce nested sample sets SN = (ki, ... , kN,), 1 < N, 5 N,,max and define the associ-
ated nested reduced-basis spaces as
WN = span {ui(k 3),l1 i nb, 1< j N,}, 1 < N, : N,,max,
= span {(n, 1< n N = Nnb}, 1 < N, N,,max; (5.43)
where (ui(kn), .. U., n(kj)) are the solutions of (5.16) at k = k,; and (n, 1 < n < N are basis
functions obtained after ui(kj), 1 < i < nb, 1 < j N, are orthogonalized. An approximation of
ui(k) in WN is then given by uN,i(k) = E 1ain(k) n. The reduced basis spaces are constructed
based on the adaptive sampling procedure outlined in Section 2.3.6 and for each nb, we construct a
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different set of hierarchical reduced basis spaces. Here, nb is specified according to the applications
that we look at. For example, for studying ground state properties, nb = n, = 4 is sufficient. For
studying optical properties, nb may need to be as high as 10.
The approximation
The reduced basis approximation to
AN(k)) E ((Wj)nb x Rfb) such that
a(UN,i(k), v;Veff; k)
m(UN,i(k), UN,j(k))
In addition, the approximation to F(T; k) is given by
nv 09Veff(-; T(T))
FN (T;k) a 3 (UN,i(k), UN,i (k);
i=z1 O
Discrete Equations
We expand our reduced-basis approximation as
N
UN,lkn ( ZUN,n j(k)(j, 1 < n < nb,
j=1
and insert this representation into (5.44) to obtain
AN,n(k)M NUN,n j(k), 1 i <N, 1 ri nrb;
nn', I li r, ni b; (5.47)
N 3
A'j 1 + k AN,2," UN,n j(k) =
j=1 1=1
N N
UN,n i(k)MNUN,n' j(k) =
i=1 j=1
where AN, 1 E CNxN AN, 2,l E CNxN, 1 < 1 K 3, and MN E CNxN are given by AN'1 =
ai((j, (i), 1 < ij <_ N, A ', = -ia2,(j , (i), 1 i, j 5 N, and M = m((, (),1 i, j < N.
Then, (5.47) can be solved using any eigenvalue solver.
Due to the affine parameter dependence property of a(w, v; t; k) expressed by (5.19), offline-
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(nf(k), A(k)) is given by: for a given k c D, find (6iN(k),
AN,i(k)m(UN,i(k), v), 1 < i < nb, Vv E WA
6 ij, I< i < j<b (5.44)
(5.45)
(5.46)
online computational strategy can be applied to (5.47). In the offline stage, we compute the
solutions for k E SN at a cost of O(Mt) where * denotes the complexity of the solution method
used in our "truth" approximation; and ANJi, AN,2,l, 1 < 1 < 3, and MN at a cost of order O(AtN 2).
During the online stage, we reconstruct the reduced basis matrices at a cost of 0(4N2) and solve
the resulting algebraic eigenvalue problems at a cost of O(N 3), leading to a online computational
complexity independent of K.
Convergence
For our convergence analysis, we introduce a test sample Ek consisting of 488 k-points distributed
uniformly in D. We will also define the following error measures:
A = m \ ENsb(k), (5.48)
kEET
F F(1
EN =Ma fN(k) (5.49)kEST
where
EA (k) = max X\N,i(k) - Aj(k)
EN,nb~k = max , (5.50)Ninb 1<i<nb Ai(k)
FN(k = FN (r; k) - F(r; k)1. (5.51)
For ET = Ek, we observe that the behavior of WNA is consistent with the results from Section 2.3.4:
(i) from Figure 5-7, we have a rapidly convergent reduced basis approximation as demonstrated
by the convergence of eAlb at different nb; (ii) from Table 5.2, N, must be above a critical value
for reasonable approximation for all nb; and (iii) N, decreases with increasing nb as the desired
accuracy is increased.
We now perform the convergence analysis of the reduced basis approximation for 6E = Eo and
nb = n, = 4 so that a direct comparison with the planewave method can be made. Table 5.3 shows
that we require 16 basis functions to achieve the convergence criteria given by e\l, < 0.01 and
E- < 5E-4. From Table 5.1, we require K= 137 to achieve the same convergence criteria - the
dimension of the reduced basis space is then close to 1/10 of the number of planewaves required.
In addition, the computational time for reduced basis approximation based on N = 16 is 0.005s;
for K = 137, it is 0.07s. We again see a computational saving of 0(10).
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Figure 5-7: Convergence of the reduced basis error in AN, EN,nb (given by (5.48)) with N for
4 < nb 17 and ft E (WA)nb.
Table 5.2: N, required to reduce the reduced basis error in AN,
1E-2, 1E-4 and 1E-7 for 4 < nb:5 17 and fn E (WA)nb.
Eb (given by (5.48)) to below
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Ns
nb EAn < 1E-2 e < 1E-4 EA < 1E-7
4 7 14 24
5 6 12 24
6 6 11 22
7 6 11 21
8 6 10 19
9 6 10 18
10 5 9 17
11 5 9 16
12 5 8 15
13 5 8 16
14 5 7 15
15 5 7 14
16 5 7 14
17 5 7 14
1no-
10-2 [
N EN,nh EN
8 5.42E-1 1.38E-4
16 5.75E-3 4.71 E -4
24 1.72E-3 3.50 E -4
32 3.58 E -4 5.56E-5
40 3.56E-5 5.88E-5
48 2.05 E -5 1.89E-5
Table 5.3: Convergence of EXl (given by (5.48)) and eF (given by (5.49)) with N for nb = 4,
T = "0 and f E (WA)nb.
5.3.2 Vectorial Reduced Basis Space
The approximation space
We first introduce nested sample sets SV = (ki, ... , kN), 1 < N < Nmax and define the associated
nested reduced-basis spaces as
WN = span f k), 1ni N}, 1 < N Nmax, (5.52)
= span {a,1 <n N}, 1 <N<Nmax; (5.53)
where n^(kn) (u,(k.,), . , unbn(k)) are the solutions of (5.16) at k = kn; and ^ ((n,1,... (ffl),
1 < n < N are basis functions obtained after ni(kn), 1 < n < N are preprocessed - sorted, aligned
and orthogonalized.
Sort, align and orthogonalize
The goal of the sort and alignment procedure is to obtain UN {s, 1 < n < N} - Cn is a unitary
transformation of i(k) - such that C , 1 < n < N vary smoothly for 1 < j < nb. It must take
into account the following issues:
1. Mode shapes of the components of ft vary with k. For a given k, Ai(k), 1 < i < nb are usually
ordered in ascending order, from which we obtain a corresponding order in ui(k), 1 < i < nb.
The multiplicity of Ai(k), however varies with k, leading to merging and branching of the
eigenvalue manifolds as shown in Figure 5-5. As such, mode shape of a particular ui(k) before
and after an intersection point may change. We must rearrange locations of uj(k), 1 < i < nb
in 6i(k) according to some reference set of mode shapes.
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2. The solutions uj(k), 1 < j nb for all k have arbitrary phase shift 4 - a consequence of the
periodic boundary conditions. For different k, the eigenvalue solver will not necessarily give
the same 0. We must remove this random relative phase shift.
3. Multiplicity of eigenvalues can be greater than 1 and varies with k. We must then deal
with eigensubspaces instead of eigenvectors. When aligning a component of a particular
eigensubspace to a reference mode shape, we must consider a linear combination of the bases
in that eigensubspace.
Suppose we are given a pre-sorted set UN = 1 < n < N} where Cn, 1 < n < N are the sorted
basis functions of {I6(kn), 1 < n < N}, and WN = span{UN}. Then given eI(kN+1), we would
like to find + based on ii(kN+1) such that (A+1,i is a smooth variation of Ci, 1 < n < N + 1
for 1 < i < nb. We assume 6i(kN+1) is of size nb,mx nb and contains eigenvectors of similar
mode shapes to all components of all basis functions in UN. We now describe the algorithm used to
achieve this goal - it is based on finding an unitary transformation that minimizes the projection
error between Ci, 1 < n < N for 1 < i < nb.
The first step is to subdivide n^(kN+1) into eigensubspaces, each associated with an unique
eigenvalue. However, numerical errors introduced by the numerical method used make defining an
unique eigenvalue difficult - in particular, to what precision should we consider two eigenvalues
as equivalent?
We shall use the accuracy to which we would like to approximate the eigenvalues as the gauge;
we denoted this by Etol. We group Ai(kN+1), 1 < i < nb, into p number of distinct clusters,
j = {XA,1. . , A3 }, 1 < j p based on the following criteria:
max ,I Ai , E'\i, (5.54)
1<q<q'<n 3
where n' is the size of P . We further define Pf = {u, ... , u3} as
Pj = {w Ia(w, v; Veff; k) = Om(w, v), v E Y, V E P\}, (5.55)
and dim (P') = nP. This clustering procedure is well-defined - we shall show that given two
different eigenvalues A(k) and Aii (k) for which the difference is less than eto, an approximation
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based on the eigensubspace (5.55) will always yield an eigenvalue with an accuracy EA1 . For an
eigensolution given by (fi(k), A(k)) where fi(k) E span {P}, we can represent fi(k) by
3
ii(k) = aq(k)u-, (5.56)
q=1
and since m(fi(k), fi(k)) = 1, we have E a 2 (k) = 1. Then
3 3
M(k) - a1(i(k),fi(k);Veff;k) = Ai(k) - a(uq,'uq,;Veff;k)
q=1 q'=1
n2?
3
= 1(k) - 2 (k)A, (5.57)
q=1
since m(ug, Ut,) = 5qq'. Then since A(k) - a(fi(k), fi(k); Veff, k) = 0, we have
nP
2
A(k) = a. (k)Alg; (5.58)
q=1
and from Eq=1 a,(k) = 1, we conclude thatA(k) is accurate up to egO.
The next step is to find a reference basis in UN - we select a Cn. E UN for which n* =
argmin1<n<N jkn - kN+1I. The assumption is that the "difference" between fi(kn.) and f(kN+l)
will be the smallest based on the smoothness argument. We then associate components of . to
Pu, 1 < j < p defined earlier such that Q.,i associated with Pj form a subspace closest to span
{Pf}. To achieve this, we first define eij = minxEspan{pu} *,i - X1|Y, 1 < i < nb, 1 < i p - a
correlation matrix between Cf and subspaces given by span {P}. We then associate C.,i to Pf
for which eij is the smallest, with the constraint that the number of .,i associate to a particular
must not exceed nP. Figure 5-8 shows the iterative procedure used for this purpose.
The final step involves determining components in span {P} - given by (j41,i - that are
closest to C.,; associated with Pj. We find the projection of C.,; onto span {Pu}, with the con-
straints that (I+1,i must be normalized and orthogonal to (k+1,ji. We summarize the procedure
in Figure 5-9. For the (unsorted) solutions ui(kn), 1 < i < 4 shown in Figure 5-6, we shown the
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Initialize I= {i, 1 < i < nb};
Initialize J = {j, 1 < j < p};
Initialize ii ={} =1,...,P;
for i = 1 : nb
arg min ei, ;jeJ
I = Ij* U i;
end
while J is not empty
= argminminei,j;jEJ iEI
J J\j*;
if dim (Ij*) > ni*
Initialize Itemp = {
while dim (Itemp) < r
= arg min ei,j*;
Itemp = Itemp U i*;
I = I\i*;
Ij* = Ij*\i*;
end
for i E Ij*
j+ = arg min ei,;jE J
Ij+ = I+ U i;
end
Ij* = Itemp;
else
I = I\Iy ;
end
end.
Figure 5-8: The algorithm to associate Q,,j, 1 < i < nb to Pjt , 1 j p.
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for j = 1:p
Initialize Itemp = { }i
for i E ij
(A1, = min ||X - (.,i||Y,
XEspanf{Pj}
s.t. M(X, x) = 1,
Item((N+1,k, X) = 0, k E Itemp;
itemp = itemp U i;
end
end.
Figure 5-9: The algorithm to determine Q+1,j, 1 < i < b-
resulting sorted basis functions Ci, 1 < i 4 in Figure 5-10. We see that C,i, 1 < i < 3 appear
to be well sorted and aligned (by the crude standard of a visual inspection), but variation in C,
does not appear to be "smooth". We return to this point later in the section.
Finally, CA1  + -'' + is pseudo-orthogonalized to obtain CN+1 according to the
procedure in Section 2.3.5 and WK = WVN+1 N+ Span{fCN+1.
An approximation of ft(k) in WK is then given by UN(k) = EN a (k)Cn - the components
of niN(k) is given by UNi(k) = EN i Qn(k)Cni, 1 i n. Again WK can be constructed based
on the adaptive sampling procedure and for each nb, we construct a separate set of nested reduced
basis spaces.
The Approximation
Here, the reduced basis approximation to (fi(k), A(k)) is given by: for a given k E D, find (iN(k),
AN(k)) E (Wk x R"b) such that
Za(N,i(k),vi;Veff;k) = ZAi(k)m(UN,i(k),vi), Vb- (V1,-..,vnb) EWN
i=1 i=1
m(uN,i(k),UN,i(k)) = 1, 1 <i rb- (5.59)
Similar to Section 2.3.5, AN,i(k) 54 ALN,i(k) - we recover AN,i(k) from the Rayleigh Quotient:
AN,i (k) = a(UN,i (k), vi Veff ; k). (5.60)
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Figure 5-10: Solutions Re((,), 1 < i < 4 on the (ai, a 2 ) plane cutting the origin corresponding to
sorted ui(kn), 1 < i < 4 for k = 27r (0, 0, 0), k2 = 2r(0.50,0.07,0.21), k3 = 2 (0.50,0.43,0.29) and
k4 = r (0.93, 0, 0.07). The color maps correspond to the magnitude and the 4 layers correspond to
different k-points, with the top being ki and bottom k 4.
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In addition, we again enforce only the normality constraints in (5.59) based on the Hypothesis 2.1.
The above problem gives meaningful solutions only for N > nb.
Discrete Equations
We expand our reduced-basis approximation as
N
UN(k) = ZUNj(k)(j. (5.61)
j=1
Inserting this representation into (5.59) yields
N I N nb
(A ( ! + E klA 2,1) UN j (k) = n k), 1 i N;
j=1 1=1 j=1 n=1
N N
UN i(k)M ''UN j(k) = 1, 1 <i nb; (5.62)
i=1 j=1
where AN,1 E CNxN AN, 2,1 E 0 NxN 1 < 1 < 3, and MN,l," E CNxN 1 < 1 < 1' < nb are
given by A~'l = En a a((n,j ( ,),1 < i, j 5 N, A '2,' = , i,j N, and
MN . l'= M(Ij, (i,j), 1 i, j 5 N, respectively.
We note the affine parametric dependence property holds and thus the offline-online computa-
tional decomposition can be applied. To solve (5.62), we use the Newton iterative scheme outlined
in Section 2.3.5.
Convergence
From Figure 5-11, it is clear that the performance of vectorial reduced basis space is significantly
poorer than augmented reduced basis space. For ET = Ek, we require approximately 250 basis
functions to achieve an accuracy of 1 E -4 for nb = 8. This is in contrary to the results obtained in
Section 2.3.5 where we show that vectorial reduced basis space can be very efficient. The behavior of
CI offers a possible explanation. In Figure 5-10, we show a sample of the solutions given by Re((i,,),
1 < i < 4 at several k-points along the midplane of the simulation cell. For (ij, the pre-processing
steps have performed as intended. However, for (n,4, it is clear from visual inspection that it does
not vary smoothly with k. This indicates our pre-processing steps are not sufficiently robust to
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Figure 5-11: Convergence of the reduced basis error in AN, EN, nb (given by (5.48)), with N for
4 < nb 8 and f6 E WV.
recover the smooth solution manifold. The failure to satisfy this smoothness requirement explains
the poor performance of the vectorial reduced basis approximation for this particular problem.
For ET = Eo, we note that we we require N = 44 to the convergence criteria of Section 5.2.5
for nb = 4, as shown in Table 5.4. This is significantly poorer than the augmented reduced basis
space (N = 16). The dimension is even comparable to that required by the planewave method,
indicating that this approximation is not competitive, even compared to the planewave method.
5.3.3 Comparison of the Reduced Basis Spaces
We shall compare the augmented reduced basis approximation and the vectorial reduced basis
approximation from three different aspects: (i) the dimension of the resulting reduced basis spaces;
(ii) the computational complexity of the online stage; and (iii) the computational complexity of
the offline stage.
From the results of the previous two sections, it is clear that dimension of WA required to
achieve certain accuracy is much smaller than dimension of WV. This suggests that in cases where
variation of i(k) with respect to k is large or the preprocessing step is unable to obtain a reasonably
smooth variation with respect to the parameter, it is more efficient to use the formulation based
on the augmented reduced basis space. Indeed, the augmented reduced basis space fully exploits
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t4
----. nb=5
-- n= 6
N A E7NFY,nb
8 2.25 2.45 E -2
16 4.93E-1 3.29E-3
24 2.38 1.35E-2
32 1.03E-1 1.51E-3
40 3.36E-2 3.88 E -4
48 1.34E-3 4.83E-5
56 7.39E-4 7.50 E-5
64 4.OOE-4 8.34 E -6
72 1.80E-4 2.41E-5
76 8.01E-5 6.95E-6
Table 5.4: Convergence of e6 (given by (5.48)) and eF (given by (5.49)) with N for nb = 4,
6r = Eo and ^ E WN.
the optimality of the Galerkin method - the difficulties outlined in Section 5.3.2 are automatically
resolved by the projection step. On the other hand, vectorial reduced basis approximation relies on
the "goodness" of the pre-constructed reduced basis space - a poorly implemented construction
process will certainly not be optimal.
For the online stage, the larger N required for vectorial reduced basis approximation is clearly
less efficient than augmented reduced basis approximation. In addition, the current implementation
of Newton iterative scheme is not as efficient as the eigenvalue solver. This further degrade the
performance of augmented reduced basis space compared to augmented reduced basis space. During
the offline stage, construction of the space WK is also less efficient than WN - we need to perform
N-solve in the former but only N,-solve in the later, which for this example, N, is much smaller
than N. This is in addition to the extensive preprocessing step required for vectorial reduced basis
approximation.
We can thus conclude that for the current problem, the augmented reduced basis approximation
is a better approximation.
5.3.4 Comparison of Augmented Reduced Basis Space with Planewave Basis
Set
We first consider only the computational cost at the online stage. Our first comparison is based on
the problem given in Section 5.2.5 where we would like to determine the approximation of A and F to
an relative error of 0.01 and absolute error of 1 E -4 respectively for k = 2'- (0.6223, 0.2953, 0). The
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Table 5.5: Comparison of the computational cost of reduced basis method and planewave method
required to achieve similar level of accuracy. Comparison is made based on k = (0.2, 0.2,0.2).
smallest N required for the augmented reduced basis approximation is 16 while for approximation
based on planewave basis set, it is 197. We have reduced the size of the problem by approximately
a factor of 10. In Table 5.5, we compare the computational cost required by reduced basis method
and planewave method to achieve a similar level of approximation error for an arbitrary k-point.
Here, we choose k to be 2-(0.2, 0.2,0.2). We observe that the computational saving achieved ranges
from a factor of 10 to 40. For both, we use the eigenvalue solvers in MATLAB: for the reduced
basis approximation, we use full eigensolver command eig while for the planewave approximation,
we use sparse eigensolver command eigs. In addition, for the planewave approximation, approx-
imately 50% of the time is spent in construction of the discrete matrices - if these matrices are
pre-computed as with reduced basis method, the performance of the planewave method may be
improved.
We now take the computational cost of the offline stage into consideration. If we use the actual
error cA, (k) given by (5.50) in our adaptive sampling procedure, we then need to first obtain
nT-- dimT "truth" solutions to (5.16). If our objective is to solve (5.16) for number of parameter
points much greater than dim BT, then our reduced basis approximation will be competitive.
However, with a posteriori error estimator, we can reduce the number of "truth" solutions required
to N8, where N, is usually very small. This significantly reduces the overall offline computational
cost as described in Section 2.3.6. We shall thus use the a posteriori error estimator for AN(k),
to be outlined in Section 5.5, in constructing the reduced basis approximation space.
The total offline computational cost is also determined by the maximum N, N,max, usually
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WA Planewave
N time, s eN N time, s EV
8 0.0006 6.07E-2
16 0.005 5.27E-2 59 0.04 1.91E-2
24 0.005 1.07E-3 113 0.07 3.62 E -3
32 0.007 6.75E-4 169 0.1 4.17E-4
40 0.01 2.11 E -7 531 0.5 1.49E-7
48 0.02 6.75 E -8 645 0.7 5.54E-8
56 0.02 2.88 E -8 749 0.9 9.25 E -9
chosen based on the highest accuracy we would like our approximation to be. However, since
N,1 (k) is not sharp and diverges as N, (and thus N) increases (as explained in Section 5.5),
Ns,max can be rather large if the tolerance specified is too small. In this section, we choose N,,max
to be 14 so that it corresponds to the maximum value of N in Table 5.5 3.
For nb = 4, the offline stage requires a total computational time of 67s. Even with the a
posteriori error estimation procedure, there must be a need to evaluate (5.16) at more than 700
k-points in order to justify the offline computational cost, assuming we only require e-\lb to be of
O(10-4). This emphasizes the many query limit in which reduced basis method is most useful for.
We shall provide in Section 5.4 some examples where we indeed need to determine band energies
at many k-points.
5.3.5 Extension to Ab Initio Models
In a typical calculation based on pseudopotential Density Functional Theory model, Veff is either
not explicitly constructed, for example, due to the use of nonlocal pseudopotential operator, or
not easily accessible to the user. The inaccessibility of Veff does not allow the construction of the
discrete reduced basis matrix A = a, ((Q, j; Veff), 1 < i, j N as outlined in Section 5.3.1 or
Section 5.3.2. Here we shall demonstrate a trick by which we obtain AN,1 based solely on the
solutions (ii(k), A(k)), k E Sj, which are typical outputs of any electronic structure calculation.
We illustrate the construction of AN,1 for the augmented reduced basis approximation; similar
procedure can be applied to the vectorial reduced basis space with little modification.
Suppose we are given a sample set Sj = {ki, ... , kNw} and associated solutions (fi(kn), A(kn)) E
(Ynb x Rnb), 1 < n < Ns. From (5.16), we can write
3
al(um(kn), um,(kn,); Veff) = Am,(kn)m(um(kn), Um'(kn,)) - E ki,n'a 2,i(um(kn), um,(kn,)), (5.63)
l=1
for 1 <m, m' nb and 1 <n, n' < N since all um(kn), 1 < m < nb, 1 < n< N, reside in the
3In Section 5.4, we instead choose a (very) rough tolerance criteria of A\, < 1 E -2 for terminating the "greedy"
algorithm.
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same space Y. In addition,
nb N
= E SCfnnum(kn) 1 < i < N, (5.64)
m=1 n=1
where N = Nanb and a are known from our orthogonalization procedure. The matrix ANl is
then simply given by
nb N nb N
A amn ,,al(um(kn),um/(k); Veff), 1 < i,j N. (5.65)
m=1 n=1 m'=1 n_=1
We have demonstrated the reduced basis solutions obtained through this procedure is identical for
our numerical example.
The equation (5.63) is based on the formulation given by (5.16). However, there is an additional
term -I kI2 m(um(kn), um'(kn')) on the right hand side in the more common formulation used in
computational chemistry codes, such as ABINIT [43]. This is because these codes usually do not
work with the parameterized form of (5.16); instead the following equations are solved: we find
u(k) e YA(k), 1 < i < b, Ef(k) E R, 1 < i < nb such that
VUV(k)Vv + U (k)Veff = E§(k) ju$ (k)v, v E Yr(k), 1 < i < nb, (5.66)
ui (k) ui (k) = i, 1 < i < j nb; (5.67)
where YN(k) -- span {ei(k+G)x, x E Q, ilk + G12 < Ecut}. The parameter k then enters the above
equation through the basis set used, leading to the addition term -2 k 2m(um(kn), um'(kn,)).
The formulation (5.66) also leads to a slight difficulty in applying this procedure as a post-
processing tool to existing computational chemistry codes. The dependence of the approximation
space on k means fi(kn), 1 < n i N, do not all belong to the same approximation space. As a
result, for n ,4 n', ft(kn) does not correspond to a test function for ni(knl), and (5.63) is not exactly
satisfied. This discrepancy is sufficiently significant that the resulting AN,1 is non-Hermitian,
leading to complex eigenvalues with non-negligible imaginary component, especially as N, increases.
Hence only if we are able to use a consistent basis set for determining (fi(k), A(k)) for all k E D,
this procedure will allow us to construct a reduced basis approximation for our band structure
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problem without explicit knowledge of Veff from outputs of any electronic structure codes.
5.4 Applications in Determination of Spectral Properties of Solids
We use outputs Ei (k), 1 < i < nb of band structure calculations to determine spectral properties of
solids [40]. We will concentrate on 3 properties, namely the integrated density of states, the joint
density of states and the dielectric function. In this thesis, Ei(k) are solutions to (5.14), a linear
eigenvalue problem derived from an empirical pseudopotential model. Determination of spectral
properties of solids can also be a post-processing step following a full ab initio calculation.
There are other applications in which the reduced basis method for linear eigenvalue problems
can be useful within the computational chemistry context. For example, in ab initio calculations
based on Density Functional Theory models, each fixed point iteration in the SCF scheme (Sec-
tion 4.2.2) may require solutions to an linear eigenvalue problem at nk k-points - these solutions
are then used to accurately determine the electron density, and related functionals [76]. If nk re-
quired is large, for example in DFT calculations for metals, a reduced basis approximation within
each iteration can significantly speed up evaluations of the nk eigensolutions, thus improving the
overall efficiency of the SCF algorithm.
In the next three sections, we will use energy unit eV so that direct comparison with results
in literature can be made easily. Our problems are formulated in atomic units (as emphasized in
Section 1.5) - 1 a.u. of energy is equivalent to 27.21 eV.
5.4.1 Preliminaries
Here, we would like to first describe the notion of density of states for our problem (5.14).
Definition 5.1. Let En(k) be eigenvalues of (5.14) ordered by E1 (k) E2 (k) ... . The density
of states measure p is the measure on R defined bye
p(oo, E] = E k E D, En(k) E}, (5.68)
1An
where IDI is the Lebesgue measure of D (given by the volume of D) and |{...}| is the Lebesgue
measure of {. .. }. [103]
4 We have ignored the spin degree of freedom - thus we leave out a factor of 2.
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dE
dk -
Figure 5-12: Pictorial representation of the Lebesgue sum in one dimension.
Remark 5.1. Since En(k) -> oo uniformly in k as n -- oo, p(-oo, E] is finite. In addition p is
absolutely continuous with respect to dE, Lebesgue measure on R. The Radon-Nikodym derivative
dp/dE is called the density of states. [103]
We denote the density of states, dp/dE, by g(E). From (5.68) and Remark 5.1, we can express
g(E) as [60]
g(E) = 6(E - En(k))dk, (5.69)
An J
where 6( - ) is the Kronecker delta function. Then, given a small change of E, dE, the change in
the number of states, 2Djdp = g(E)dE is given by the summation of the corresponding dk - the
evaluation of this integral is illustrated for a single energy in one dimension in Figure 5-12.
The energy bands, En(k) are also divided two categories, as shown in Figure 5-13. The first
category, called valence bands, consists of the first n, bands, i.e. El(k), .. ., En, (k), where n, is the
number of valence electrons - for silicon, n, = 4. The second category, called conduction bands,
consists of the rest of energy bands. In order to function as charge carriers, electrons must first be
excited from the valence bands to the conduction bands. This division only exists in insulators; the
gaps between valence bands and conduction bands determines how well an insulator can function
as a semiconductor. No such division exists in conductors.
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Figure 5-13: Division between valence bands and conduction bands for crystalline silicon.
5.4.2 Integrated Density of States
Problem Statement
Given an energy level Eo, the integrated density of states I(Eo) is given by
I(E) = g(S)dE/E-Oo (5.70)
where g( - ) is as defined in (5.69). For the current analysis, we are interested in determining Idif( 6
eV) where
Idif (E) = I(E) - I(E4(k = (0, 0, 0))); (5.71)
E4 (k) at k = (0, 0, 0) corresponds to the highest energy in valence bands - this is simply to make
the problem more interesting since we know I(E4 (k)) for k = (0, 0, 0) is 4. Nevertheless, it is
worthy to point out that we are typically interested in the inverse problem, where we would like to
determine a EO such that I(Eo) is equal to a certain value. For example, in the determination of
the Fermi level, we would like I(Eo) to be equal to the total valence charge, n,.
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Standard Techniques
Two standard techniques routinely used for the determination of the density of states and the inte-
grated density of states are the Gaussian smearing technique and the tetrahedron technique. The
Gaussian smearing technique involves convoluting the delta function with a Gaussian function [40].
The tetrahedron technique, on the other hand, partitions the Brillouin zone into several tetrahedra
and assume a linear interpolation scheme within each tetrahedron [14, 58]. Although the Gaussian
smearing technique is more widely used, the tetrahedron technique is usually more accurate [40]
and will thus be used in the current analysis.
With the tetrahedron technique, we first partition the irreducible Brillouin zone into a set of
tetrahedra T, as shown in Figure 5-14. Then, for each tetrahedron T E T, linear interpolation
of values at the vertices of T is assumed. An analytical expression of I can then be derived [14]:
for a given band i, let E T  F T ET and ET4 be the Ej at the vertices of the tetrahedron T such
that E 1  <Ei2 4 E, < E. We further denote E7mn by ET - E7" VT as the volume of the
tetrahedron T, and VG = ZTET VT. The integrated density of states I(E) is then given by
nb
I(E) = If(E), (5.72)
i=1 TeT
where [14]
0, E < ET
VT (E-ET )3  T T
E E , Ei,, < E < E,2
ET 1E ((E22 T( T (
If(E) = ,3 1 E3,4 1  ED 3f 1 ( - ([5.+73)
3(EF-FE2 ) 2 -31494(EFF E)3), ET <FE<FETi,32 i,42
(1 - (E -E) E <F <F T
i,41Ei,42Ei,43
.2 F> EF
We now introduce a Fourier basis set YN of size AP and approximate Fn, 1 n nia by EF",
1 < n ro, the planewave approximation based on YM. We define Idif,nk,Af(F) as
IdifnkA(E) = Ifl,,(E) - I(F 4 (0)), (5.74)
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Figure 5-14: T, the tetrahedra mesh of D with 4440 vertices.
where In,g(.) is the integrated density of states computed on a tetrahedra mesh T with nk vertices
based on En(k) instead of En(k). We further introduce a "truth" approximation, Idif,o( ) given
by Idifnk,( - ) evaluated at nk = nk,t = 4440 and K = Xt = 1807; nk,t and Kt are simply the
dimensions of our "truth" approximation. Table 5.6 shows that for Ildif,nkN - Idif,oI 0.01, a
combination of K = 137 and nk = 572 suffices; the computational cost is 62s.
Reduced Basis Approach
We now introduce a reduced basis approximation of dimension N and approximate Ej (k), 1 < i < nb
by a reduced basis approximant, EN,i(k), 1 < i < nb- We define Idif,n,N(E) as
Idif,nk,N(E) = Ink,N(E) - I(E 4 (0)), (5.75)
where Ink,N( ) is the integrated density of states computed on a tetrahedra mesh T with nk
vertices based on EN,n(k) instead of En(k). Note that we build a reduced basis approximation for
eigensolutions up to n = 9 since the minkeD EN,9(k) - . 4 (k = (0, 0, 0)) is greater than 6 eV.
Table 5.7 shows that we only require N = 36 and nk = 572 to achieve the convergence criteria
lIdif,nk,N -Idif,OI < 1 E-2. For this calculation, the total computational cost during the online stage
is 3.8s. Comparing this to the 26s required by the planewave method, the reduced basis method is
7 times faster than the planewave method. However, we note that the offline computational cost
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Table 5.6: Variation of error in Idif,nkX, with nk and N. dif,O is
by Idif,nk,K computed at nk = 4440 and K = 1807.
the "truth" approximation given
(based on a "greedy" sampling algorithm that utilizes the a posteriori error estimation procedure
and tolerance criteria A, 1  -2) is 102s. Reduced basis method is thus only competitive
if we need to evaluate the integrated density of states at more than 6 different values of E - a
requirement easily fulfilled when considering the inverse problem of determining a Eo given I(Eo),
which we have described earlier.
5.4.3 Joint Density of States
Problem Statement
Given a photon energy E, we would like to determine the joint density of states defined as
nv nb
J(E) = Jij (E),
i=1 j=nv+1
Ji,(E) = 6 (Ej(k) - Ei(k) - E)dk,
where
(5.76)
(5.77)
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lIdif,n,, - Idif,OI
nk N = 137 f = 229 K = 339 J = 531
6 1.9780 E-1 8.0590 E -1 1.9373E-1 1.9373E-1
8 1.5740E-1 1.5510 E-1 1.5490E-1 1.5491E-1
15 1.1345E-1 1.1113E-1 1.1098E-1 1.1099E-1
23 1.5392E-1 1.5242E-1 1.5229E-1 1.5229E-1
38 3.7813 E-2 3.5717 E-2 3.5525 E -2 3.5531 E -2
58 2.2991 E -2 2.0081 E -2 1.9834E-2 1.9841E-2
80 4.8691 E -2 4.6003 E-2 4.5785 E-2 4.5793 E -2
114 3.2089 E -2 2.9134 E-2 2.8873 E -2 2.8880 E -2
149 2.7976 E-2 2.5023 E -2 2.4771 E -2 2.4779 E -2
202 1.8873E-2 1.5884 E -2 1.5634E-2 1.5641E-2
249 2.2724 E -2 1.9632 E -2 1.9370 E -2 1.9378E-2
324 1.5065E-2 1.1909E-2 1.1640E-2 1.1648 E - 2
389 1.4614E-2 1.1588E-2 1.1336E-2 1.1344E-2
490 1.1443E-2 8.3680 E - 3 8.1124E - 3 8.1200 E - 3
572 6.1874E-3 3.3251E-3 3.0825E-3 3.0897E-3
Table 5.7: Variation of error in Idif,nk,N with nk and
by Idif,nkW computed at nk = 4440 and M = 1807.
N. Idif,o is is the "truth" approximation given
where n, is the number of valence bands; and nb - n, is the number of conduction bands we need
to examine, depending on the range of E we are interested in - larger E will require us to consider
higher nb. For silicon, the number of valence bands is 4, and we will look at 8 conduction bands;
thus nb = 12. The joint density of states then determines the density of pairs of states (one from
valence bands and the other from conduction bands) that have energy difference E.
The joint density of states is particularly useful in molecular dynamics simulations in solid state
physics. For example, it determines the transition rate of an electron from a ground state (one
of the valence bands) to an excited state (one of the conduction bands), relevant to simulation of
charge transport phenomena in semiconductor [38, 57]. It can also be used for the determination
of the dielectric function, as described in Section 5.4.4.
Standard Techniques
We will again use the tetrahedron technique. For each tetrahedron T E T and two indices i
and j, let AT., = ET - ET 1 < m < 4 and AT.,1 <AT. <AT. < In addition,:,3m 3Tf Zn,2,3,2 < AZT ,3 < iATj,4-
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'dif,nk,N - Idif,0I
nk N = 9 N = 18 N=27 N = 36
6 6.6524 E-1 5.7391 E -1 7.9422 E - 1 8.0044 E -1
8 8.4275 E -1 4.6119 E-2 1.4645 E -1 1.5495E-1
15 8.6394 E -1 3.0609 E -1 2.7881 E -2 2.2031 E -2
23 7.8922 E -1 3.1237 E-1 1.2205 E -1 1.1781E-1
38 7.6262 E -1 2.6901 E -1 2.8294 E -2 2.2474 E -2
58 7.6250 E -1 2.5123 E -1 1.6408E-2 1.2404E-2
80 7.8762 E -1 2.8170 E-1 5.0466 E-2 4.4836 E -2
110 7.6507 E-1 2.5271 E -1 3.3282 E -2 2.9116 E -2
149 7.6276 E-1 2.5477 E -1 3.2175 E-2 2.7561 E -2
202 7.6703 E-1 2.5138 E -1 2.2609 E -2 1.8471E-2
249 7.6386 E -1 2.4893 E -1 2.8111E-2 2.3542 E -2
324 7.6605 E-1 2.4583 E -1 1.9893E-2 1.5752E-2
389 7.6163 E -1 2.4455 E-1 1.9957E-2 1.5857E-2
490 7.6826 E -1 2.3807 E -1 1.6392E-2 1.2511E-2
572 7.6307E-1 2.4099E-1 1.1567E-2 7.7170E-3
AT.,mn = ,,m -, Th, the joint density states is given by
Ji~j(E) = T J(E), (5.78)
TET
where [14, 58]
0, E < T
VT 3(E-AT,2( - ,2,2 < E <,
i~1ij31 AT.4
VT 1 +(
JT.(E) -33 ~~3AT. 21 )) - 9A.2  (5.79)Z13AT. 1 T -
ij,,32 ij,42
VT 3(AT -E) i-j3ErV AT T 3AT <A
2, , 41A32AJ4
0, E >AT.,
It is computationally more intensive than the calculation of the integrated density of states due to
the additional double summations.
As in previous section, we introduce a Fourier basis set YN of size K and approximate En(k),
1 <n < nb by E&(k), 1 < n < nb, the planewave approximation based on Yr. We then define
Jg(E) as
nv nb
Jg(E) = E Jg,i,j(E), (5.80)
i=1 j=nv+1
where Jg,i,j(E) is evaluated from (5.78) with En(k), 1 < n < nb replaced by Ef(k), 1 < n < nb.
We evaluate JN,ij on a tetrahedra mesh T with 4440 vertices, shown in Figure 5-14. Similarly,
we introduce a "truth" approximation, JV,( -) given by Jg( -) evaluated at K = Ar = 1807. The
size of nk is dependent on the accuracy we seek for approximate J( - ); our choice here is simply for
the purpose of demonstrating the utility of reduced basis method in the large nk limit.
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Figure 5-15: Different approximations to the joint density of states - JN=48 , Jg=59 and J=Nio=1807
versus energy E in eV.
Reduced Basis Approach
We introduce a reduced basis approximation of dimension N and approximate Ei(k), 1 < i < nb
by a reduced basis approximant, EN,i(k), 1 < i < nb. We then define JN(E) as
ny nb
JN(E) = E JN,i,j(E), (5.81)
i=1 j=nv+1
where JN,i,j(E) is evaluated from (5.78) with En(k), 1 < n < nb replaced by EN,n(k), 1 < n < nb-
Again, we evaluate JN,i,j( - ) on a tetrahedra mesh T with 4440 vertices, shown in Figure 5-14.
From Figure 5-15, we see that there is no discernible difference between the reduced basis
approximation JN for N = 48 and the "truth" approximation, Jg,. The online and offline compu-
tational costs of determining JN for N = 48 are shown in Table 5.8. The offline computational cost
is evaluated based on a "greedy" sampling algorithm that utilizes the a posteriori error estimation
procedure and a tolerance criteria of A",1 < 10-2. This gives Ns,max = 7 and an offline computa-
tional cost of 85s. The online computational cost is 88s, thus giving a total computational cost of
173s.
We now consider the planewave approximation, Jg. In particular, we determine a K for which
the evaluation of Jg will take approximately the same total amount of time (online + offline) as
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JN J _
Dimension N = 48 fi = 59
Computational time Online 88s
Offline 85s Total : 151s
Total: 173s
Table 5.8: The computational cost of JN and Jg for the results shown in Figure 5-15.
that for JN. We see from Table 5.8 that this is given by i = 59. From Figure 5-15, we note
that Jg=59 deviates from Jr, and fails to give the correct location for the second peak of J. This
slight deviation may not be significant physically in this particular case, but it does demonstrate
the higher accuracy that reduced basis approximation can achieve given same amount of computing
resources.
5.4.4 Dielectric Function
Problem Statement
Dielectric function describes the response of a crystalline solid to an external electric field. It is
a measurable physical quantity, and as such acts as a valuable tool in validating quantum models
through experimental results. For other practical applications, dielectric function is essential in the
design of capacitor and dielectric waveguide, such as optical fibers [46, 60].
Since the real and imaginary part of the dielectric function are related by the Kramers-Kronig
relations, we only need to determine the imaginary component of the dielectric function, E2 (E),
given by [60]
Q2(E) = Kjj (E), (5.82)
i=1 j=nv+1
where
Kj (E) = I ID ( a2,(ui(k), uj (k))12 6 (Ej (k) - E (k) - E)dk, (5.83)
where a2,f = -i v*. We choose nr = 4 and nr = 12 for the same reasons given in Sec-
to 5xe
tion 5.4.3.
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Standard Techniques
We will again use the tetrahedron technique. There are two ways in which we can treat the
a2,e(ui(k), uj(k)), i = 1, ... , 3 term. In [122], a 2,e(ui(k), uj(k)) is assumed to be weakly dependent
on k and as such an average value Pij = (E3 a 2 ,e(ui( ), uj( ))) can be used. Then, Kjj(E) =
PijjJijj(E) - Jjj(E) can be computed based on the procedure outlined in Section 5.4.3. The other
approach assumes a linear interpolation of a2,1(ui (k), uj (k)) within each tetrahedron; the resulting
formulation is more complicated and it is given in [68]; this is the formulation we will use.
As in previous two sections, we introduce a Fourier basis set Y of size K and approximate
(un(k), En(k)), 1 < n < nb by (ur(k), Er(k)), 1 n < nb, the planewave approximation based
on YM. We then define E2,A(E) as
E2,g(E) = E Kg,i,j(E), (5.84)
i=1 j=nv+1
where Kg,ij,(E) is evaluated from with (un(k), En(k)), 1 < n < nb replaced by (ur, Er(k)),
1 < n < nb. Here, in addition to the calculation of the energy difference at each k, we also need
to determine a2,e(u (k), u4(k)) which can be computationally expensive if K is large. Similarly,
we introduce a "truth" approximation, E2,,( - ) given by E2,( -) evaluated at K = Ar = 1807. We
evaluate 62,g(-) on a tetrahedron mesh with nk = 4440 vertices - the size of nk is dependent on the
accuracy we seek to approximate 2 (-); our choice here is simply for the purpose of demonstrating the
utility of reduced basis method in the large nk limit. We note that in addition to accuracy in Eg,n,
we must also evaluate a2,1(ur(k), ur (k)) sufficient accurately. However, error in a2,e(ur (k), ur (k))
is of the same order as error in Eg,n; as such, the accuracy requirement is not higher than previous
two problems.
Reduced Basis Approach
We introduce an reduced basis approximation of dimension N and approximate (ui(k), Ei(k)),
1 <i < nb by a reduced basis approximant, (uN,i(k), EN,i(k)), 1 < i < nb. We then define EN(E)
as
nv nb
62,N(E) = 1 KN,i,j(E), (5.85)
i=1 j=nv+1
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Figure 5-16: Different approximations to the dielectric function - 62,N=48, 62,g=59 and c2,g/=A=1807
- versus energy E in eV.
E2,N 62,H
Dimension N = 48 K = 59
Computational time Online: 141s
Offline : 88s Total : 215s
Total: 229s
Table 5.9: The computational cost of E2,N and E2,g for the results shown in Figure 5-16.
where KN,i,j(E) is an approximation to Kjj(E) where (u,(k), En(k)), 1 < n < nb replaced by
(UN,i(k), EN,i(k)), 1 < n < nb. Again, we evaluate KN,i,j(-) on a tetrahedra mesh T with 4440
vertices, shown in Figure 5-14.
We now reuse the reduced basis approximation we have constructed in Section 5.4.3. From
Figure 5-16, we see that there is no discernible difference between the reduced basis approximation
E2,N for N = 48 and the "truth" approximation, 62,K,. The computational costs of determining
E2,N for N = 48 are shown in Table 5.9. Note that the offline computational cost is taken from
Table 5.8. However, we can argue that since we are using the same reduced basis approximation
from the previous section, the actual offline cost is 0.
We now consider the planewave approximation, 62,K. We use K = 59 as in Section 5.4.3 which
leads to a computational costs that is similar to the total computational time (online + offline)
of a reduced basis approximation as shown in Table 5.9. From Figure 5-16, we note that C2,g=59
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deviates from E2,V,, and fails to give the correct location for the second peak of E2. In addition, if
we do not consider the offline computational cost, we achieve a computational saving of 50% with
reduced basis approximation. Again, the slight deviation may not be physically significant, but it
does demonstrate the higher accuracy that a reduced basis approximation can achieve given same
amount of computing resources.
5.5 A Posteriori Error Estimation
The derivation of the a posteriori error estimator for this problem follows Section 2.4 closely. The
are two main differences: (i) the eigenvalues Ai(k) are not of multiplicity one and the multiplicity
depends on both i and k; and (ii) a(v, v; Veff; k) is not strictly positive for all k E D.
5.5.1 Derivation
For i = 1,..., nb, we define the residual as
Ri(v; k) = a(uN,i(k), v; Veff ; k) - ANi(k)m uN,i(k), v), (5.86)
for Vv E Y. We also define a reconstructed error 6i in Y, such that
(^j, v) = Ri(v; k), Vv E Y, (5.87)
where
^(w,v) = ai(w, v;Veff) + ym(w,v); y = 1+IAi(0)I; (5.88)
Ri (v; k)
Rj( -; k)J =-sup a v) 1/ 2 = d(8, e,)1/2; (5.89)
vEY a(V)vl
and jj - jj&(., -)1/2.
We now define a+(w, v; Veff; k) = a(w, v; Veff; k) + -ym(w, v) and introduce the following eigen-
value problem: for k E D, find (ni+(k), A+(k)) E (Ynb x Rnb) such that
a+(ut(k),v;Veff;k) = At(k)m(ut(k),v), Vv E Y, 1 < i nb, (5.90)
m(ut(k), u+(k)) = 6 ij, 1 <i< j:nb. (5.91)
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It is clear that h+ (k) = i(k) and At = A + -y.
Proposition 5.1. Given &(w,v) = ai(w, v; Veff) +7ym(w,v) and y = 1 +A, (0)1, we have
a+ (v, v; k) = (v, v) m(v, v) > 0. (5.92)
Proof. First, we note that a2 ,t(v, v) = 0, for e = 1, ... , 3: let v = V1 + iv 2 , and v1, v2 E R; then
a2,t(v, v)
f4
= i
= 0,
Ov1
axe J2
01axt( 9vl
axe
+ i (V1 - iv2)
av2
+x0V
J l V 2
axe 4 av2axe
(5.93)
av2
axf aOxvl = 0;axf 4 av2 0.axj (5.94)
We first prove the left equality:
&(v,v) = al(v,v;Veff)+ym(v,
= a(v,v;Veff;k)+ym(
= a+(v,v;Veff;k).
since for e = 1, ... , 3, a2,e(v, v) = 0.
To prove the right inequality, we note that
al(v, v; Veff) > A (0)m(v, v).
a(v, v)
v)
v, v)
(5.95)
(5.96)
= al(v,v;Veff) + (1 + IAi(0))m(v,v)
(1 + AI(0) + IAi(0))m(v,v)
> m(v, v). (5.97)
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since
Then,
9i
This concludes the proof of Proposition 5.1.
Hypothesis 5.1. Assuming our reduced-basis approximation is convergent in the sense that
AN,i(k) 
- Aik), 1 <i < nb, as N -- o.
Then, for sufficiently large N,
z = arg mm
1j K t
Aj(k) - AN,i (k)
At (k)
Proposition 5.2. Assume our reduced-basis approximation is convergent in the sense that
1 < i < nb,
Then, for large N and i = 1, ... , nb,
Ai(k) - AN,i(k)
Ai(k) + 7
In addition, for AN,i(k) of multiplicity one and associated UN,i(k), we have
fluN,i(k) - ui(k) 11 < | Rj( ; k)fl
and
IAN,i(k) - Ai(k) i 2,
min N,j(k)-ANi(k)
jsj AN,j(k )+-
Proof. For i = 1, ..., nb, we define E E Y as
a+(Ei, v; Vff; k) = Ri(v; k), VV E Y;
IH|Ri( . ; k)III = sup Ri(v; k)
vEY a+(v, v; k)1/ 2
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El
(5.98)
(5.99)
AN,i(k) --+ Ai(k), as N -+ oc. (5.100)
- (AN,i(k) + p1/2 (5.101)
where di =
(5.102)
(5.103)
(5.104)
(5.105)a+ (e, EI ; k) 1/2;
and I|| - I = a+( -, - ; Veff; k)1/ 2. From (5.92), we then have
(5.106)
From here onwards, the proof follows closely that of Proposition 2.2. Let uN,i (k) ajuj (k)
and Ei = >=fl#juj(k); Art is the dimension of our "truth" approximation. From (5.104),
ajuj(k), v; Veff; k) - AN,i(k)m
/At
Eaju (k),
j=1
3l
j'=1
0i3
Then,
= a (Aj(k) - AN,i(k))m(uj(k), v; k)
j=1
aj Aj(k) - AN,i(k)
At (k)
12 = a+(6, i; Veff; k)
= # 2 At (k)m(uj(k), uj(k))
j=1
A (k) - AN,i (k)
At (k) ) 2
Dividing by AN,i(k) + -y, we have
1
a+(uN,i (k), uN,i(k); Veff; k)
Aj(k) - AN,i (k)
At (k)
Aft
i=1
Et1 a At (k)
j/jaj ,Aj (k)
2
min Aj(k) - AN,i(k)
isj<As Aj+(k) .
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a+ Eiuj (k), v;
(j'=1
Veff; k)
(5.107)
(5.108)
Aj+ (k)
At(k).
) 2IIIRi( - ; k) 12AN,i(k) + -y
> min
1<j!5Art
Aj(k) - AN,i(k)
Aj+(k)
(5.109)
=a (E
j=1
Xt
a 2
j=1
=
lRi( -; k)lll <; ||Ri( -; k)ll.
|RIII %-( - ; k) I|
Therefore, based on Hypothesis 5.1,
Ai(k) - AN,i(k)
Ai (k) + -y
- (AN,i(k) + -y)1/ 2
< Ri(- ; k) 1
-(AN,i ()+7-) 1/2'
from (5.106). This proves (5.101).
To prove (5.102), we first note that
UN,i(k) - ui(k) = ajuj(k) + (ai - 1)ui(k),
jii
which leads to
jUN,i(k) - ui(k) 2 a+ : aj uj(k)
\jii
+ (ac - 1)ui(k), E aj u (k) + (ai - 1)ui (k); Vff; k
Za i uj(k),Zaiuj(k);Veff;k)
\ joi jii
+ a+((ei - 1)ui(k), (&i - 1)ui(k); Veff; k)
+ a+ Eauj(k), (a - 1)uj(k); Veff; k
+ a+ (a - 1)ui(k),Zajuj(k);Veff;k
= aAt(k) + (ai - 1)2 At (k).
jii
From (5.108),
Aj (k) - AN,i(k)
> a
isi
> min( Aj(k) - AN,i (k)
j 4\\ At k) i (5.113)ajAt (k),
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(5.110)
(5.111)
(5.112)
|1||Rz( - ; k)1|12
and from (5.92),
IIUN,i(k) - ui(k)II 2 > m(UN,i(k) - u(k), UN,i(k) - ui(k))
= 2(1 - a).
11 UN,i(k) - ui(k) 11 2 _
At(k)11 lUN,i(k) - ui(k)II
4
II IRi(; k)ll 12. (5.115)
by solving for IUN,i(k) - ui(k) 12 and expanding the square root term, we obtain
11 UN,i(k) - ui(k) 12 d2
< lRi( -; k)12
-d2
based on (5.106), after ignoring the higher-order term involving 111- 1114. Finally, in the asymptotic
limit of (5.100), we have
ci~ min Aj(k) - AN,i(k)
#si AN(k)
(5.117)
This proves (5.102).
To prove (5.103), we note that
AN,i(k) - Ai(k) - a+(UN,i(k), UN,i(k); Veff; k) - a+(ui(k), uj(k); Veff; k)
Xt
= a At (k) - At (k)
j=1
- a At (k) - (1 - a2)At (k).3 3
Substituting (5.112) and (5.116) into (5.118), we get
AN,i(k) - Ai (k) IIJUN,i(k) - ui(k) 12 _ (ci1) 2At(k)-(1-ce)At(k)
IIUN,i(k) -i (k) 1i 2
< lRi( - ; k)112 -
di'
(5.119)
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Let min A (k)-ANi(k) . Then
Atj (k)
(5.114)
(5.116)
(5.118)
= di.
since 1 - a? = a > 0 and At > 0. In the asymptotic limit of (5.100) where ji ~ di, this
proves (5.103).
5.5.2 Numerical Results
The offline-online decomposition of the error estimator calculation is similar to Section 2.4 and thus
will not be repeated here. In addition, since we are dealing with eigenvalues of multiplicity greater
than one, we will only consider (5.101). We define our error estimator A\,nb(k) as
AA ||R?( -;k) 11
'N , b (k) = max , (5.120)1isnb (AN,i(k)) 1/ 2
and the effectivity measure:
AA (k
7 N,nb (k) = N ,nb(k) (5.121)
N,nb
We present in Figure 5-17 %\,nb, the mean of 7N,nb (k) for k E Ek, for our results obtained for
the augmented reduced basis approximation. We obtain error estimator with effectivity closer to 1
at smaller N. However, this effectivity diverges as N increases. In Section 2.4.3, we have explained
why (5.121) will diverge as N increases. As a result, the use of (5.120) as an error measure in the
"greedy" sampling procedure may lead to unnecessarily large N. Thus, we would like to emphasize
that for the current problem, the error estimation procedure is only used to determine a good set
of sample points given Nmax; it is not used to determine the size of Nmax. Certainly if we are able
to extend the bounds in (5.102) and (5.103) to eigensolutions that degenerate, we will have better
error estimators.
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Figure 5-17: Variation of the average effectivity of
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Chapter 6
One Dimensional Kohn Sham
Equations
6.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we develop the reduced basis method for one dimensional Kohn Sham equations.
Our goal is twofold. First, it offers the opportunity to assimilate methodologies developed in
previous chapters. We generalize the augmented reduced basis approximation and the vectorial
reduced basis approximation, first introduced in Chapter 2, to nonlinear eigenvalue problems by
following closely the procedure outlined in Chapter 3 and 4. Second, it functions as a feasibility
study for the three dimensional Kohn Sham equations, the workhorse of density functional theory.
Nevertheless, one dimensional models are important in their own right; they are rudimentary in
the understanding of crystalline solids and has been studied in [102], and more recently [13]. We
also introduce two new ingredients - the geometric parameterization of the Kohn Sham equations
and the handling of coupled equations within the reduced basis framework. Results in this chapter
were first reported in [22].
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6.2 Abstract Formulation
6.2.1 Problem Statement
We consider a one dimensional periodic system with lattice parameter p E D c R+, and hence unit
cell ((p) = I - I-, If]. In addition, a single nucleus of charge Z lies at the center of the cell and the
number of electrons per nucleus is ne, with ne = Z for charge neutrality.
Our output of interest is the ground state energy of the system, 8, which we shall determine
based on the spinless Density Functional Theory [18, 32, 76, 90]. Our input parameter is the lattice
length p. For simplicity, we shall not include Z in our parameter space; as such, each new Z
constitutes a new problem in our reduced-basis approximation. This input-output relation then
provides an abstraction for studying how ground state energy changes with lattice parameter. It
also provides a convenient framework for the determination of forces exerted on the nuclei when
the structure is deformed, or the characterization of the nonlinear behavior of elasticity constant.
6.2.2 Energy Statement
Based on the Density Functional Theory, the equilibrium ground state energy is obtained by solving
a minimization problem for ii([Z, 1*]) (1i([Z, *]),..., Iin([Z, p*])), where [11, 25, 64, 66]
n([Z, t]) = arginf E(v T (zD, ... , iln3); [Z, A]), ?i C Y, (6.1)
f zit = 6i5 1 < i < J ne},
A*(Z) = arginf{&(M([Ztp]);[Z,Ap]);yt> 0}; (6.2)
here Y Hper(Q(A)) is the space of p-periodic functions in H 1 (R); 6 ij = {1 if i = j, 0 otherwise};
and aii is the Kohn-Sham orbital associated with the ith electron. We denote x as a point in Q(p).
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The electronic energy t(*; [Z, p]) is defined as
ne ne
W; [Z, p])= C j (VtiC) 2 - ZE j F2
/ /ne ne+ cc z Gvz d -) E tj(#) d d
I6) i(1) i (
ne 4/3
- C ( f fl , (6.3)
( j=1
where we have used the X-a approximation to approximate the exchange term and neglected the
correlation term; and C., Cc, and C are model constants (for which we have used Cw = 0.5,
C, = 1 and Cx = 0.7386). The exchange term -Cx ff(E) Z 1iV) 4/3 in (6.3) has the form that is
appropriate for the three dimension case - it does not have the correct homogeneity in this one
dimensional problem. For one dimensional problem, we can derive formally based on [15, 62, 108]
from the free electron ansatz that the correct expression for the exchange term in one dimension is of
the form -Cx,1d fh(,) (Z11 CV?) 2 , where Cx,1d : C, . We have purposely use the form given in (6.3)
to demonstrate the reduced basis approximation of problems with nonpolynomial nonlinearities and
thus allow a direct extension to the three dimensional Kohn Sham equations in Chapter 7.
The periodic Green's function G(. ; p): Q(p) - R satisfies
-AG= {(z)- } J =0, (6.4)
where A is the Laplacian operator, J(i) is the Dirac delta distribution, and Ii(t) = y is the
length of 2(p). The function C is simply the one-dimensional periodic Coulomb potential. The
term Ee fi(p) is the electron density of the system. It is usually denoted by p(p) to underscore
the dependence of functionals on electron density in Density Functional Theory. Nevertheless, due
to the kinetic energy term in (6.3), solving (6.1) still requires the determination of the wavefunctions
U.
The total energy £(*; [Z, p]) - our output of interest - is then given by
(*; [Z, IL]) = E(*; [Z, I]) + -r7(A), (6.5)
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where q(p) is the nuclear - nuclear correction term given by
(it) = lim {(z;Ip) -
x~0 2
By Fourier considerations, G( ; a) can be expressed as
Ay 0 cos(27rk.5cp)
O~;p 7r2 2
k=1
Since 0(0; p) = d _ and ' = (,we obtain
g~)= G(O;1p)
- 1
12
(6.6)
(6.7)
(6.8)
6.2.3 Euler-Lagrange Equations
We now derive the equivalent Euler-Lagrange equations for the constrained minimization problem
(6.2). We first introduce a set of Lagrange multipliers a = (Aij, 1 < i < j n,) for the constraints
ff(,,) 'v', = 3 ij 1 i < j < n,. Then, the Lagrange equation can be defined as
L(y, A; [Z, p]) = E(*v; [Z,']) - Aij{
i=1 j=i
Now, let f= + where ( ,ij - -- ,ne). Then
=C E(f,A; [Z, /p])
ne
+ 2Cw I
i=1 (t)
ne
+ 2Cc
ne
i=1 69
ne ne
i=1 j=i G9
ne
Vai~V5 - 2Z
i=1 (
1/3
vi
ne
=12
tiivj+± i} + O(i,..., ).
(6.9)
Gi6ivi
ne
E i(?)w ) (z) di d
j=1
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(6.10)
JC2 'CVi Cvj - 6ij
L (f + A,; [Z, p)
i(';') (z . - )
Since the first variation must vanish when fi is the unique minimizer,
ne
C W
n.
Vf vi - Z
i-iJ~p
ne
+ c
ne
iij(2)
j() =1i
1/3
-2
ne
ne
ne
UiliY)
LI)I
i3 (J) di dj
Lij + fi i = 0 (6.11)
The above holds separately for Vfbi E Y; therefore
G(- ) d
ne 1/3
j=1
-
i - 2Aii = 0, 1<i< ne. (6.12)1 j=j=1
Now, let - C = Cef(l) 1 z
-A$
ii(?) G(i - ) d . Then
= C2A ( 1 )) A(i - ) d
6 (Jr - ) di
ne
= 1
=cc Y
- IQ(II
( () dGL f2 ( ) 6 (i - p) djj
-4
since ff6(,,) i ( ) d = 1 and Z = ne for charge neutrality.
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- Cx
3=1
3
}
(6.13)
iij(.- ) ( (i - i
C ne ii2E j Mj=1
-CWAfsj- Z56 ii+
- e
j= (fpu)
The Euler-Lagrange equations are then given by:
1/3
ne
C.A6; - A - c 
-s + Uj6 6
IQO)Ij=1
= Aii, 1 < i< n,,
=0,
Uj L = Jij,
JI'ZG A)
1 < i <2 i n,
= 0;
, is simply the Hartree potential [25] with a normalization of fJ() q = 0. Equations (6.14)-(6.17)
are the Kohn Sham equations, albeit in its one dimensional form. We note that the solutions ik,
A and q are coupled. In addition, the nonlinear term (Ee 1ii?) 1/3ii in (6.14) is similar to the
nonlinear term examined in Chapter 4. But we now have an nonlinear eigenvalue problem for
which we need to determine ne number of eigenvectors and eigenvalues. To facilitate our reduced
basis formulation, we now rewrite (6.14)-(6.17) in the weak form.
6.2.4 Abstract Formulation
The weak form of the Euler-Lagrange equations (6.14)-(6.17) is: find fi([Z, A]) =(-([Z, L]), I([Z, A]),
G([Z, p]), A([Z, p]), r([Z, p])) E 9 = (ye x y x Z7 x Rne(n el+)/ 2 x R) such that
C. JViiV - Z I 6iii3 - jUivG(1) ff(0-) A()
S 
1/3
- CX fj f4f)- Ai isf)3 2(]0) (j=1 f()
-e A iji A j f
:1=1
/ iiii - jij
= 0, VV E Z, 1 < i < ne,
= 0, 1<i j7ne,
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(6.14)
(6.15)
(6.16)
(6.17)
(6.18)
(6.19)
Z+ T 'D = 0, Vf) E Z,
0,
(0) - ~)|Op)| h(A) 01 = 0, V E o,
where A([Z, /p]) = (Ai ([Z, I]), 1 i < j ne) and r is the Lagrange multipliers associated with
the constraint fn(,) = 0; and o = {f) E Yf() ' = }.
We note that r is a computational convenience; in fact r = 0. Let b = 1. From (6.20),
V -cc Z-
e
j=1 G)
+ r1(p)I = 0.
Since fn(t) j = 1) 1 < j l n,, Z = n,, and fn(,) V = 0 due to the periodic boundary condition,
(6.23) gives r = 0.
To facilitate the variational description of the problem, we define the following functional forms
G Q
O&)
h/hy)
i 3f,
(6.24)
(6.25)
(6.26)
(6.27)
(6.28)
for any p E D, iv E Y, 13 E Y, 9 E Y, and non-negative i E Y.
Then, fi([Z, IL]) E P satisfies
A(ii([Z, ]), i; [Z,[ ]) = 0,
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VNV1 -
/1 O()
(6.20)
(6.21)
(6.22)
(6.23)
Vi9 E 9, (6.29)
f)- E c O l2i
j=1)
vO6i -
a 0(1 7, D; /p)
ii 1V, f); IL)
i2 (17, , 90; A)
anI (-, i, f); A)
where
A(* ( 9, 1 , -,), (4  , , , c); [Z, ] - j
Cw do (17V,'Fv; [t) -Z d2 (i, i, i7'; & 2 (fi, 9, fsi; Y) 3 CX a (i, 1 : si)
=j=1
ne
- ji a 1 (fti, isi; 2) ~-ij a 1(,Cj, fvi; ft)
=1
ne ne
+ E Oij fo {1(Zi, ij;t) - 6ij
i=1 j=i
+ &0 p, ; /) +
+ I
+ [&"q,
Cc E=21(, 1j,
j=1
ZCC I(; )Y C1( ; /A)+ I(; p)
;) + 1(; P)A (6.30)
6.2.5 Parameterized Abstract Formulation
To obtain the parameterized weak form, we first define an affine geometric mapping, g(p), from
Q(AL) to Q a] - j, j]. This can be expressed as
X1
= (;) .
At
(6.31)
We further define Y = Hpler(Q), the space of 1-periodic functions in H 1 (R) with the associated
inner product (w, v)y fa Vw -Vv + f2 wv and norm .j -= (, )? ; and for any w E Y, v E Y,
s E Y, and non-negative t E Y, the parameter-independent functional forms
ao(w, v)
al(w, v)
a2(w S, v)
j VuVv,
ju'VV
j usv,UVI
a as o,
(6.32)
(6.33)
(6.34)
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- (0)l 
.
an1(w, t,v) = fnw t/3v, (6.35)
1(w) j f w. (6.36)
It is then a simple matter to demonstrate that, for any ti3 E Y and w = (20 C v ( -; 0)) E Y, 0 E k
and v = (i)o- 1 (- ; p)) E Y, 9 E k and s= ( o -( ;p)) E Y, and non-negative i E Z and
t = (io 9-1(-;p)) E Y,
O(213, 0; p)
ii(, ;,1)
ii2(t0, iv, D; L)
an1 (213, i, i; i);
I(21;/p)
__1
- ao(w,v),
= / al(w, v),
= p2 a2(w, s, v),
= 11a2(wwv),
= pl(w ).
We shall exploit (6.37)-(6.42) to transform our problem to the fixed reference domain Q.
We first note that the weak form for G (corresponding to nonzero in (6.30) transforms to
ao(G, L) + {l(e) - L(0)} = 0, V0 E Yo, (6.43)
for
G(.) = ;p),
yt
(6.44)
and Yo = {v E YJ fn v = 0}. We observe that G is the Coulomb potential G scaled by p, and it is
a universal function - independent of p and Z.
We now define ui([Z, p]) = o -1 ; p) and 0([Z, I]) = o g- 1( ;p). Then, u([Z, p])
(n([Z,]), #([Z,p), i([Z,i]), r([Z,])) E ) (Yfe x Y x e(n+)/2 x R) satisfies
A(u([Z, p]), v; G; [Z, y]) = 0, Vv E Y, (6.45)
where fi([Z, Ip]) = (ui([Z, p]), 1 < i < ne); i([Z, I]) (Aj([Z, pL]), 1 < i < j ne); and A is defined
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(6.37)
(6.38)
(6.39)
(6.40)
(6.41)
(6.42)
as
A(w (*', s, &, r'), y V , ,Q ) t; [Z, /-])
[01 o z, M]) ao(wi, vi) + 02 ([Z, /-I) a2 (wi, t, Vi) + 03 ( Z, -t]) a2(wi, s, Vi)
+ 65 ([Z, /p]) a(wi, E W?, vi) + 04 ([Z, PI) uj a(wi, vi) + 04 ([Z, p]) oij a(wj, vi)]
J=1
+ zz pij
i=1 j=i
{ 1 ([Z, p])aI(wi, wj) + 32 ([Z, [t]) ij}
+ [ai([Z, p])ao(s, ;) + a2([Z, ] a2(wj, wj, ') + a3([Z, P[])l() + rIa4([Z, []) 1(c)
j=1
+ C i(s). (6.46)
For prescribed Cw, C., and Cc,
([Z, p]) = {QI-Z2, 
_[2, -, -Cx [ ,
a([Z,p]) = {1,Cc,-CZ, p}, and
([Z, A])
(6.47)
(6.48)
(6.49)={[p,-1}.
The total energy E(u([Z, []); G; [Z, []) is then given by
£(w = (*, s, &, r); G; [Z, /]) = [61([Z, p])ao(wi, wi) + 02 ([Z, p]) a2(wi, G, wi)
13 nI W e
+ 2 3 ([Z, p]) a2 (wi, s, wi) + 4O5 ([Z, PI) a l(wi w ,wi)j
j=1-
(6.50)2
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6.2.6 "Truth" Finite Element Approximation
As in previous chapters, we now introduce our finite element "truth" approximation to (6.45). We
first define our finite element space Yh C Y of dimension N as
Y {V E Y VITh E P1(Th), VTh E Th}, (6.51)
P1(Th) span{1, x}, (6.52)
where Th is a (regular) uniform "triangulation" of the domain Q comprising linear elements Th of
length h. Our finite element approximation to (6.45) is then given by: find Uh([Z, ]) (th ([Z, ]),
Oh([Zi A), 5 h([Z, A]), Th([Z, M])) E Yh = (Yh x Yh x R x R) such that
Ah (Uh ([Z, A]), v; Gh; [Z, IL]) = 0, Vv E Yh. (6.53)
Here Gh is the finite element approximation to G. The one dimensional Green's function can be
easily solved numerically; since the Dirac delta function is a bounded function in one dimension, it
can be treated satisfactorily with finite element method. In addition Ah is an approximation to A
in which the terms ani(w, t, v), and a 2 (w, s, v) are replaced by quadrature sums: we approximate
anl(w, t, v) by
a(w, t,v) = w( -) t( -) v(). (6.54)
quad
The term a2(-, -, -) is treated analogously.
The finite element approximation to the total energy E(w; G; [Z, p]), eh(w = (6^, s, 6, r); Gh;
[Z, p]), is then given by
gh(w; Gh; Z, I]) = 1 ([Z, iP]) ao(wi, wi)
+ 62([Z, p]) a2(wi, Gh, wi) + 63([Z, t]) a2(wi, s,wi)
+ 3 5([Z, p]) an'(wiw , wi)] + r77(A); (6.55)j=1
again, quadrature sums are applied to a 2 (., -, -) and a"(. , ., -
The resulting discrete coupled nonlinear equations will now be solved. We shall solve these
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equations based on the fixed-point method outlined in Section 4.2.2. The algorithm can be stated
as follows: if the density Ph ([Z, M]) defined as
([Z' A]) = a ([Z, [t]) (6.56)
j=1
is known, we may compute Oh([Z, tu]) explicitly. The weak form for # corresponds to nonzero §
and L of (6.45). Then, (nh([Z, ]), Ah(Z, A])) satisfy the following weak forms (corresponding to
nonzero y and # of (6.45)):
01(Z, A]) ao(uh,i, v) + 0 2([Z,A t]) a2(Uh,i, Gh, v)
+ 03 ([Z, p]) a2(Uh,i,< ,Ov) + 65([Z,A ]) an1(Uh,i, ph, v)
= 204([Z, t]) Ah,iia1(Uh,i, v), Vv E Yh, 1 < i < ne, (6.57)
31([Z,])al(uh,i,uhj) = 32([ZAt]) 3 ij, 1 i <j ne. (6.58)
This corresponds to a symmetric eigenvalue problem for which the solutions fh([Z, At]) and Ah(Z, A]),
are real.
However, we usually do not know Ph. We therefore proceed iteratively: we start with an initial
guess p0 ; then for k > 0, we compute Ak from pk-1 solve (6.58) to obtain 6l, and computegus I', cmuerh rh Iih
a new density given by pk = (pk 1 - Z:i(Uk,) 2)/2. We repeat this procedure until 1Ip- 1 -
Z 1e (uj) 112 < etoi where 11 - 12 is the vector norm and Etol is an user defined tolerance.
From next section onward, we will drop the subscript h, and assume the finite element solution is
our "truth" solution, i.e. Y, f6, A, and G refer to Yh, nh, Ah, Oh and Gh. Our truth approximations
are obtained for A = 400. As shown in Figure 6-1, the solutions in ni exhibit considerable variation
with respect to /t. In particular, we note that the solutions are equivalent up to a sign. In addition,
the mode shapes of ui([Z, t]) can change as At varies.
6.3 Reduced-Basis Formulation
In chapter 2, we show that for well separated eigenvalues, we can usually recover a sufficiently
smooth variation of the eigenvectors with the parameter. Then, the vectorial reduced basis ap-
proximation can be very efficient. On the other hand, if the pre-processing steps are unable to
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Figure 6-1: Solutions of ni([Z, ])for n, = 5 at y=6, 7, 8, 9, and 10.
approximate this smooth solution manifold adequately, as in Chapter 5, then the augmented re-
duced basis space may be more appropriate. From Figure 6-1, visual inspection suggests that we
can recover the required smooth properties with the pre-processing steps described in Section 5.3.2.
However, for comparison, we will examine the performance of both the augmented reduced basis
approximation and the vectorial reduced basis approximation for the one dimensional Kohn Sham
equations. Most of the required ingredients have already been described in details in previous
chapters; thus we shall be brief with materials already covered.
We first note that the Kohn Sham equation is a set of coupled equations with two field variables.
The reduced basis approximation of coupled equations is, nevertheless, straightforward. Instead of
one reduced basis approximation space, we construct two independent reduced basis approximation
spaces for fi and q. However, the construction of these two reduced basis approximation spaces
are coupled; we explore this issue in Section 6.3.5. Consider, for now, the case where we have
constructed for # the nested sample sets SO = { ,...,4 }, 1< NI <N x. Since the field
variable # is a scalar quantity, the construction of the reduced basis space is then standard and is
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U.0
given by
Wo = span {Q([Z, pt]),1<n<N}, 1<NO<Nj,
span {X , 1 n N0}, 1<NO<Nl.. (6.59)
The Xn, 1 n < NO are obtained by orthonormalizing 0([Z, pg]), 1 < n < Ne relative to the
- )y inner product.
Analogously, we shall assume we have constructed for Q^, the nested sample sets SN'" =
(p,... 7 puu), 1 < Nu < Nu"m. However, the construction of the reduced basis approxima-
tion spaces of n^ warrants a longer explanation. We shall precede this with a description of issues
related to the pre-processing of the eigenvectors, specialized for this problem.
6.3.1 Pre-processing
Unlike chapter 2, pre-processing the eigenvectors is essential to the construction of both reduced
basis approximations. Its role will be further elaborated when the two reduced basis approximations
are discussed. Here, we shall outline the procedure by which eigenvectors are sorted and aligned.
For this one-dimensional problem, the eigenvalues are non-degenerate; the sorting and alignment
procedure described in Section 5.3.2 can be significantly simplified. In Figure 6-1, we can identify
two types of discontinuities with respect to M: (i) sign switching (as demonstrated by U2, U3, U4,
and u5 ); and (ii) mode crossing, where U4 at p = 6 should be a smooth transition of U5 at p = 7,
8, 9 and 10, and vice versa. There is a third type of discontinuity not exhibited by the solutions
in Figure 6-1: mode entering, i.e., there are more than ne forms of mode shapes after taking our
eigenvectors i(p) for all p E D into considerations. These discontinuities do not however represent
the actual smoothness of our solution manifold. In fact, they are artifacts of the eigenvalue solvers:
the components of i([Z, p]) are not arranged according to any particular structure identified by
the mode shapes of the eigenvectors ui([Z, A]), 1 < i < ne, and they are only equivalent up to a
sign. With the following sorting and alignment procedure, we can usually recover the smoothness
of the solution manifold.
The simplified sorting and alignment procedure can be described as follows: given a sample
set SNu , 1 < n < Nu} and the associated pre-sorted set UNU {{, 1 n < Nu} where
i, 1 < n < Nu are the sorted basis functions of in, 1 < n < Nu, we wish to add U([Z, pN±g])
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given ;
let U1 = {' = ([Z, Au])};
f or Nu = 2: N
n* = arg miln Nl- -1Auu;
1<n<Nu-~1 N
for i = 1: ne
ej = I .,i + uj([Z, ANy.])I|y, 1 j ne;
e,= jd.,;- uj([Z,uNzu])y, 1<j e;
= arg min {et, e7};
1<jsne33
if ej. > et.
(Gu,; = -U;([Z, pAyN]);
else
(Ay.,4 = U;(Z pUNU]);
end
end
UNU= UNu-1 U ON
end.
Figure 6-2: The sorting and aligning algorithm for eigenvectors of the one-dimensional Kohn Sham
equations.
to UNu to form UNu+1. We first select a Cn' E UNu such that p4 E SNu is closest to A u+1. We
compute ej = ,1 + uj(pzv±+)I|y and e7 = ||Q, - uj(p.s-+ 1)j|y for 1 e j ne; we then
determine j* argminil<jsn{et, e3}. If e3. > ej., then (Au+,i = ~uj*(Auu+1); otherwise
Q' +,= j*(pIu+ 1). This is then repeated for C.u + 1,j, i = 2, ... n, e. First part of the algorithm
associates uj (A) to the correct mode shape and the second part of the algorithm remove the sign
variation in C. Figure 6-2 summarizes the procedure.
Figure 6-3 shows the same set of h^([Z, /.]) (ui([Z, PI), ... , Une([Z, p])) of Figure 6-1 af-
ter the sorting and aligning algorithm. The sorted and aligned solutions are denoted by Cn
(Cn,1,..., ,ne), where n denotes the nth sample points in SNu. Comparing Figure 6-3 and Fig-
ure 6-1, we note sign changes have been effected in (,2, C',3, C,4 and (,5, and mode switching
between u4 ([Z, A]) and u5 ([Z, pA])) has been effected for A = 6. This leads to a smooth variation
of Cn with respect to An.
The 3rd type of discontinuities - mode entering - has to be handled differently. In the sim-
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Figure 6-3: Pre-processed f([Z, p]), given by C8 , for ne = 5 at [ = 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10.
plest scenario, this occurs when the highest eigenvector considered, Un, ([Z, []) changes its mode
shape as [t varies, with no corresponding change in Un, _1([Z, Ip]) - it is a mode crossing involving
Un,+1 ([Z, /t]), not un,- 1 ([Z, p]). As the algorithm in Figure 6-2 cannot remove this type of discon-
tinuities, the solution manifold is then discontinuous at the p-point at which this mode entering
phenomenon occurs. The un,([Z, M]) and thus i([Z, p]) are then piecewise continuous with respect
to p. This can lead to a sub-optimal approximation - it is equivalent to solving two separate
solution manifolds (assuming there is only one case of mode entering within D); sufficient sample
points from both manifolds must be selected in order to obtain a good approximation.
With the augmented reduced basis approximation, this discontinuity can be more readily ac-
commodated. By taking the span of all eigenvectors at all sample points, the approximation space
is very rich; the approximation relies more on the Galerkin procedure to find the optimal combi-
nation of the basis functions, and less on approximating the solution manifold. For the vectorial
reduced basis approximation however, the convergence rate may be poor since ui([Z, A]), 1 i < ne
do not have the common smoothness property, as explained in Section 2.3.7.
An alternative approach to handling mode entering is to construct a reduced-basis space for ne +
1 eigenvectors so that the resulting discontinuity can be treated by the algorithm of Figure 6-2 as a
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case of mode switching. We then recover the case where we are only approximating a single solution
manifold. Then, vectorial reduced basis approximation will be more rapidly convergent since the
solution manifold is no longer discontinuous. With the augmented reduced basis approximation,
this approach may lead to a larger N since N scales as N~nb, depending on N, required in the two
approaches.
The discontinuity can also affect the convergence rate of the approximation of nonlinear func-
tions based on the empirical interpolation method; this will be further elaborated in Section 6.3.2.
From here onward, we will assume n^([Z, A,,]) is the sorted set of eigenvectors ' and the i([Z, pt])
has been reordered accordingly.
6.3.2 Augmented Reduced Basis Space
The space
We first introduce nested sample sets ,Au = (
associated nested reduced-basis spaces as
Au = span {ui([Z, pj]),1 i ne,1 j 5N},
= span {(n,1 <n<Nu=_NsNne}, 1 Nsu 5
Nu < Nsmu and define the
1 < Ns u Nfn,
Nmma
(6.60)
(6.61)
where u1 ([Z, Ai]), ... , un([Z, tj]) are the solutions of (6.45) at 1 = pji; and (n are basis functions
obtained after ui(p), 1 < i < ne, 1 < j N, are orthonormalized. Then, an approximation of
uj(p) in WA, is represented by UN,ij() = Zui an(M)(n.
The approximation
Our reduced basis approximation to (6.45) is given by: find UN,M([Z, p ]) (nZN,MZ ILI), ON,M (Z, PI)
XN,M([Zj]), 'rN,M([Z,I])) e YN a((W )ne x W6 x Rne x R) such that
AM,A(UN,M([Z, /_t]), v; G; [Z, y]) = 0, VV E YN, (6.62)
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where AM,A is defined as
AM,A(W 2 (^, s, , K), v 2 (r, , , W); t; , t) 2
+ 061([Z, L]) ao(wi,ll v) + (2([Zp]) a Wi, t, Vi) + 03([Z,p]) a2(Wi, s, Vi)
+ 05([Z, p]) a"I'M(Wi, E ,j 7Vi) + 04([Z, p]) o-iial (wi, vi) + 04([Z, ILI) E -ij al (wj, vi)
j=1 j=1
ne ne
+ pij {,31([Z, p])ai(wi, wj) + 2([Z, p])bi}
i=1 j=i
+ ai([Z, p])ao(s,) + a2([Z, ]1) a2(wj, wj, ) + a 3 ([Z, I])l(c) + sa4([Z, 1(]) )
j=1
+ w i(s). (6.63)
When compared to (6.46), we have approximated a 1(wi, =1 w ,vi) by
ne
anl'M (wi, 1w, vi) ] , V, (6.64)
j=1
where ggj'i4 is an empirical interpolation approximation to gi(n) 2 ui(e 1 u )1/3 Since there are
ne components to i, we need to construct ne empirical interpolation approximations - we have
described the construction procedure in Section 3.2.3. In particular, for each g! (and thus gu j'i),
we construct the sample set S.,g2, the approximation space Wgj, and the set of interpolation
points T7h 2 . Here, M9i denotes the size of gi, which is equivalent to the dimension of Wffigj . We
further denote M as maxisigne Mg.
Note that if ui where not pre-processed, gi(fi) would not be varying smoothly with /I - there
will be discontinuities. In order to have an efficient approximation based on empirical interpolation
method, it is thus necessary to preprocess the eigenvectors according to Section 6.3.1. However,
it is important to point out that the term Eg> 1 will always lead to a discontinuity in gi when
the third type of discontinuities - mode entering - occurs. The remedies suggested for reduced
basis approximation of ft in Section 6.3.1 do not remove the discontinuity in gi since ul, ... ,
une in the summation term are those associated with the lowest ne eigenvalues. However, gi is
piecewise continuous in D and thus can be approximated using the empirical interpolation method,
as explained in Section 3.3. Nevertheless, as noted in Section 3.3 as well, the convergence rate of
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the approximation will be degraded - we expect M required to achieve a certain tolerance to be
larger than that required in cases where this type of discontinuities is absent.
The approximation to the total energy, SN,M(UN,M([Z, p]); G; [Z, M]), is finally given by
SN,M(W = (W, s, 0-, r,,); G; [Z, 0]) = [ 1 ([Z, A])ao(wi, wi) + 0 2 ([Z, p]) a2(wi, G, wi)
+ 1 3 ([Z,p]) a2 (wi, , wi)
+ 4 5([Z, s]) an' (wi,Zw ,wi) + 2r7(p). (6.65)
j=1
We note that the above is consistent with our reduced basis approximation (6.62) - ani(W,
E? 1 W ,vi) has been replaced by a'I'M (wi, Ee w?, vi).
Offline-online decomposition
Equation (6.63) has the affine parameter dependence form we desired and thus (6.62) readily sub-
mits to the offline-online treatment described in Section 4.3.3. During the online stage, the SCF al-
gorithm outlined in Section 6.2.6 can be used to solve the resulting discrete equation. For each SCF
iteration and given kM and M, we solve #k+ at a cost of O((NO) 3 + neNu(NO)2) and 1 k+1UN,M N,M N,M NM
at a cost of O((Nu)3 + NO (Nu) 2 + neM(Nu) 2 ). With the convergence criteria maxi<i< , -
N,M,i < 1 E - 10, it typically takes less than 10 iterations to converge for the current problem.
The total cost of the online computation is then independent of K.
6.3.3 Vectorial Reduced Basis Space
The space
Here, we introduce nested sample sets S '. = {Nu,...,p~u },1 < Nu < Nu, and define the
associated nested reduced-basis spaces as
'U = span {6([Z, pu]), 1 < n < Nu}, 1 < Nu < Nmax (6.66)
=span {C, 1nNm}, 1<Nu<N . (6.67)
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where ft(Z, pu ]) - (u1([Z, p]),u .. ., U([Z, p"u])) are the solutions of (6.46) at [y = p for a given Z;
and n ((n,, ... , (n,) are basis functions obtained after i([Z, pu]), 1 < n < Nu are sorted and
aligned (described in Section 6.3.1), and pseudo-orthogonalized (described in Section 2.3.5). This
allows us to obtain a smaller Nu and a better conditioned discrete system. Then, an approximation
of 6 in W= is given by -N,M p N =([Z, p])C the ith component of 1CIN,M([Z, At])
is given by UN,M,i ([Z, /_) = Z Nuj V)n(A AD ni, 1 < i < n.
The approximation
For the approximation based on the vectorial reduced basis space, a better starting point will be the
energy statement: the equilibrium ground state of the resulting neutral structure for a particular
Z ( ne) is given by UN,M ([Z, PI) (UN,M,1([Zi A), ... , UN,M,n([Z, p)), where
6N,M([Z,AP]) = arg inf EN,M (= (wl,---,wne);[Z,t1),wi E WN, (6.68)
p tJWl 1,1 't Tne},
A*(Z) = arginf{EN,M(61N,M([Z, y); [ZAt);At> 0}- (6.69)
This clearly shows that (6.68) is different from (6.1) - we only impose the constraints A f2 u2,M,i
1, 1 < ne the orthogonality constraints of (6.1) are not present in (6.68). We hypothesized in
Hypothesis 2.1 that the orthogonality property inherent in the basis functions (n will lead an ap-
proximate solution niN,M that approximately obeys the orthogonality constraints, without explicit
imposition of the orthogonality constraints - we demonstrate this empirically in Section 6.4.1.
The solution fIN,M([Z, A]) is obtained by solving the following Euler Lagrange equations: find
UN,M QZ) P) (fN,M QZi PI), i N,M QZ, PI), i N,M Q Z, PI), TN,M( Z, /A)) E N (W '" x WO X
Rne x R) such that
AM,v(UN,M([Z, y]), v; G; [Z, At]) = 0, Vv = (v, z, u) E YN, (6.70)
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where AN,M(Z, I]) = ((AN,M)ii, 1 i < ne) and
Am,y (W (, s, 18 , r), y 07(,0 ); t; [Z, /I)D
S1([Z, ji]) ao(wi, v) + 2([Z, p]) a2(wi, t, Vi) + 63 ([Z, pi]) a2(Wi, s, vi)
+ 05([Z, I]) anhM(wi, E , vi) + 204([Z, A]) oiiai(wi, vi)
j=1
+ jp {i 1([Z, A])ai(wj, wj) + 2 ([Z, i])i }
i=1
+ Fa({Z, p])ao(s,) + a2([Z, A]) a2(wiwj, 4) +a3([Z, A])l(C) + Ka4([Z, I]) 1()
j=1
+ W i(s). (6.71)
Finally the reduced-basis approximation for the electronic energy, EN,M(UN,M([Z, IL]); G; [Z, it]), is
given by
EN,M(w- (W^,s, &, ,);G;[Z,1p]) = [([Z, A])ao(wi, wi) + 02([Zq]) a2(wi, G, wi)
i
+ 1 3([Z, /]) a2(wi, s, wj)
+ 3 5([Z, /t]) anlM(i, E , Wi) . (6.72)
j=1
and EN,M (UN,M([Z, ]); G; [Z, pt]) is given by EN,M (UN,M([Z, I]); G; [ZI ]) + (r2(p).
When compared to (6.1) and (6.46), we have made two approximations. First, similar to the
augmented reduced basis approximation, we approximate a~'(wi, E i w ,v)
ne
anl,M (wiZ E (6.3)
j=1
where g'gj is an empirical interpolation approximation to gi(fi) =u , (E i u2 ) 1/ 3 . Second, we
only impose the constraints yA f UN,M,i = 1 1 < i < ne. Finally, since f x = 0, 1 < n
Nu, f. kN,M is perforce zero; our discrete (nonlinear) algebraic system will thus have an actual
dimension of Nu + NO + ne.
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Offline-online decomposition
Equation (6.71) again has the affine parameter dependence form we desired and thus (6.70) readily
submits to the offline-online computational decomposition. The fixed point method used in Sec-
tion 6.3.2, however, cannot be used to solve the discrete equations at the online stage. We thus
resort to Newton's method as described in Section 4.3.3. To assist convergence, we exploit a homo-
topy procedure in 6 E [0, 1] and Ak = pi + E(p - pi), where tk is the p at k intermediate homotopy
step and pi is the initial -tk=o at start of the homotopy procedure - usually chosen to be the closest
Au E Sku to p. The online complexity of the method is O((NO) 3 +neN(Nu)2 + (Nu)3 +nreNuM)
per Newton iteration.
6.3.4 Error Measures
For a parameter test sample T, we define the following error measures:
ENM Max 4NM([Z,Z]), (6.74)
eNM = maxNM([Z,I ]) (6.75)
=N, max C'NMUQZ,AD]) (6.76)
EN,ME
ortho mx6ort ho (.7
eN = maxC ([Z, At]); (6.77)
where
(Z7= 1ui([Z, A]) - uN,M,i ([Z, 267))1 / 2
NM(, P]) 1 I Zud p],A11 2 ) 1/ 2  8
MZAt1) - II[Z, A]) - N,M([Z, A] IIY
II41([Z, A) Iy
M - IEN,M([Z, A]) - S(Z, P1I (6.80)EN ,M P DI Z 
-l
E ([Z, ]) = max jUN,M,i([Z, AtUN,Mj ([Z, (6.81)
1<i<j: ne
Then, ,M, ,M and ,M are respectively the maximum error in the reduced-basis approxima-
tion of i, # and S within a given sample ET; and Eorh is a measure of non-compliance in theEN,Misamaueono-opineith
orthogonality constraints. The subscript N, M emphasizes the dependence of the approximation
errors defined by (6.74) -(6.77) on Nu, NO and M9i, 1 < i < nb.
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While error measures (6.74) -(6.77) are all relevant in the vectorial reduced basis approximation,
only eN,M and eNM are relevant in the augmented reduced basis approximation'. With augmented
A~u
reduced basis approximation, the components of fN,M E Wju are not sorted or aligned, rendering
the measure euN,M meaningless. On the hand, the error measure EO'ho is identically zero as the
eigenvalue solver within each SCF iteration ensures the orthogonality in UiN,M-
We will now define the projection errors for n^ and 0. For a given W 'u (referring to either WAju
or WV') and W', we define
, = max Ey,([ZIp]), (6.82)
N,p = xN,P([Z,Ip]); (6.83)
where
E/,[ ) = ( =i (lu68i([Z ui([Z, p])(4)
Np ([Z, = min .([Z,1 y (6.85)
N ~ <ew WEW( 110 , p])||y
Here h,([Z, p]) = (up,1([Z, y]), ... , up,n([Z, i]) is the best projection of U^ onto W'U. For WNU
this is given by
up,i([Z, p])= arg min |w - ui([Z,/p])Iy, 1 < i < ne, (6.86)
wewn;'
while for Wj, n([Z, L]) = EU a ([Z, p]) 3 where
ne Nu 2
a*([Z, m]) = arg min Z - ui([Z, p]) (6.87)
ERNi=1 j=1
Finally, we note that unlike Chapter 2 and 5, we do not have an error estimator for our quantities
of interest. Thus, computation of the errors in the field variables will always be of O(K).
'It may be possible to compute eu,m with the augmented reduced basis approximation, but it requires additional
efforts; we could use the alignment procedure to first align niN,M([Z, it]) with i([Z, p]) before computing euN,M.
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Given s1, W1;
Repeat NO = 2, ....
I*y = arg max ([co-1);
WEO =W 4 _
max 
- N-1 N+
SO -SO,_ U IL*4
Wo, WO,_ + span {#([Z, p,*01)1
until emax< 1 E-5.
Given S' W'';
Repeat Nu = 2,...
pNU = arg max EN - 1 Z, ID;
emax = E~1LdiNuJ),
NU N
WNu = W _1+ span {u([Z, p*u );
until 6 m 1E -10.
Figure 6-4: The two-pass sampling procedure to construct SO and S".
6.3.5 Construction of Samples
We need to construct ne + 2 approximation spaces: for each of gi,, 1 < i < ne, we construct an
independent W ,.; for 1 N,M, W '"; and for ON,M, WOO. As in Chapter 4, we first construct W 9'
N N4'
1 z i i ne, followed by WD" and WO. The spaces W7,g are constructed based on the empirical
interpolation method described in Chapter 3. There are, however, several ways by which nested
reduced basis sample sets S~u (referring to either SA. or S ") and SZ, can be constructed within
the framework of the adaptive sampling procedure outlined in Chapter 4, each with a different
effect on the final optimality of the spaces.
We choose to perform a two-pass adaptive sampling procedure to construct the spaces WN"
and WO n (and correspondingly WOO) based on EO, ]
NO - In the first pass, we construct S , ,A
with the convergence criterion 6N < 1E-5; note we have used the projection error to construct
So. In the second past, armed with a good approximation of #, we construct WUu based on the
EN,M([Z, ) with the convergence criterion EM < 1 E -10. Figure 6-4 summarizes the procedure.
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The use of projection error eON,([Z, p]) as an error measure allows us to construct a reduced
basis space for # independent of fi, thus isolating the behavior of the space WO from Wg'. We
can use the projection error EN,p([Z, I}) as an error measure because we already have the solutions
at all I E 'T in order to construct the collateral spaces Wgj , for gi 9 i s. While the use of
projection error and the two-pass procedure are expensive, they constitute only a small portion of
the overall costs since computing the solutions at all p E ET will constitute the bulk of the offline
computational costs. Certainly, if error estimators are available, the sampling procedure will be
more efficient. This can be addressed in future work.
There are of course other possible ways we can construct S and S* . The simplest choice is
to choose a sample set such that SN = Su = S by doing a single pass of the adaptive sampling
prchoose bse stshe thormaur S e aapiv6
procedure based on the error measure EM([Z, p]). This is, however, suboptimal since variation of
^([Z, M]) with p can differ from that of 0([Z, p]). The choice of sample points and the size of the
sample spaces can thus differ significantly from one another.
Another choice is to construct S~u and O,' based on different error measures within a singleN4
pass of the adaptive sampling procedure. We construct, say, Sgu based on eiM([Z, p]) and
EN,M([Z, p]. At first glance, this may suggest S~u and SOO have been constructed independently
from one another. However, if approximation error resulting from, say SO, significantly affects
eN,M([Z, p ), especially during the intermediate steps of the adaptive sampling procedure, we cannot
then satisfactorily conclude that 5"u" is indeed optimal.
6.4 Numerical Results
6.4.1 Convergence
We consider p E D = [7, 12] and ne = 3, 5, 7 and 9. These parameters are selected such that
SN,M([Z, p]) attains its minimum within the range D. We introduce a parameter test sample set
-T c V consisting of 200 sample points distributed uniformly in D. The same sample set is used
as our training sample set for constructing our reduced basis spaces. For each gugs,;, 1 < i < ne,
we choose an M9' such that empirical interpolation errors in gusii, 1 < i < ne are less than 10-12.
In Table 6.1, we present the approximation errors EM and eNM for the augmented reduced basis
space for the case ne = 5. Here, NO = 5 and M = 13. We observe a monotonic decrease in the
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Nu Nu £1 6
N_______N,M N,M
5 1 2.6538 E -1 6.8988 E - 1
10 2 2.3079 E-3 3.8350 E -2
15 3 5.3975 E -7 9.7910E-5
20 4 2.2108 E -8 8.0856 E -6
25 5 6.8321 E-9 5.9510E-6
30 6 4.2363 E -10 5.9509 E -6
Table 6.1: Variations of reduced-basis errors EN,M and
(WAu)ne. The corresponding Nu are also listed.
6 NM with Nu for ne = 5 and UN,M(p) E
106
10-1
10-10
0 10 20 30 40 50
Nu
Figure 6-5: Convergence of the reduced basis error EN,M for IN,MN() E (W u)"e.
approximation errors. We only require 20 basis functions to accurately approximate 8 to a relative
error of 10-8. In addition, from Figure 6-5, we see similar behavior for all the cases examined.
For vectorial reduced basis space, we also observe a monotonic decrease in the approximation
errors e, ,M 6, and E4Nh' as Nu increases for the case ne = 5, as shown in Table 6.2.
The NO and M are the same as that for the augmented reduced basis approximation. In this case,
we only require Nu = 9 to reduce esN,M to a relative error of 10-9. We also note that E s
approximately the square of Eu'M (and coM), indicating that E can in fact be approximated very
accurately with very few basis functions by SN,M. At Nu = ne, the apparent "good orthogonality" is
deceiving. When the size of Nu = ne, the number of constraints are equivalent to dimension of WVuNu
Our optimization problem then has zero degree of freedom and our solution is fully determined by
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Table 6.2: Variations of
UN,M([ZI]) E N.
reduced-basis errors EuM, 6 N,M aN,M and oNh, with Nu for ne = 5 and
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Figure 6-6: Convergence of the reduced basis error , and E, for N,M(lt) E Wu.
the constraints. For our case, the solution will always be one of the scaled solutions at IL E S 'u, for
which the orthogonality is obviously satisfied. In Figure 6-6, we show the convergence of Eu and
EN,M for ne = 3, 5, 7 and 9. We again observe that they decrease monotonically with increasing
Nu in all these cases.
6.4.2 Comparison
From Table 6.3, we observe that the size of W'U is smaller than WAu for all n examined. In
addition, for WVu the number of basis functions required for each case is only slightly higher thanNu
ne; Nu scales approximately as ne + Cv, where CV is a small integer. Here, we deduce CV ~ 5.
FrWA,uFor WNu , we have Nu that scales approximately as Nne, where N, is relatively insensitive to ne.
For our current example, N, is between 5 and 6.
We wish to contrast these results to that of Chapter 5. First, for the current problem, N,
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Nu U E ortho
_ _ NM -N,M ,M 'NM
5 1.7636E-1 8.3993 E -3 1.8600 E -1 3.9327 E -14
6 7.3748 E -2 1.5655E-3 8.2272 E -2 1.0626 E -3
7 5.4825 E -3 8.7358 E -6 2.3707 E-3 1.6400E-4
8 3.5230 E -3 6.3719 E-7 9.5122 E-4 5.5515 E -5
9 1.2251E-4 1.3157E-9 5.0798 E -5 3.2761E-6
10 1.0978E-5 3.7331 E -11 5.9562 E -6 1.9997E-7
ne = 3
-- ne = 5 -o- ne = 5
-o e = 7
-A- ne = 9
I
-- n,= 3
e n
-A- n, 9
N
A u VU
nb WN Wk,
3 18 8
5 30 10
7 35 11
9 45 14
Table 6.3: Comparison between the augmented reduced basis approximation and the vectorial
reduced basis approximation based on N required to reduce ENM to below 1 E-9 for n, = 3, 5, 7
and 9.
does not decrease appreciably with ne even when the solutions are approximated very accurately.
Second we are also able to obtain an efficient vectorial reduced basis approximation. This is
because the preprocessing algorithm is able to obtain a smooth variation of Ui(P), 1 < i < ne
with respect to IL E D as shown in Figure 6-3. The better performance of the algorithm for this
problem when compared to Section 5.3.2 is perhaps due to the smaller parameter domain and
thus more limited variation in ift([Z, M]) with respect to p. The pre-processed basis functions then
allows the approximation procedure to efficiently exploit the inherent orthogonality property in
the vectorial reduced basis space WV'U. In addition, as explained in Section 2.3.2 and 2.3.7, theNu
common smoothness of ui ([Z, /t]), 1 < i < ne might have played a role, an important aspect of the
vectorial reduced basis approximation which should be explored further in future work.
The above comparison between Wu and W 'u is based solely on the dimension of the reduced
basis spaces. However, the online computational cost is also strongly dependent on the solution
method used. As described in Section 6.3.2 and 6.3.3, the solution method for WAu is the SCF
algorithm while for W V, the Newton's method. For ne = 5, online computation cost per evaluation
Au Vu wvU . 1
of At for WN is 0.015s while for W u, 0.13s. Even though the dimension of WNu is smaller than
AuVu A,u
the online computation for W ' is nearly 10 times slower than W reflecting the greater
overall efficiency of the augmented reduced basis approximation. Certainly, there is room for
improvement in the online solution method used in our vectorial reduced basis approximation.
6.5 Application
As an illustrative application, we shall determine p*, p at which the total energy is minimum, for
Z = ne = 5. We require an absolute accuracy of 10-5 in p*. We use the simple bisection method for
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Figure 6-7: Comparison between the S([Z, /t]) and EN,M([Z, []) for Z = 5 and 7 < < K 12.
this purpose; it will thus involve repetitive evaluation of E([Z, p]). The approach is straightforward.
We approximate E([Z, y]) by EN,M([Z, []) based on our vectorial reduced basis approximation. We
have use NU = 9, NO = 5 and maximum M is 13. The variation of £([Z, p]) and £N,M([Z, It]) with
y is shown in Figure 6-7.
A total of 21 evaluations of £N,M([Z, p]) is required and I* is found to be 8.875. The total online
computational cost is only 4s. On the contrary, with finite element approximation of K = 400, the
total computational cost is 700s. If we compare only the online cost with the total computational
cost based on "truth" approximation, we achieve a computational saving of order 0(10).
However, taking the offline computational cost into consideration, the reduced basis method is
not competitive for this particular problem. Due to absence of efficient a posteriori error estimation
procedure, we must first compute solutions at all pL E ET - for our example, there are 200 sample
points in ET, leading to a total offline computational cost of 6500s. Clearly, if this reduced basis
model is used only for this one application, it would have made no sense. However, if we reuse the
model in other applications, we may be able to justify the initial computational overhead during
the offline stage. For example, the current reduced basis model, which evaluates only the total
energy, can be directly used to determine static structural properties such as elasticity constant
and bulk modulus [120]. With some extensions to the current model, we can further develop
efficient reduced basis strategies for lattice dynamics simulations. For study of harmonic vibrations
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and phonon modes, we can develop a reduced basis model based on Density Functional Perturbation
Theory [7, 42]. For study of both harmonic and anharmonic vibrations, we can employ the frozen
phonon approach which requires the use of supercell - although this leads to a larger simulation
cell and more complicated parameterizations due to large number of nuclei, we only need to perform
total energy calculations and employ finite difference formulae to determine all the quantities of
interests [28, 76]. All the above examples serve to emphasize the many query limit in which the
reduced basis method is most useful for.
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Chapter 7
Three Dimensional Kohn Sham
Equations
7.1 Introduction
We now extend the methodology developed in Chapter 6 to three dimensional Kohn Sham equa-
tions. The overall methodology is unchanged, but the higher dimension leads to greater numerical
complexity. In particular, the "truth" approximation is significantly more complicated - a com-
plete development of the numerical codes would exceed the duration of this thesis. We thus limit
the problems examined to those that can be successfully handled by our admittedly sub-optimal
finite element codes. This restriction somewhat limits the complexity of the problems addressed in
this chapter. As such, we examine only one numerical example: the electronic ground state energy
calculation for a simple cubic structure of Beryllium.
7.2 Abstract Formulation
7.2.1 Problem Statement
We consider a simple cubic structure with lattice parameter p, and hence unit cell n(p) =]- , ]3
A single nucleus of charge Z lies at the center of the cell. To each nucleus, we associate ne orbitals;
'Note that in Chapter 6, ne refers to the number of electrons while in this chapter ne refers to the number of
orbitals.
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as we will be using models based on spinless Density Functional Theory [18, 32, 76, 90], 2 electrons
are assigned to each orbital. For charge neutrality, we then have ne = Z/2.
Our output of interest is again the ground state energy of the system, £, which we shall deter-
mine based on the spinless Density Functional Theory [18, 32, 76, 90]. Our input parameter is the
lattice length p. For simplicity, we shall not include Z in our parameter space; as such, each new
Z constitutes a new problem in our reduced-basis approximation.
The energy statement, the derivation of the Euler-Lagrange equations and their weak forms,
and the parameterization procedure are little changed when compared to Chapter 6. As such,
we will give a brief description of the energy statement followed directly by the parameterized
abstract formulation; we will skip the derivation of the Euler-Lagrange equations and the abstract
formulation in the original domain.
7.2.2 Energy Statement
The equilibrium ground state energy is obtained by solving a minimization problem for U([Z, A*])
(il([Z, A*), ... i, ([Z,p*])), where [11, 25, 64, 66]
f([Z, p]) = arg inf {( -= ( i1, - , V) [Z, t]), 'i E Y, (7.1)
iviiVj- i, I <_ i, i <_ ne,
p*(Z) = arginf{5(([Z,p]);[Z,A]);Ay>0}; (7.2)
here Y a Hper(Q(P)) is the space of -periodic functions in H1 (R 3); 3 = {1if i = j, 0 otherwise};
and iii is the ith Kohn-Sham orbital. The electronic energy E(*; [Z, p]) is defined as
er ne
E(*; [Z, ])=Cw (Vj-V)2 - Z 0, 2
/ne ne+ CC J 2 ( ) ) 2 (E ) df& dQ
2 C j () (A) 7i1 _1/n. 4/3
- CX 2 E Gv? (7.3)
ff2(P) ( 
_1
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where J E R3 denotes a point in !(p); and C,, Cc, and C are model constants - we use C = 0.5,
cc = 1 and C. = 0.7386. The periodic Green's function G(- ; p): Q(p) -- R3 satisfies
-AG =47r 6() - ! , O/0, (7.4)
where A is the Laplacian operator, b(i) is the Dirac delta distribution, and In()I = M3 is the
volume of n(p).
The total energy £(*; [Z, p]) - our output of interest - is then given by
2
S(*; [Z, ps]) = E(lv; [Z, p]) + Z~) 75
where q (A) is the nuclear - nuclear correction term given by
n(A) = lim {(; IL) - . (7.6)
Unlike the one dimensional Kohn Sham equations, 7(/.) does not have a close form solution - we
evaluate 77(y) numerically in Section 7.2.4.
7.2.3 Parameterized Abstract Formulation
From the weak form of the Euler Lagrange equations for the constrained minimization problem
(7.1), we derive the equivalent parameterized abstract formulation. We first define an affine ge-
ometric mapping, g(pL), from n(s) to 2 - , 1]3 which for our simple cubic structure, can be
expressed as
1~X = g(z; L) X-. (7.7)
We also define ui([Z, p]) = 6i og-'(-; p), 0([Z, /]) = 1p og- 1 (.; IL) and G = o g-(-; /p,).2 Then
u([Z, .]) = (f([Z, A]), Q([Z, I]), A([Z, p]), r([Z, p])) E Y = (Yne x Y x R x R) satisfies
A(u([Z, s]), v; G; [Z, p}) = 0, Vv E Y, (7.8)
2 Note that the dimensionality of the problem changes the scaling factor of 0 and G; in Chapter 6 where we look
at one dimensional problems, 0 = I.o g-( -;() and G= .o-'( .;,a)
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where Y a Hper(Q) is the space of periodic function in H'(R 3 ); f([Z, []) (ui([Z, p]), 1 i re);
A(Z, It]) - (Aj([Z, p]), 1 i < j ne); G satisfies
Vp E Y; l(G) = 0; (7.9)
and A is defined as
[1([Z, M]) ao(wi, vi) + 02([Z, p]) a2 (wi,t,
+ 0 5 (Z, p]) a' (wi,Zw , vi) + 04 UZ) ADiiai (ui, vi) + 0 4([Z, P) Zcnij
j=1 j=1
ai (wj, vi)]
+ E E oij {i1GZ At])al (wi, wj) + 2 (Z, ])ij}
i=1 j=i
+ [a1([Z, /])ao(s,§) + a2([Z, p]) Z a2(wj, wj,) + a3({Z, P])1(§) + 1Y4([Z, P]) 1(0)
j=1
+ z i(s). (7.10)
Here, ao(w,v) = fOVwVv, al(w,v) = fowv, a2(w,s,v) = f,,wsv, a(wt,v) f w tI/ 3v, and
l(w) = f2 w for any w E Y, v
0, a and 3 are given by
Y, s E Y, and non-negative t E Y. For prescribed C., C, and Cc,
6(AZ AD Cp Z P2, _ - , P
a ([Z, ]) = [1, Cc2P3 , -CCZ, /pt3]
'3([Z, t])
-C2 1/3A 3]
= [ 3 , -1].
The total energy E(u(p); G; [Z, p]) is then given by
E (w = (w, s, 6, /); G; M) = [1 ([Z, p])ao(wi, wi) + 02 ([Z, P])
+2 03([Z, t]) a2(wi, s, wi) + 3 5 ([Z, At]) a'(wi,Zw
j=1
+ 2
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(7.11)
(7.12)
(7.13)
(7.14)
Vi) + 03([Z, p]) a2 (Wi, s, Vi)
a2(Wi, G, wi)
where
r1(p) = lim G() - -}. (7.15)X-+ 1X
7.2.4 "Truth" Approximation
Again, we will use finite element approximation as our "truth" approximation. We first define our
finite element space Yh c Y of dimension K as
Yh {v E Y I vjTh E Q3(Th), VTh E Th}, (7.16)
Q3(Th) span{1, xl, X2, X3, X1X2, X2X3i X1X 3 , XlX2X 3 }, (7.17)
where Th is a (regular) uniform "triangulation" of the domain Q comprising of cubical elements Th
of edge-length h. As we shall see, our low-order uniform mesh is far from optimal, in particular for
higher Z.
Our finite element approximation to (7.8) is then given by: find Uh([Z, (f]) 'h([Z, p]),
Oh [Z ILI), Ah( Z, A), Th([Z, I])) E Yh ((h)e x Y Rn(+/2 x R) such that
Ah(uh([Z, A]), v; GES; [Z, 1 ]) = 0, Vv E Yh- (7.18)
here GES is the Ewald Sum approximation to G, the periodic Green function; and Ah is an approx-
imation to A in which the terms an'(w, t, v) and a2(w, s, v) are replaced by the quadrature sums
as described in Section 4.2.2. The finite element approximation to the total energy, h (uh ([Z, p]);
GES; [Z, /]), is then given by
Eh(Uh([Z, p]); GES; [Z, /t]) 101 ([Z, p]) ao(uh,i, Uh,i) + 02 ([Z, p]) a2(uh,i , GES, Uh,i)
i=l
2 03([Z, p]) a2(uh,i, O, Uh,i) + 495 ([Z, p]) a (Uh,i, =h,'j Uh,i)]
j=l
Z 2
+ (718 c (7.19)
Finally (7.18) can be solved using the fixed point method described in Section 6.2.6.
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Ewald summation
As derived earlier, G is independent of p and Z (and of course u and 0), and hence (7.9) need only
be addressed once. However, unlike the one-dimensional case, the Dirac delta function is not a
bounded functional with respect to H 1 in R3. Finite element method cannot satisfactorily handle
the singularity in the resulting equation even with regularization; the convergence is poor and very
high resolution in the vicinity of the singularity is required. We thus apply the standard Ewald
Sum method [11]. To begin, we write [11]
G(x) = 1() + (7.20)
where
ir erf(V'ylI) erfc(Vyl- jI) ~ e , +27rik.x
G(x) = +±\ . + wfkI2  ; (7.21)
"Y 1I j(Z3\0} - jj 7rjkj2jz0\{O} keGZ\{O}
here erf and erfc are the "error function" and "complementary error function," ZO {-oo,
-2, -1, 0, 1, 2, -..- , oo}, and y is a convergence tuning parameter (which we set to unity). By
truncating the the sums in (7.21), we obtain the Ewald Sum approximation to G(.):
GES E 1(X) 6ES (X) ±X (7.22)
I
where
^ES 7r erf(v/y xI) erfc(jylx - A e +2(rik.x
G z)----+ 1 + irjk 2  ; (7.23)Wy 1XI ix - jj + rjkj2
jez.\{O} kez\{O}
here Z4 {-n, - , -2, -1, 0, 1, 2, .-- , n}; and the positive integers j, and k, are the physical-
space and Fourier-space cut-offs, respectively. Note that the term limxzo{GES (X) - I term in
(7.15) is now simply given by GES(O).
We demonstrate in Table 7.1 the rapid convergence of the Ewald Sum approximation. 3 In
3The error is not measured exactly in the Y-norm: we calculate o at the nodes of the mesh and then evaluate
the Y norm of the resulting interpolant.
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Table 7.1: Convergence of the Ewald Sum O, 0 k.
ae as the "truth," and present convergence in physical space, GFjS
1 <p 8, and in Fourier space GFS ,1 < p 8. Clearly, very small jo, ko suffices; and
equally obvious, it is possible to choose a better tuning parameter y.
Treatment of singular term
We now address the numerical quadrature issues related to the evaluation of functional involving
the singular term - a2(w, GES, v). We approximate a2(w, GES v) by
a2 (w, GES, V) = wGESV)
= LwLES
w(.) ( v(.) + W ( V(E, (7.24)
quad quad
where Equad denotes Q x Q x Q tensorized Gauss-Legendre quadrature over each element Th E
T. Numerical tests confirm that the first term - very smooth - converges exponentially as Q
increases; in contrast, the second term - singular - converges quite slowly. Though our choice
Q = 6 probably suffices for our current study, clearly more "special purpose" quadratures must be
developed for the singular term - at least in elements close to the nucleus (non-uniform meshes
will also help in this regard).
From next section onward, we will drop the subscript h and superscript ES, and assume the
finite element solution is our "truth" solution, i.e. Y, fn, A, and G refer to Yh, nh, Ah, Oh and
Gh. We have used K= 20 x 20 x 20.
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jES gES 8jj gE IjjESo j0 8k=8IiP j0 =p,k.=8 ~ j&=8,ko=81Y j=8,ko=p ~ jn=8,ko=8Y
1 2.3695 2.5631 E -4
2 3.6992 E -6 0
4 4.9873 E -19 0
6 0 0
7.3 Reduced-Basis Formulation
In Chapter 6, we showed that both reduced basis approximation - augmented and vectorized -
can be applied successfully to Kohn Sham equations. Here, we consider only the vectorial reduced
basis space, as we anticipate the resulting approximation space will be efficient. The augmented
reduced basis approximation considered in Chapter 6 can be easily extended to the 3-dimensional
Kohn Sham equations considered here.
7.3.1 The Approximation Space
We introduce nested sample sets S 6 = {A, ... , p N.},1 < Nu < Nm. and define the associated
nested vectorial reduced-basis spaces as
W = span {I ([Z,/ptu]),1 < n < N"}, 1 <NU <N", (7.25)
= span {a, 1fl n Nu}, 1<Nu <N .; (7.26)
where U([Z, Au]) (ui([Z, Au]), ... , Ufl([Z, u])) are the solutions of (7.10) at i = p"t for a given
Z; and (n (,, ... ,C .) are basis functions obtained after ii([Z, Au]), 1 < n < Nu are preprocessed
sorted, aligned and pseudo-orthogonalized for smaller Nu and better stability in the resulting
discrete system. Then, an approximation of G^ in W is given by uN,M([Z, N
- the ith component of ^ N,M([Z, I) is given by UN,M,i([Z, AI) = N (Z ])(,j, 1 < ne
The preprocessing procedure outlined in Section 5.3.2 can be used. However, as n, < 2, the
eigenfunctions are well-behaved: there is only sign variation and the eigenvectors are well-separated
for D = [2,4].
We may similarly define for 0 the nested sample sets SO= {,4..., p4+} and the associated
reduced-basis space
WO = span {#([Z, p]), 1 < n < Nk}, 1 <NO <Nt (7.27)
= span {Xn,1 rn NO}, 1<N'<Nax.
The Xn, 1 < n < NO are obtained by orthonormalizing 0([Z, pO]), 1 < n < NO relative to the (-; .)y
inner product.
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Finally (although in actual practice, initially), we construct the Sk. and Q based on the
greedy selection process described in Section 6.3.5.
7.3.2 The Approximation
This section follows closely Section 6.3.3. With vectorial reduced-basis approximation, the equilib-
rium ground state of the resulting neutral structure for a particular Z is given by nN,M([Z, ]
(uN,M,i ([Z ,A]), 1 <i < ne), where
UN,M([Z,Ip]) = arginf {EN,M(N E (wi, --,wn); [Z, ]), wi E W, (7.28)
/p fW = 1,1 <i ne},
=*(Z) arginf{CN,M(nN,M([Z, );[Z,ji]); t> O}. (7.29)
Here, fiN,M([Z, p]) is obtained by solving the following Euler Lagrange equations: find UN,M([Z, -])
(fiNM([Z /, N,), O M ([AM Z D \N,M,M([Z,,U])) E N (WN xWO x Rne x R) such
that
AM(UN,M([Z, p]), v; G; [Z, p]) = 0, Vv ($, C, , ) E YN, (7.30)
where AN,M ([Z, p) (AN,M,i ([Z, A]), 1 i < ne) and
Am (w (*, s, &-, rc), v a(,C w); t; [Z, pl)
[01([Z, IL]) ao (wi, vi) + 02 ([Z, p]) a2 (Wi, t, Vi) + 03 ([Z, p]) a2 (Wi, S, Vi)
+ 05([Z, A]) anlM (wi,E W, vi) + 204 ([Z, p]) uiai (wi, vi)
j=1
Tne
+ Z% i{31([Z, p])al(wi,wi) +# 2([Z p])}
i=1
+ [1([Z, pI])ao(s, ;) + a2([Z, E]) a2 (Wj, Wj, 4) + a3([Z, A])l(-) + ra 4([Z, pI) l(4)
j=1
+ W i(s). (7.31)
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Then, EN,M(UN,M([Z, IL]); G; [Z, /]), the reduced-basis approximation for the electronic energy
E(u([Z, p]); G; [Z, p]), is given by
EN,M(w = (w , s, &, K); G; [Z, p]) = 61 ([Z, tL]) ao(wi, wi) + 0 2 ([Z, p]) a2(wi, G, wi)
+ 1 3([Z,p]) a2(wi, s, wj)
+ 3 5([Z, M]) an1,M(wiZWjI Wi) (7.32)
j=1
and 6N,M(UN,M([Z, p]); G; [Z, p]), the reduced-basis approximation to the total energy E(u([Z, t]);
G; [Z, p]), is given by EN,M(UN,M([Z, p]); G; [Z, p]) +
Compared to (7.1), we have made two approximations in (7.31). First, we approximate an'(wi,
Z>i w ,vi) by aul'M(wi, w, vi) fa , v, where g' j'j is an empirical interpolation ap-
proximation to gi N) 3i( => u2)1/3 . Thus, we require ne empirical interpolation approximations
and Moi is the dimension of the approximation space for Wjjis . We also define M as maxl i:n, M9.
Second, we only impose the constraints y 2,M'i = 1, 1 < i < ne. Finally, since fa x = 0,
1 <n < N, fQ N,M is perforce zero; our discrete (nonlinear) algebraic system will thus have an
actual dimension of Nu + NO +ne. This can then be solved based on the Newton iterative procedure
outlined in Chapter 4 with an online complexity of O((NO) 3 + neNO (Nu)2 + (Nu)2 + neNuM) per
Newton iteration. Lastly, the online-offline computational procedure can be readily applied.
7.4 Numerical Results
Here, the largest problem we could solve (using MATLAB) is for Z = 4; this corresponds to a
simple cubic structure for Beryllium. Note that, as we have used a restricted model, two electrons
will occupy a single energy level; consequently we only solve for two eigenfunctions - ne = 2.
We consider /- E D _ [2, 4] and a parameter test sample ET of size 80 with sample points
distributed uniformly in D. We choose Moi, such that the approximation error in guMgi is less than
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N ENM NM M N,M
2 4.6855 E-1 8.0765 E-2 3.0058 E -1 8.1298 E -8
3 1.1070E-1 1.0543 E-2 5.5140 E -2 2.6072 E -2
4 2.7217 E -2 1.1797E-3 1.6030 E -2 2.4393 E -2
5 3.5961 E -4 1.1086E-6 7.1304 E-5 2.0356 E -3
6 1.6391 E -4 2.1172 E -7 2.8961 E-5 1.1883E-3
7 1.2049 E-4 1.5489 E -7 2.0473 E -5 9.3882 E -4
8 2.6687 E-5 4.4191 E-8 4.1551 E -6 3.8011 E-4
9 1.1542E-6 1.5024 E -8 2.7681 E-7 1.0560 E -4
Table 7.2: Convergence of the reduced basis errors - EuN, N, N,M, and e 7 - with Nu for
n, = 2 and 2 < p < 4.
10-10 for all i. We then define the following
6 NM 2 1 2 
EN ,M m ax Ik e([z, ] p ) - UN,M ( Z , i ([) 
(YNea ||pe( [Z , [ j]| 12 1/
N,EN [ZT jk-([Z,Z])jjy
ENM = max IEN([Z,II) -e([Z, ]) (7.35)
ortho = max max (7.36)
where Eu, 6,M and 66NM are respectively the maximum error in the reduced-basis approxima-
tion of , # and & within a given sample E ; and 6ONtM7 is a measure of non-compliance in the
orthogonality constraints.
We again achieve a convergence results not unlike that obtained for the 1-dimensional model
of Chapter 6: as shown in Table 7.2 and for NO = 7 and M = 13, the errors in ft again decrease
monotonically and the orthogonality of the solution is increasingly satisfied as N increases. How-
ever, we note that the computational savings achieved at the online stage is significantly higher
for a 3-dimensional problem. For our finite element approximation with K = 8000, the compu-
tational cost is 6576.45s. On the other hand, the computational cost during the online stage for
IN([Z, A]) - &([Z, A])I/1&([Z, t])I < 1 E -6 is 8s. We do however admit that finite element method
may not be the most appropriate approximation method to use for this particular problem -
planewave method will most likely converge faster and admit more efficient solution procedures.
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7.5 Application
As an illustrative application, we shall again determine p*, p, at which the total energy is minimum,
for Z = 2n, = 4. We require an absolute accuracy of 10-5 in p*. We use the simple bisection
method used in Section 6.5; it will thus involve repetitive evaluation of E([Z, p]). The approach
is straightforward. We approximate E([Z, p]) by EN,M([Z, i]) based on our vectorial reduced basis
approximation. We have use N" = 9, NO = 7 and M = 13. The variation of E([Z, p]) and
EN,M([Z, p]) with p is shown in Figure 7-1.
A total of 20 evaluations of EN,M([Z, p]) is required and I* is found to be 2.9375. The total
online computational cost is only 18.15s. On the contrary, with finite element approximation of
K = 8000, the total computational cost would have taken more than 36 hours4 . If we compare
only the online cost with the total computational cost based on "truth" approximation, we clearly
achieve online computational savings of order O(103).
However, taking the offline computational cost into consideration, the reduced basis method is
clearly not competitive for this particular problem. Due to the lack of an efficient a posteriori error
estimation procedure, we must first compute solutions at all p E ET - for our example, there are
80 sample points in E , leading to a total offline computational cost of approximately 146 hours.
Clearly, if the reduced basis model that we have developed is only used for this particular problem,
it would have made no sense. Of course, if we could construct a sample set without the use of the
"greedy" sampling procedure, the offline computational cost is then manageable - it would also
mean we may have a suboptimal approximation with a dimension that is larger than is needed, or
worse, we do not know how accurate the approximation is.
However, the low order model obtained through the reduced basis approximation can be reused
to determine other static and dynamic properties of the crystal, as suggested in Section 6.5. For
example, we can use the current approximation can be used to determine elasticity constants and
the bulk modulus [120]. With some extensions to the current model, we can further perform lattice
dynamics simulations based on the Density Functional Perturbation Theory [7, 42] or the frozen
phonon approach [28, 76]. Under such circumstances, we may be able to justify the large initial
computational overhead incurred during the offline stage.
4 As mentioned in Section 7.4, the use of finite element method for this problem is clearly not optimal. We could
perhaps obtain a much lower computational cost by, for example, the planewave method. The online computational
saving achieved by the reduced basis method is then much lower.
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Figure 7-1: Comparison between the S([Z, y]) and SN,MU Z, p]) for Z = 4, ne = 2, and 2 p 4.
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Chapter 8
Concluding Remarks
8.1 Summary
The main goal of this thesis is to develop reduced basis methods for eigenvalue problems encountered
in computational chemistry. The essential components of the reduced basis method are (i) rapidly
convergent global reduced basis approximation spaces generated by Galerkin projection onto a
space spanned by solutions of the governing partial differential equations at N judiciously chosen
samples in parameter space such that N, the dimension of the resulting reduced order model, is
much smaller than K, the dimension of the underlying discretization of the "truth" approximation;
(ii) a posteriori error estimators to provide inexpensive estimation for the errors in the outputs of
interest; (iii) an offline-online computational procedure to decouple the generation and projection
stages of the approximation process; and (iv) optimal sampling strategies to pick parameter samples
optimally.
The concept of constructing efficient approximation spaces that are problem-specific is not new
in computational chemistry - chemists have developed numerous highly efficient basis sets for
electronic structure calculations of a wide variety of molecular systems [35, 121]. However, these
basis sets were obtained at a price - considerable effort was expended to optimize a particular
basis set for a particular system with respect to some experimental data [31, 118, 119]. In addition,
no such efficient basis set is available for extended systems. As such, we believe the reduced basis
method provides a systematic approach by which efficient basis sets can be obtained for any system
with the added advantage of good convergence properties.
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We extend earlier work on reduced basis methods for linear eigenvalue problems [71]. We
consider eigensolutions of vectorial nature, i.e. solution with multiple eigenvectors and eigenval-
ues. In particular, we introduce two approximation approaches - the augmented reduced basis
approximation and the vectorial reduced basis approximation. The augmented reduced basis ap-
proximation relies on optimality of the Galerkin method to find the best linear combination of the
basis functions in WA, the augmented reduced basis space. Since WA consists of all eigenvectors at
all the sample points in the associated sample set, the resulting approximation space is in fact very
rich; its dimension is equally large. On the other hand, the vectorial reduced basis approximation
reduces the degree of freedoms available to the Galerkin procedure by first preprocessing the basis
functions in the vectorial reduced basis space, WV The efficiency of WK is contingent on the
ability of the preprocessing step to obtain a smooth variation of the eigenvectors with respect to
our input parameter. In our first example based on a harmonic oscillator problem, we show that
the vectorial reduced basis approximation can indeed be very efficient compared to the augmented
reduced basis approximation. We further equip our reduced basis approximations with efficient
asymptotic a posteriori error estimation procedures. This enables us to control the accuracy of the
approximation, and provide an inexpensive guide to efficiently construct an optimal reduced basis
space based on the "greedy" adaptive sampling procedure.
In Chapter 5, we apply the reduced basis method developed for linear eigenvalue problem to
band structure calculation - the rapid determination of band energies Ei(k), 1 < i < nb, given
any k in the first Brillouin zone for a periodic Hamiltonian operator with fixed background periodic
potential. This allows the rapid determination of band structure properties required in the study of
transport phenomena and the determination of macroscopic properties. Due to the rich variation
of the solutions fi(k) with respect to the parameter k, the augmented reduced basis approximation
performs much better than the vectorial reduced basis approximation as it provides more degree of
freedom to achieve the Galerkin optimality. The augmented reduced basis space proves to be more
efficient than the vectorial reduced basis space. We demonstrate the utility of the reduced basis
approach in the determination of spectral properties of crystalline silicon based on the empirical
pseudopotential model.
In computational chemistry problems, nonlinear eigenvalue problems are commonly encoun-
tered [18, 32, 90, 111]. For reduced basis approximations of nonlinear eigenvalue problems, we first
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describe the empirical interpolation method - a rapidly convergent interpolation procedure for
parametric fields - in Chapter 3. We then show in Chapter 4 how the incorporation of the empir-
ical interpolation method within our reduced basis framework can lead to an online computation
where the complexity is independent of M.
In Chapter 6 and 7, we consider the rapid determination of the ground state energy, E(pL) of
a crystal structure based on the Density Functional Theory. A significant improvement in the
efficiency of such calculations has important implications in ab-initio geometry optimization of
molecular systems and multiscale, multiphysics simulations. To achieve this, we seek an efficient
reduced basis approximation of the associated Kohn-Sham equations. The equations are first
parameterized by mapping the solutions onto a fixed reference domain with positions of nuclei
mapped onto unique locations in the reference domain; we consider only cases where positions of
nuclei does not vary. We render the nonlinear functions affine by using the empirical interpolation
method. We further show that for the cases examined, the vectorial reduced basis approximation
can be particularly efficient - it exploits the inherent orthogonality properties between the solutions
ui(p), 1 < i < ne, and their common smoothness to achieve a significant reduction in the dimension
of the resulting algebraic equations. The results based on a one dimensional periodic problem
indicate that the reduced-basis space is rapidly convergent with N and depend weakly on ne. The
energy S(p) can also be easily approximated to a relative accuracy of 10-8. For three dimensional
problems, the result is more limited due to limitation in the solver used for obtaining the truth
approximation. We show some results for a simple cubic structure of Beryllium.
8.2 Future Work
We conclude by proposing possible future work. We divide the discussion into two: the first
section look at the possible numerical improvements while the second suggests possible avenues by
which the reduced basis method can be more widely applied in "real" computational chemistry
calculations.
8.2.1 Numerical Improvement
An important ingredient of the reduced basis framework is the efficient a posteriori error estimation
procedure. We currently do not have an error estimation procedure for nonlinear eigenvalue prob-
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lem. This leads to a very expensive offline procedure since we need to compute solutions for all the
parameters in our test sample. For the linear eigenvalue problem, the error estimators developed
in this thesis are also not rigorous bounds for our quantities of interest - they cannot be used as
certificates of fidelity. Development of efficient, sharp and rigorous error bounds for reduced basis
approximations of linear and nonlinear eigenvalue problems will greatly encourage wider adoption
of the reduced basis method.
For our vectorial reduced basis approximation, the solution method at the online stage - a
Newton iterative scheme - is currently not robust, especially if N is small. Its efficiency also
pales against existing eigenvalue solver, even when compared to system of larger size. A more
robust and efficient solution method would greatly increase the appeal of vectorial reduced basis
approximation.
For many computational chemistry problems, the quantities of interest can usually be expressed
as functions of the projector onto the eigenvectors associated with, say, the ne lowest eigenvalues.
Instead of constructing a reduced basis approximation for the ne eigenpairs, we can construct a
reduced basis approximation for the projector. The latter is a single object that is more well-defined.
Therefore, efforts in this direction may yet yield an efficient approach in solving computational
chemistry problems. At present however, it is not clear how we can construct a posteriori estimation
procedure for reduced basis formulation based on projectors - current formulation of the error
estimation procedure requires knowledge of the eigenpairs.
8.2.2 Applications
Computational chemistry problems are many and varied. We limit the discussion to possible
extensions to the two applications considered in this thesis.
Extensions to band structure calculations
First, a numerical comparison between the Slater-Koster interpolation scheme based on Wannier
functions [79, 109, 110] and the current reduced basis approach will allow us to better identify future
applications for the reduced basis method. In addition, the Slater-Koster interpolation scheme is
well-established in the solid states community and as such benchmarking our method with respect
to this scheme may encourage wider adoption of the reduced basis approach.
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In ab initio calculations based on Density Functional Theory, the density of electrons are usually
determined from the wavefunctions evaluated at several k-points in the first Brillouin zone - for
some elements, such as metals, the number of k-points required can be large. Coupling this with
the need to compute a new density for each iteration of the SCF algorithm, the computational cost
can be large - O(nrkK) where nk is the number of k-points needed to accurately evaluate the
density. We consider possible computational savings based on reduced basis approach. In each SCF
iteration, we construct a reduced basis approximation of dimension N < . Then, the reduced
basis approximant to the wavefunctions at all nk are used to construct the density of electrons -
the computational cost is then O(NA' + nkN3 ). For large nk, this can potentially lead to large
computational savings.
Extensions to ground state energy calculations
For our three dimensional problems, we are limited by the size of Z that we can treat. For large
nuclear charge, the cusps at the nuclear positions become very pronounced and thus very fine
resolution is required, leading to exorbitant computational costs, not to mention the complexity
involved in writing an efficient code for determining the "truth" approximations. One alternative is
to couple the reduced basis approximation with existing electronic structure codes, which have been
optimized by many researchers. There are however several challenges associated with this. First,
as with any large-scale code, knowledge on the implementation details of these codes is crucial
in developing a reduced basis approximation that is consistent with the "truth" approximation
computed from these codes. Second, most of these codes utilize pseudopotential to reduce the
effects of the cusps mentioned earlier. However, the current formulation in these codes are not
amenable to the reduced basis treatment. Lastly, due to the symmetric properties of crystalline
solids, common practice of symmetrizing the density with respect to some symmetry point groups
also leads to some difficulties in developing efficient empirical interpolants for the nonlinear terms.
Implementation challenges aside, we wish to examine the formulation issues related to param-
eterization of problems with moving nuclei. One possible solution is through nonlinear geometric
mapping of (moving) locations of nuclei in the original domain onto fixed locations in the reference
domain. This will lead to nonaffine functionals, which can then be rendered affine using empirical
interpolation method. Note, however, this significantly increases the complexity of the approxi-
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mation process since, due to the nonlinear mapping, all functionals are now at least nonaffine. In
addition, it is also limited to (i) small displacements as large displacement will lead to conditioning
issues, and (ii) small number of nuclei as the nonlinearity of the mapping functions grows with the
number of nuclei. Extension of the reduced basis approach to cases with moving nuclei will be of
particular interest in computational chemistry.
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